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INTRODUCTION 
The Evolution of Substitutes 
The old American knack of making one thing serve 
for another has come into full play as a result of the war, 
and it will leave its mark on the future in the form of im-
proved products, new products and processes, and revolution-
ary, undreamed of synthetics. 
In retrospect we observe that at one time steel was 
"ersatz" iron which in its turn was "ersatz" bronze, v1hile 
gas engines v;ere "ersatz" steam engines. ( 1) As a matter of 
fact, civilization's progress has shown that while looking 
for a substitute for some staple or luxury product, people 
have more often than not eventually discovered something su-
perior to the original article. Today we think of a sub-
stitute as manifesting superior qualities and havinc; a ready, 
waiting market. Today more than ever before manufacturers 
will not risk placing on the market an inferior substitute. 
A substitute superior to the article it replaces has possi-
bilities of bringing in a potentially rich financial yield. (2) 
The impetus to create substitutes, synthetic ma-
terials, replacements, or new and improved processes or 
1. "Aluminum Vs. Enamel," Colliers, April 12, 1941. Volume 
107, Number 15. Page 94. 2
· Arthur, J~lietta K., "Housewives Join The Hunt For Sub-
stitutes, Nation's Business, December, 1941. Volume 29, 
Number 12. Page 74. 
j 
l 
procedures arises in its full contagious intensity in periods 
of all-out national defense and war efforts. Evidence of 
this was present in the last Tiorld War. Today because of our 
entrance into the war, our national defense program has taken 
on new meaning for the consumer. 
The Importance of Substitutes In ,3. V:ar Economy 
The importance of substitutes is evident during 
periods when a country is compelled to wallow in the throes 
of a war·economy. The wheels of production are turned on 
basic war-time defense materials and equipment. Hence, a 
drastic change in American living is bound to come about for 
the consumer civilian and for those industries producing con-
sumer goods directly or indirectly. Defense needs and civil-
ian needs cannot both be fully met simultaneously with an 
effective, potentially final war victory as the goal in view. 
The need for substitutes, for improved methods of processing, 
for new solutions to our food, clothing, housing, medican and 
other problems becomes glaringly apparent and. significant to 
a nation that would be triumphant. Speed in executine:, the 
solutions to these problems is the prime factor. 
The Importance of Raw l.Iaterials 
The access to war-essential raw materials end a 
nation's resourcefulness in converting these war materials 
into decisively war-winning equipment will determine to a 
lar~e extent the decree of persistence and endurance which 
either side is capable of maintaining. No country has its 
complete share of what it wants or needs. 8ach country, 
'.I; 
·.·, 
' 
specializing in its particular industrial or other fields, 
depends on its foreign trade for certain materials which it 
lacks or which m.ay be produced more cheaply by other countries. 
American dependence on certain foreign raw materials has 
snapped like a springboard--expectedly so in some industries 
and puzzlingly so with an uncanny lack of anticipation in 
other fields of business. 
Dependence on Foreign Markets 
The importance of having access to raw materials is 
evident from the frenzy caused by shortages in tin and rubber. 
Since these are in the main imported goods, the shortages are 
due not only to the revitalized war effort, but also to the 
cutting off of Far Eastern sources of supply. The babies of 
today no doubt treasure their rubber and metal toys very 
dearly--for they may not receive anymore for some time. 
The United States, the largest user of both tin and 
rubber, imports approximately forty per cent of the world's 
production of tin and fifty-five per cent of the world's pro-
duction of rubber. (1) Now the United States faces drastic 
cuts·,i 'for· Japan's Malayan campaign has been aimed just as 
'· 
strongly--if not more so--at the seizure of this peninsula's 
rich tin·and rubber output as it has been aimed at the large 
.;' 
naval base of Singapore. 'Shortages of these raw materials 
l' ' ' ','! 
1. The Commodity Yearbook, J:lli. Commodity Research Bureau, 
Inc. , New. York, New York.. Third Annual Volume. Pae:es 541 
and 461 •.. The .Percentage· for tin is as of 1939. 
3 
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will be felt in consumer goods from golf balls to tires, to 
say nothing of the dislocations and restrictions that will 
result. 
Research 
However, American ingenuity does not cease. Re-
search comes to the rescue. The rubber industry is a prime 
illustration of the merry-go-round chase for substitutes-- a 
race which is being run in many fields of industry today. 
The Far Eastern threat to the United States supply of crude 
rubber led to the development of guayule rubber which has 
possibilities of cultivation in California, the Southwest, 
and South America. {1) This development in its present stage 
does not, of course, solve entirely the shortage problem. It 
merely represents a beginning made toward the solution of the 
problem. Estimates are that a long-range project of 45,000 
acres of shrubs would produce 37,125 tons of rubber--only six 
per cent of one year's normal requirements--at the end of 
four years. (2) Developments such as this are not immediate-
ly effective as far as the war effort is concerned, but they 
may have tremendous effects on the self-sufficiency of 
nations and on the inevitable change in world economy that 
.·will prevail after the war. 
Immediately effective developments may be illus-
trated by an experimental attempt to put shipbuilding on a 
1. Business Week, December 27, 1941. Number 643. Page 18. 
' 2. Ibid. , page 18. l 
4 
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mass-production basis. The experiment has brought to the at-
tention of the United States Navy a new type of cargo carrier 
which was built in six weeks at the cost of $250,000. (1) 
The Navy is considering this new type of cargo carrier as a 
potential answer to the submarine menace. The carrier's flat 
bottom draws only eleven feet of water--causing it to be a 
difficult target for submarines. (2) 
The resourcefulness of American private industry 
being stimulated more than ever before by necessity is begin-
ning to tap its inventiveness and skills and to apply them to 
the war effort so that they will not be "prioritied" out of 
existence. Some industries have had men of sufficient far-
visioned, analytical competence to minimize the effects of a 
war economy on the stability of their production. 
For two years one specific firm which turns out 
various products has had adequate foresight to establish re-
search departments with the purpose of developing synthetic 
materials. (3) Being normally a substantial user of cork, 
burlap, aluminum, rags, and imported oils, this company has 
been directly affected by material priorities. The program 
of substitution has been so successful that essentially the 
same products which were produced during normal times can 
still be produced. Oiticica oil from South America, de-
hydrated castor and other oils along with admixtures of 
1. "The Sea Otter II" Illustrated in Business Week, 
December 13, 1941. Number 641. Page 22. 
2. Ibid., page 22. 
3. The Paraffine Companies, Inc. 
5 
synthetic resins have become substitutes for the no-longer-
imported tung from China. Now the usual burlap backing of in-
laid linoleum is being substituted by an asphalt-saturated 
back. Besides linoleum this firm also produces paint and 
roofing materials. The wearing qualities and the availabili-
ty of elements are thoroughly tested beforehand to assure con-
sumers of receiving maximum value. (1) 
In place of rags which formerly were imported from 
Great Britain, Egypt, and Japan, defibered wood is being com-
bined with rags still available from Argentina to secure the 
desired results. To minimize the use of cork, this priori-
tied material is being combined with wood flour and fiber. (2) 
However, one product--lumishield roofing, a heat-
and light-reflecting aluminum-coated roofing material--is 
still conspicuous because of its absence from and its unavail-
ability on the market. This is perhaps due to a greater ex-
tent because of the government's warning against light-reflect-
ing roofs.rather than because of a lack of a practicable 
~~!sub~titute. (3) 
''·!,;,,\~{~{W(}: One rubber company which made surgeon • s gloves of 
crude rubber and household gloves of neoprene and rubber now 
finds that neoprene is unavailable for civilian uses and that 
the use of crude rubber and latex: for household gloves has 
j been banned by the Office of Production Management. (4) 
l 
1. Business Week, February 21, 1942. Number 651. Page 57. 
2. Ibid., page 57. 
). Ibid., page 57. 
4. The Pioneer Rubber Company, Willard 
, Ohio 
6 
An all-rubber household glove with a roughened surface to pre-
vent wet dishes from slipping out of the hand had just been 
developed when the ban came. The company has now success-
fully developed a new glove from the reclaimed rubber of inner 
tubes. However, the curtailment of reclaimed rubber seems im-
minent, and this company expects to develop another new glove 
'! shortly. ( 1) 
Another accomplishment of industrial research is 
the use of cellulose acetate for making hose nozzles. The 
cellulose acetate not only releases a certain portion of 
brass and bronze for war purposes, but also is cheaper. Like-
wise fasteners on suspenders and garters will be molded of 
plastic rather than of the usual plated brass. (2) 
Laxative companies will have to find an equally 
effective ingredient to take the place of castor oil which is 
used extensively in aviation as a lubricating oil. 
Problems of a War Economy 
i~:~,:_';,.[./~.'rj•!, · Many problems exist in the establishment of a de-
'iJ•!1,:yrt~n,se program to provide for adequate supplies and raw ma-
, "·! .;:!;'1', .~:~~.·.~ :/ .. ;'~.\): ,· 
':,tYt;er'ials which are essential to a war drive. First of these 
-": :;:·<;,>:i{{·>· .. 
' is the problem of transportation. With Great Britain and 
other countries turning to the United States for food, cloth-
ing, and other supplies, the problem becomes not alone or 
1. Business Week, February 14, 1942. Number 650. 
2. Arthur, Julietta K., "Housewives Join The Hunt 
stitutes," Nation's Business, December 1941. 
Number 12. Page 747 
Page 27. 
For Sub-
Volume 29, 
7 
! '1 
•. 
.''·t 
~. 
1 
l 
!i 
' 
:l 
.J 
i 
'I 
superficially one of shortages (because of the task of expand-
ing and converting production and because of the cutting off 
of foreign imports), but mainly one of transportation. Lease-
lend legislation and appropriations are futile in themselves. 
The money thus appropriated must be converted into tanks, guns, 
airplanes, ships, and other vital supplies. (1) Following the 
conversion of money into goods comes the necessity of trans-
porting these goods to where they are needed and to where they 
will be the most effective. At the present time many so-
called "shortages" do not constitute actual scarcity, but are 
mainly the shifting of transportation facilities to the more 
urgent war preparation. 
The fulfillment of lease-lend appropriations would 
':: ,, bring a sharp pick up in airplane, locomotive, ( 2} and ship 
,;.;·;'';·)~:~·· 
'.I"<, ,<;.~~.deliveries within the next six months. ( 3) An unprecedented 
' f t \- l~li' ' , ~~f.,/ .. ~ti~ .. ~ ... ,.~ ... ~. 
;','.~/.strain on shipping would result necessitating immediate 
'. \.~, ·,.' \\"\· ' f ' 
',!;:.,>:' .·· ' ; 
\ '·' ~ 't \' ' ' ' 
' }, shifts in schedules for foreign deliveries. However, a gap 
. ' ' ;;\ ,·,,·i:·:··· ., :\·· :·:'· 1:·· t 
.;•:."in>'the lease-lend program will be inevitable as far as com-
'.·,;{';··~:~:) lt~\ ·.: {~~:i; .· .· ~··· '' ' ' ' l • 
,1'.\.'k~·f Ini tments to Great Britain, Russia, and China are concerned. 
1
·• ,1 :·.~··:~~\'i~'<,{\;V.~.·.> . · . ·.· · . 
. :3,</.:;;~;T~~~~, Un.i ted st'ates needs for itself all the anti-aircraft 
;.::.:f:i:equipment for which it has capacity to produce. (4) An 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
! ~~ . 
{ , ~ l, o I 
Ezekial, Mordecai, "Economic Implications of Defense," 
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
SCience, July 1941. Volume 216. Page 24. --
Washington has placed an order of one hundred locomotives 
for Egypt and the Middle East. Business Week, December IJ, 
1941. Number 641. Page 17. ----
"What Lease-Lend Money Buys,'' Business ~' December 20, 
1941. Number 642.. Page 7. 
Business Week, December 13, 1941. Number 641. Page 17. 
abatement in airplane deliveries can be expected until such a 
time that United States Pacific losses have been converted to 
a state of unquestionable military superiority over the Lxis. 
Even though for a while food deliveries will be 
carried at perhaps a smaller aggregate total than planned, (1) 
food supplies are to be the lar~Sest item in the United States 
lease-lend project as soon as enough ships are fully armed 
and prepared. (2) 
There is the problem of supplying foreign markets 
in an objective and efficient manner. Y:hen one realizes the 
tremendous and seemingly impossible increases which must be 
made in productive facilities and in production itself in 
1 order to supply warring countries with the necessary staple 
. ::1 
' ~l 
'l 
? goods and essential war materio.ls lind equipment, the im-
.\ 
.~ portance of substitutes is then more reudily and ffiOre clear-
ly discerned. 
The Department of Agriculture has asked American 
to raise enough food to feed 10,000,000 people over 
•\": ·.·.~~' .~:.1~< '. ;' ' . 
" <.and above the amount needed for the citizens of tl:e United 
"' . :y1··~. >1~;:<>~~:~~::, l 
:~,tStates. (3) From this accelerated agricultural expansion 
. ~.,·:;·~p·t!:: ., · · . . . 
!.i ,fdairy, :f'armers will receive an income boost of $150, 000,000 
:\; <··;.~:·r· .. · , ; .~;· . ·. : 
. , ~uring the ,next twelve months, CJ.nd poultry raisers can expect 
':i 
' an increase of $75,000,000. ( 4) The United States is to 
•, ; 
'1. B~kiness Week, op. cit., page 17. 
· 2.' "What Lease-Lend Money Buys," Business Week , December 20, 
·' 1941• Number 642. Pa~e 7. 
· '3. "Filling Up The Cans," t, Business \'.reek, January 10, 1942. 
Number 645. Page 53. --J~.'.:,: Printers' Ink, May 23, 1941. Volume 195, Number 8. Pare JO. 
9 
supply Great Britain with twenty-five per cent of her animal 
protein requirements--in the form of dried eggs, dried milk, 
cheese, evaporated milk, canned and cured pork. (1) Food 
purchases made by the Surplus Marketing Administration total 
one hundred fifty items. The use of dried foods is solving 
many a problem especially at a time when shipping space and 
refrigerating facilities are at a premium. 
From March 15, 1941, to January 24, 1942, the Sur-
plus Marketing Administration bought mostly for Great Britain, 
the following: 
Cheese • • • • • • • 
Dried skim milk 
Dried eggs • • • 
Evaporated milk • • 
.••••• 191,000,000 pounds 
• . • • • . 46,000,000 pounds (2) 
• • • • 54,000,000 pounds (3) 
• • • • • • 20,000,000 cases (4) 
It is interesting to note the percentage increases 
in the production of these commodities during the first 
eleven months of 1941 over the production of 1940: 
Commodity 
Cheese • • • • • 
1lli Production 
670,700,000 pounds 
343,400,000 pounds 
7,000,000 pounds 
2,878,900,000 pounds 
~ Increase over 1940 
18~-
15% Dried skim milk • 
- Dried eggs ••• 
· ..·· .. Evaporated milk • 
.. 
( 5%) 24 
"More Dried Foods," Business Week, February 14, 1942. 
Number 650. Page 36. 
For human consumption. 
(6) 
One pound of dried eggs is equivalent to three dozen shell 
eggs. Business Week, op. cit., page 36. 
4. Ibid., page 36. · 
5. Production of .dried eggs before 1941 was insignificant. 
To be satisfactory as a product, dried eggs must contain a 
percentage of fat, free fatty acid, and moisture. They 
must have a good odor and be quite soluble. 
6. Business Week, op. cit., pages 36 and 37. 
10 
The lack of production figures for dried eggs in 
1940 is explained by the effect that the war economy has had 
on this industry which was not commercially important until 
the emergency arose. The industry started from scratch in 
April, 1941, with a production low of 7,000,000 pounds ex-
pected to rise to 50,000,000 pounds in 1942. (1) This ex-
pected figure of 50,000,000 pounds is an anticipated estimate 
based on what will be needed to cover the requirements. How-
ever, no fixed goal has been set as yet. The drive by the Sur-
plus Marketing Administration for more egg-drying facilities 
brought lease-lend funds to the rescue of this small in-
dustry. The operators of these plants lease (with an option 
to buy after the war) the facilities provided by lease-lend 
funds. (2) The plan is similar to the defense-plant program 
of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. 
The 1942 goals for the production of the above-
mentioned and other food products call for a tremendous ex-
pansion of processing capacities. Even though considerable 
expansion has already taken place, new plants are urgently 
needed. The following estimates for 1942 production give 
some evidence for this statement: 
1. "More Dried 
Nwnber 650. 
2. "Filling Up 
Nwnber 645. 
Foods," Business Week, February 14, 1942. 
Page 37. 
The Cans," Business Week, January 10, 1942. 
Page 53. 
11 
I ' I 
Cheese . • • • • • • • . 900,000,000 pounds 
Dried skim milk . . . • . • 525,000,000 pounds 
Evaporated milk • • . • • . 82,000,000 cases ( 1) 
Dried eggs • • • . . . . 50,000,000 pounds (2) Shell eggs • . . • • • . • • 3,800,000,000 dozen ( 3) Canned tomatoes • • • • • • 40,000,000 cases ( 4) Canned peas • • . • • • • • 38,000,000 cases Canned snap beans . . . . • 12,500,000 cases Canned corn . • . . • . 24,000,000 cases ( 5) 
In view of the present goals the percentage of 
change in production from 1941 to 1942 is estimated in the 
following column: 
Cheese . . • . . . . . • • • • • • plus 33% 
Dried skim milk • • . . • . • • . • • . plus 26% 
Evaporated milk • • • • . • . • . . • • plus 20% Dried eggs • • • . • . • . • • . • . • plus 86% Canned tomatoes • . • • • • • . • • • . plus 25% Canned peas • . • . . . • . . • . . . plus 35% Canned snap beans • • • . • • • • . . • O% Canned corn . • • • • . • • • . . • . • minus 8% 
Shortages of other than actively warring countries 
also put a strain on our war-productive, labor, and trans-
portation capacities and facilities. From Mexico City, 
Mexico, comes the cry of "charcoal shortage" (with some poss-
ibilities of monopolistic maneuvering) with the result that 
an unprecedented demand for stoves of all kinds exists. (6) 
1. Equivalent to 3,500,000,000 pounds. 
2. A tentative estimate which has definite possibilities of 
being higher. 
). This figure also includes the required number of eggs 
needed for the dried egg estimate. 
4. A case consists of twelve #2 cans. 
5. "More Dried Foods," and "Filling Up The Cans," Business 
Week, February 14, 1942, page 36, and January 10, 1942, 
page 53, Numbers 650 and 645 respectively. 
6. "Charcoal Shortage, Business ~, January 3, 1942. 
Number 650. Page 33. 
12 
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Depleted stocks have caused Mexican stove distributors to wire 
frantically the United States for stoves of all kinds--electric, 
primus burners, kerosene, gasoline, and self-contained gas units. 
Such a situation as this duplicated in other coun-
tries and within the United States itself (exemplified by the 
present necessity of producing hundreds of trolley cars to 
take care of an increased number of workers and those who 
formerly used automobiles) (1) intensifies the problem of 
supplying war needs along with the customary amount of con-
sumer goods. 
Conversion of Business 
It is during the span of the conversion period that 
producers of consumer goods frantically turn to substitutes 
in order to continue production. However, the first duty of 
American business is to supply materials for national defense--
the second duty being to produce and sell goods in consumer 
markets in order to keep non-defense items moving. (2) It 
is the increased sales of merchandise to the general public 
which will yield the funds to pay for war materials. (3) As 
long as there were unemployed men, unused resources, and as 
long as it were possible to expand production to meet both 
the needs of defense--or war--and of the civilian population, 
1. The Christian Science Monitor, March 10, 1942. Page 5. 
2. Swan, Carroll J., "Priorities Begin To Pinch," Printers' 
Ink, April 4, 1941. Volume 195, Number 1. Page 19. 
3. Ibid. , page 19. 
shortages to the consumer and inflation would be practically 
non-existent. (1) To increase the production of both war ma-
terials and consumer goods to such an extent as to uphold the 
morale of the worker and to sustain the accustomed standard 
of living requires a vigorous working program which recognizes 
adequately high wages and relative future security--a practi-
cal impossibility in a war economy. 
If substitutes or new products are available and do 
not interfere with needed war materials and labor, continued 
production of consumer goods is made feasible. At the same 
time these substitutes not only aid the consumer in adjusting 
himself to new ways of living, but also relieve the strain on 
a country which has relied to some extent on foreign countries 
for certain basic raw materials suddenly become vital for the 
making of war armaments and supplies. 
Effect 2f Priorities 
Moreover, an increase in priorities disemployment--
another problem--is bound to result from a speeded-up arms 
program. In the rush to convert, dislocations keep mounting 
up, and consumer-goods production is minimized to bare necess-
ity in a war economy which is still expanding its armed 
forces. (2) The capacities and facilities to produce may be 
intact, but priority restrictions on raw materials and the 
1. Ezekial, Mordecai, "Economic Implications of Defense," 
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
SCience. Vo1ume-216. July, 1941. :Pages 25 to 28. 
2. Business Week, January 10, 1942. Number 645. Page 13. 
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shifting of labor swiftly cripple these facilities to the 
point of unproductivity. 
A war economy can also make production take a topsy-
turvy whirl-about. Illustrating this is the interchange 
which has occurred between glycerine and soap products. Be-
fore the war economy set in, soap was the main product, and 
ninety per cent of the glycerine manufactured was the by-
product of the soap-making industry. With the present war 
munitions program screaming out for huge quantities of gly-
cerine, soap has taken a back seat and has become the by-
product in glycerine manufacture maximizing the glycerine out-
put. A governmental order restricting glycerine content in 
soap to one per cent will affect the liquid (potash), the cold 
process, and the half-boiled soaps (such as ordinary me-
chanics' soap). However, the bulk of soap production, being 
made by the boiled process,is not affected since this method 
calls for even less than one per cent of glycerine content. (1) 
It must not be overlooked, of course, that it is 
sometimes extremely difficult to convert manufacturing pro-
cedures--especially those industries dealing with raw 
materials--in well-established, satisfactory lines. (2) 
"War Rules on Soap," Business Week, February 14, 1942. 
Number 650. Page 16. 
2. Howe, H. E., "The Substitute is Batter Up!" Nation's 
Business, September, 1941. Volume 29, Number 9. Page 48. 
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Retail Problems 
Manufacturers and producers are not the only ones 
who have their troubles. Retailers also have their "riddles." 
One major difficulty is the procurement of goods from manu-
facturers. Mail order houses, for example, have had to re-
turn millions of dollars to consumers because of inability to 
deliver the products wanted. Facing an increased consumer 
demand for goods, retailers are handicapped by shortages of 
labor, trucks, tires, and wrapping paper. Especially at the 
peak seasons are the shortages acute, and the labor turnover 
high. The National Retail Dry Goods Association announced 
that in 1941 the range of drop-outs of sales help during the 
Christmas season was from eight to thirty-five per cent. One 
large store reported that in 1939 the loss of employees 
amounted to ten per cent--while in 1941 this figure was 
stepped up to twenty-five per cent. (1) 
The re-education of the consumer to forego all un-
necessary service frills was another problem to be solved. 
Deliveries had to be limited--some stores limited delivery to 
once a day, others to three times a week--from the customary 
twice-a-day deliveries. (2) In eliminating pick-ups, returns, 
gift wrappings, C. 0. D. orders, reversed toll calls, and 
delivery of small packages, another problem presented itself 
1. "Retailers Riddles," Business Week, January 24, 1942. 
:; ; Number 64 7. Page 42. 
2:.··, Ibid. , page 42 and 43. 
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to patriotically farsighted retailers--this was the problem 
of convincing competitors to cooperate in curtailing their 
services. {1) 
Increased Consumer Purchasing 
It is at these times that the consumer is most 
irked by the interference which the entire economy makes with 
his ordinary life •. The consumer may have more money to spend, 
but he cannot always find what he wants to buy. He does find, 
however, ersatz materials, prices increased out of proportion 
to quality, and a substandard personnel. (2) He may even 
find that shelves are empty or supply stocks frozen by govern-
mental order. The consumer must begin to adjust himself to 
this new living as painlessly as possible. The current high 
inventories of durable goods will dwindle, and the problem of 
replacement will loom as a result of scarcity of materials 
and shifts in demand, necessitating increases in some lines 
and decreases in other lines. (3) 
The problem of increased consumer purchasing power 
has been partly solved by: 
1. Substitute materials--for example, we find that 
~for some purposes plastics have been found to be more durable, 
:more efficient, and less expensive than metals. In these 
,:, '· 
; ,; 
,;L:;(Jases plastics have replaced metals. In getting one's daily 
-l~:"Retailers' Riddles," 
, ' 2. Ibid. , page 43. 
:,<·3·· Ibid. , page 43. 
" \ '·' 
op. cit., page 43. 
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'quota of vitamins, even Popeye, The Sailor, will have to admit 
. ,'\ 
that it is much simpler to swallow a vitamin tablet than to 
·* 
masticate a bushel of spinach • 
. :':.~ 2. Rationing--this partly controls price and in-
. ·~·'flation by cutting down the demand of civilian consumption to 
' ::/\ more proportionate level with supply. Rationing of scarce 
t . 
· ·' 'eommodi ties is perhaps the most democratic manner of protect-
. ~\ng the poor against the long pocketbook of the rich; never-
/~~t 
, ~M 
, : i,Jtheless , it . requires painful readjustments in the consumer • s 
··.\:.•:habits of 11ving. For instance, the rationing of sugar pre-
.. ;:tents to some extent hoarding by those with greater purchasing 
· 
1tpower • 
. :l The Germans suffered rationing along with a good 
';:;many inferior substitutes or "ersatz" long before the war be-
;;~an because of the length of the time needed to produce arms. 
·:~ 
,, 
Production capacity in Germany was on a fifty-fifty split be-
l 
tween war needs and consumer needs. The German philosophy is 
to give civilians only the minimum of essentials and to util-
ize·,the remaining productive capacity for their arms program. 
t "' J!J ~ ···~,< ,, ' 
In',·a'ermany sixty per cent of the total industrial capacity is 
~ ~ • ' ·~~'\'//\: ,·I 
·being,now used for armament purposes. This estimate may even 
".i.r \ 
be'.: higher than sixty per cent. Great Britain's percentage is 
·. calculated at· fifty per cent. The United States is embarking 
on. a fifty-fifty split with possibilities higher than any 
·~ ~ 
other ··country. There ·is one fundamental difference in the 
American situation in that: 
\ :. 
a. Civilians·have had an opportunity to stock up a 
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good many durable goods and materials. 
b. The high American. standard of living with its 
many non-essentials enables and results in more drastic tem-
porary shortages and rationing than is possible in other coun-
tries (except Switzerland). 
Rationing may come in unusual lines of consumer 
goods, the main shortages being in: imported goods; machinery; 
and metals and other raw materials. However, it is not ex-
pected that our shortages will reach the extremes of other 
countries as to require the severe rationing of: warm cloth-
' ing in Germany; food in Britain; and water, charcoal for home 
heating, and rice in Japan. It is certainly not expected that 
there will be any rationing of defense bonds. 
3. Selling defense bonds--this takes place both on 
a voluntary basis and on a forced basis (as the paying of 
salaries partly in defense bonds in certain defense production 
plants) and helps to tie up the consumer's extra dollar income 
in an investment from which there are no immediate returns 
which the consumer can spend. In fact, the hoarding of de-
fense bonds is permissable and is encouraged. 
4. Priority restrictions allocate materials to de-
fense and essential industries thus curtailing directly those 
:consumer goods which use war materials. 
/ ,: ~ 
; ie'nding. 
·.Y'~\j?!t#iii', •... 
5. Restrictions on consumer credit and installment 
This helps to prevent unwise over-borrowing and over-
6. Excise taxes and increased income tax schedules 
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further limit the consumer's purchasing power. 
7. Spreading a philosophy that will stimulate a 
cooperative attitude toward the war program which is designed 
in so far as possible to curtail no essentials--to result in 
bringing back the.people to "plain living and high thinking" 
and to the revamping of spiritual values. More and more 
people will find added pleasures in the home or will follow 
educational pursuits. 
Consumer Sacrifice and Readjustment 
It is clearly evident that a great many temporary 
sacrifices must be made on the part of the consumer in .order 
that the labor and materials ordinarily employed to produce 
consumer goods may be converted to war production. As a mat-
ter of fact, it must be done--there is no earthly reason why 
we should continue to produce furniture or fountain pens when 
there is such a crying need for skilled labor in other parts 
of the country for war-time production. (1) In other words, 
it would be easier to transfer the skill of such labor than 
to train new labor. The degree of consumer sacrifice necessa-
ry may very well reach the point where we shall not even be 
able to maintain a standard of living comparable to the 1932 
level. ( 2) 
The consumer will experience many sacrifices of con-
venience goods. He will have to go without many rubber 
1. Doherty, Richard P., Boston University College of Business 
Administration. Class Lecture, March 9, 1942. 
2. Ibid. 
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knickknacks and have only a limited number of styles in 
radios--perhaps only ten whereas before the consumer used to 
have thirty-five styles in R. c •. A. radios alone. {1) Only a 
few stand~rd colors in blankets, rugs, and similar items will 
be available. (2) The hosiery industry used to consume eighty 
per cent of the nylon output--but with nylon going to make 
parachute cloth, the hose makers will receive very little. 
Rayon will partly take its place. (J) Government priorities 
have already taken their toll on civilian life. Production on 
bathing caps, vacuum cans for many foods, and on many kinds of 
clothing is about to cease--it is already suspended on erasers 
and paper clips. With the Army taking practically full ca-
pacity of American woolen mills, shorter coats, narrower 
lapels, no patch pockets, narrower trousers, no trouser cuffs, 
no two-trouser suits, and no double-breasted suits will be 
the war style. Though the United States has for some time 
experienced an excessive supply of cotton and textile 
spindles, from now on cotton dresses will be scarce. This 
changed condition has come about because today cotton must be 
used to take the place of burlap, rayon, and wool. Hence, the 
cotton industry is now working at virtual capacity to furnish 
not only consumer needs, but also to produce burlap substitutes, 
1. "The Consumer's Vfar," Fortune, August, 1941. Volume XXIV, 
Number 2. Page 118. 
2. Ibid., page 118. 
J. "Nylon Goes To Vlar," Business~' February 21, 1942. 
Number 651. Page 37. 
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sandbags, blackout materials, army tents, and other new-found 
uses. 
The defense program--planned to cut down consumption--
will encroach more and more upon the output of consumers' dur-
able goods--electrical equipment, electric refrigerators, 
electric light bulbs, rugs, radios, vacuum cleaners, plumbing 
fixtures, household appliances, automobiles--until the pattern 
of consumption has changed to the extent that it does not com-
pete with defense materials. Total consumption is expected to 
be about the same. (1) 
Consumers' traveling habits are being changed by the 
rationing of automobiles and tires. Coming in use in increased 
numbers are street cars, horses, and bicycles. The pooling 
of many milk companies' deliveries has become fact rather than 
theory. The good old-fashioned natural method of locomotion, 
once known as walking, is in style again. These changes may 
directly cause another change in the town or country consumer's 
buying habits from buying in large city outlets to patroniz-
ing nearer and smaller local outlets. In turn the number of 
roadstands of various types will decrease, and electric out-
door advertising will decline. Speed limits will be forcibly 
reduced to conserve rubber. 
1. Hansen, Alvin H., "Income, Consumption, and National De-
fense," The~ Review, Autumn, 1941. Volume 31, 
Number 1. Page 129. 
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Government, Consumer Protection, and Education 
It was eight years ago that government sponsorship 
of the consumer movement officially began. (1) Today in this 
vital period of our nation's history consumer protection and 
education is coming through the government's: 
1. War Production Board. A program has been 
planned to conserve raw materials and to locate substitutes 
for those raw materials which are swallowed up in the war 
effort. Its three-point plan consists of putting into effect: 
substitution; simplification; and reclamation (as in aluminum, 
tin, rubber, paper, etc.) 
2. The Consumer Division of the Office of Price 
Administration. This division presents a rather peculiar and 
interesting situation in the history of consumer protection. 
Until recently it was directed by Harriet Elliot who with her 
staff had sought not only to put the Division on an independent 
status, but also to bring about eventually a widespread stand-
ardization and grade labeling of co~~dities for consumer pro-
tection. ( 2) 
Even though Miss Elliot had the cooperation of 
several retail and wholesale houses,()) there was very little 
cooperation from manufacturers. Most manufacturers were 
1. Clayberger, Katharine, "Education of Consumer Held To Be 
Vital in Defense of Free Enterprise System," Printers' 
Ink, April 11, 1941. Volume 195, Number 2. Page 23. 
2. "Miss Elliot & Co.," Business ~' December 6, 1941. 
Number 640. Page 77. 
3. Sears, Roebuck; The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company; 
and the Kaufmann Department Stores. 
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strongly opposed on the ground that the Consumer Division 
under Miss Elliot's pro-consumer leadership was "a threat to 
established methods of distribution, merchandising, and even 
production." (1) 
This opposition came to a peak when the Consumer Re-
lations Section of the Division announced plans to establish 
local and regional "consumer information centers" which would 
disseminate information pertaining to grades, standards, price, 
and quality of consumer goods. The purpose was to insure buy-
ing efficiency for housewives. (2) So far only one center 
has been set up in Chicago--though plans are in the making for 
centers in Williamsport, Pennsylvania; Detroit, Michigan; and 
Cleveland and Columbus, Ohio. The basic plan is to establish 
these centers on a voluntary foundation with the initiative 
coming from the community. These centers are expected to do 
for the consumers of the urban population what the Extension 
Service of the Department of Agriculture has done for farm 
families of rural areas. (3} 
The resignation of Miss Elliot from the Consumer 
Division,on December 10, 1941, is believed to have left this 
agency in such a position as to be no better than a foil for 
business pressures. At the time of her resignation Miss Elliot 
claimed that under the circumstances she could better aid 
1. "Miss Elliot & Co.," op. cit., page 77. 
2. Ibid., page 78. 
3. 'Ibid., page 78. 
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consumers by working from outside the Division. 
Existing legislation still gives the consumer a con-
siderable amount of protection, and such organizations as the 
American Medical Association, Better Business Bureaus, Con-
sumers' Research, Consumers' Union, and similar ~rganizations 
are still working for the interests of the consumer. 
The education of the consumer during wartime is 
particularly important and is primarily for the purpose of 
conservation, the objectives of which are to: 
"1. Obtain all possible reductions in the number 
of styles, varieties, sizes, colors, finishes, 
etc., of the products of the industries in 
question. 
"2. Eliminate styles and varieties of articles that 
violate the principle of economy in the use of 
constituent materials; for example, garments 
requiring unusual yardage could be eliminated. 
"3. Eliminate features of adornment that add no 
usefulness. 
"4. Reduce the production and sale of articles 
that yield only minor comfort and sa tis-
faction. 
"5· Substitute plentiful articles for scarce ones. 
"6. Discourage the use for unimportant purposes 
of articles that are needed for more important 
purposes. 
"7. Standardize sizes, lengths, widths, and the 
like in such a way as to preserve sufficient 
strength and durability, while achieving 
economies in materials and labor. 
"8. Reduce the waste of materials in manufacturing 
processes generally. 
"9. Economize in the use of samples. 
"10. Economize in the use of containers by eliminat-
ing smaller and odd sizes. 
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"11. Economize in packing by increasing the number 
of units per package. 
ll 
"12. Economize in shipping space and packing ma-
terials by baling instead of boxing." ( 1) 
Today when changed methods and conditions of war-
. }fare affect civilian life more than ever before, it is even 
·' ;;
· ·more necessary that the consumer be educated and informed of 
','the problems which confront the coordinators of materials, 
men, machinery, and money. The value of price control and 
priority ratings must be made clear. The import of self-
denial and voluntary conservation in the midst of a war econ-
omy must be realized for their long-run effects. 
Education of the consumer is significant psycho-
logically. The majority of consumers will not happily endure 
hardships, limitations, conscription, and peril while the few 
wealthy civilians enjoy life as they did in peacetime. During 
the first eight months of the war, one of England's moral pro-
!' . 
·· blems was the discontent of the working population caused by 
., 
.·t.those who refused to sacrifice the non-essentials of their 
former life. ( 2.) 
Research in World War I and Today 
During the World War I, casein glue and potash from 
alunite were considered "war babies." The casein glue was 
made from milk curd artificially clotted. It was then dried 
1. Cherne, Leo, "Your Business and The Unlimited Emergency," 
Nation'~ Business, July, 1941. Volume 29, Number 7. Page 51. 
2. Ibid., page 56. 
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and with other constituents made into a white powder which 
only needed the addition of water to become highly adhesive. 
It was used by airplane manufacturers to hold together thin 
• ·layers of plyvrood. (1) It has now been largely replaced by a 
water-proof, mold-proof, stain-free resin glue. However, its 
. discovery led to further research with casein until we have 
i ';t.::~ • 
··:::,today case~n fiber which can be woven into cloth. 
("~ From the time that potash was worked from alunite--
: a' combination of sulfate of potash and alumina--during the 
t \:. :~ 
'l.'~ast World War, research and experimentation has been carried 
' I \'~ 
.. ··on until today we have a new domestic source of aluminum. ( 2) 
\ '4· 
·\ 
The process of extracting this aluminum is so practical 'that 
'l it competes favorably with the present Bayer Process. (3) 
. .; 
! ·}/:: 
·,.,'> l• 
In World War I the Germans were able to prolong the 
; ·.:German war machine by the fixation of nitrogen from the air 
I '"' 
· ·.vihereby atmospheric nitrogen was turned into nitrates for ex-
plosives and fertilizers. In the new World War the idea of 
... feeding synthetic nitrogen compounds directly to livestock--
' 
instead of converting them into plant protein by fertilizing 
, .i.{the soil and then feeding the plant protein to the animals--
}';;:; 
· ;< is now undergoing experiment. · ( 4) This method is reported to 
be used in Germany while experiments are taking place in 
England and Scotland. The most successful of these experiments 
1. "Glues For Many Purposes," Science Digest, May, 1941. 
' Volume 9 , Number 5. Page 90. 
2. "New Process Purifies Aluminum From Alunite," Science~ 
Letter, July 5, 1941. Volume 40, Number 1. Page j. 
J. The Bayer Process is used by the Aluminum Company of America. 
4•. "Livestock Feed May Be Made Out Of Thin Air," Science News 
Letter, July 5, 1941. Volume 40, Number 1. Page 5. --
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uses a relatively simple synthetic compound--urea or carbamide--
which consists of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen. This 
compound is not directly assimilable or digestable by animals, 
but so far experiments in the stomachs of cattle and in glass 
laboratory vessels have divulged the evidence that the micro-
organisms living in the digestive tracts of the animals react 
in such a way that the compound becomes a substance which can 
be absorbed as food. Although urea does not provide the com-
plete number of vegetable proteins necessary for livestock, it 
does, nevertheless, replace a substantial portion of the more 
expensive nitrogen of plant proteins. Best results have been 
obtained with animals which have a special stomach compartment 
called the rumen--such animals are cattle, sheep and goats. (1) 
28 
"Chemically speaking, things are different from what 
they were some twenty-five years ago at the outbreak of war." (2) 
Such is the condition as reported by Industrial and Engineer-
ing Chemistry,(J) representing the American Chemical Society: 
"Potash. Deep deposits in the Southwest are mined, 
in addition to other sources, whereas manufacturers 
went to great lengths and paid pretty prices to se-
cure potassium in some form. Cottrell precipitators 
... ·stripped it in dust from cement mills. It was ex-
·.'~',, tracted from Trona Lake. Kelp harvesters put to 
.. , :;: sea. Residues from sugar refineries were conserved 
7!?; and worked. 
· ~~Acetone. The fermentation process was developed 
· ·.in World War days. It is still available and in 
· .\addition we have synthetic acetone of high grade 
'·, 
.·: r.~Li vestock Feed May Be Made Out Of. Thin Air," op. cit. , page 5. 
,))"Chemically Speaking, Things Are Different Now," Science 
· News Letter, February 10, 1940. Volume 37, Number 6. Page 86. 
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and reasonable cost. 
"Glycerol. More commonly called glycerine, it is 
now also made synthetically. We are not so large-
ly dependent upon the by-product of soap manufacture. 
"Fixed nitro~en. Synthetic methanol (methyl or 
wood alcohol and ethanol (ethyl alcohol) were chem-
ical marvels then, commonplace today. 
"Rubber. Synthetic rubber-like materials are pro-
duced on a large scale now. At a chemical con-
gress just before the World War, Germany's rubber-
like substitute was a prize exhibit. 
"Camphor. It soared in price. The monopoly has 
long since been broken. Synthesis from turpentine 
produces not only a commercial but also a U. s. P. 
grade. 
"Iodine is now obtained from our own brines and 
bitterns with Chile's monopoly broken. 
"Petroleum. The industry produces fuels and lubri-
cants practically to order. Isooctane has come 
out of the laboratory into large-scale commercial 
production. The technique of making a 150-octane 
fuel is already known, promising new wonders in 
aviation. 
"In producing drugs, dyes, perfumes, what is known 
as the synthetic organic chemical industry, Ameri-
ca is quite self-sufficient in contrast to almost 
helplessness a quarter of a century ago. 'It 
stands almost alone as the one benefit the United 
States derived from the World War.'" (1} 
Self-sufficiency of a nation is the keynote of to-
day's war. Chemists learned many lessons in the last war 
and have since then developed many synthetics to replace--
at least in so far as physical properties are concerned--
those natural materials imported from abroad. (2) In spite 
L "Chemically Speaking, Things Are Different Now," op. cit., 
page 86. 
2. Ibid., page 86. Also "Substitutes Help Chemists Dodge War-
Scarce Items," Science News Letter, February 10, 1940. 
Volume 37, Number 6. Page--9'3. 
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of the tremendous strides which have been achieved in the chemi-
cal industry, the United States is still dependent on other 
countries for some basic commodities. (1) However, war still re-
mains the supreme opportunity of ersatz and of science itself. (2) 
Thomas A. Bissell, Technical Editor of the Society of 
Automotive Engineers Journal, states that one of the brightest 
aspects of the present emergency is that it is forcing many new 
developments which would not otherwise have been made under 
normal conditions. (3) For instance, Bissell suggests that ma-
terials which are now being used for automobile parts in place 
of those materials needed for war will undoubtedly become perma-
nent in use because of their previously unkno\vn qualities and 
because of their low cost in production and design. 
R. c. A. also announces that its organization has 
developed for radio sets more than forty replacement materials--
one of which has already saved 148,000 pounds of aluminum. (4) 
War In Terms Of Dollars 
Research, in so far as it is applicable to warfare, 
is not particularly encouraging in its financial dress. A 
by Leo Cherne demonstrates the increasing 
, e· Table 1 on page 32. Also see Appendix, pages i to xiv. 
: Kaempffert, Waldemar, "Ersatz For Us, Too," New York 
.Times Magazine, November 23, 1941. Page 11. 
. "Substitutes in Automobiles Superior in Many Instances," 
·Science News Letter, June 21, 1941. Volume 39, Number 25 • 
. Page 396-;--
, "Replacements," Scientific American, January, 1942. 
166,· Number 1. Page 14. 
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cost of war as science progresses: 
To kill a man in war, it cost in: 
Julius Caesar's Time 
The Thirty Years' War (17th Century) 
American Civil War 
World War I 
World War II (Beginning) 
$ • 75 
50.00 
5,000.00 
25,000.00 
12 5 '000 • 00 ( 1 ) 
Despite the present sacrificial outlook, the con-
sumer has much to look forward to in the development of sub-
stitutes, new products, and new services in the current war 
period as well as in the future. For some time manufacturers, 
who are supplying the war demands, have through advertising 
attempted to maintain the consumer's goodwill by presenting 
him with products about which he can daydream and envision 
in the future--but which in all probability he cannot purchase 
now. A partial purpose of this paper is to bring forth the 
salient "dreams" which have become realities in existence, 
but which are because of the present situation either not 
available at all or at least not on the market in appreciable 
quantities. Some of these products the consumer will not be 
able to buy until production is again reverted to consumer 
goods. In this paper consideration will be given to sub-
stitute materials, new products, and new processes under the 
following headings and sequence: food; textiles and clothing; 
furnishings and fixtures; housing; health; and industrial 
products and materials. 
1. Cherne, Leo, "Your Business and The Unlimited Emergency," 
Nation'~ Business, July, 1941. Volume 29, Number 7. 
Page 17. 
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(Table l) ECONOHIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY OF ~UNITED STATES 
PRODUCT O% 25% 50% 
ubber------------· 
in---------------
sbestos----------
ickel------------
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FOOD 
Changes Effected ~ The War Economy 
The effect of our war economy on food products is 
illustrated by the predicted changes for the canning industry 
for the year of 1942: 
1. First of all, 1942 is definitely and primarily a 
production year. A strain on production is inevitable, and 
hence food and other standardizing agencies will be less criti-
cal and less rigid about maintaining established standards. 
Even the Army has cut its food standards--where formerly it 
demanded only choice or extra-standard grades, it has now for 
the first time accepted standard grades. 
2. Home canning will receive a spurt, but lack of 
transportation facilities may limit housewives to canning only 
those items which are produced locally. 
3. Restrictions on consumer goods are and will have 
'nde effects on merchandising, labeling, packaging, and on the 
commercial canning of products as the domestic effort is in-
creasingly transferred to step up the wartime economy. 
4. Military developments in the Pacific have caused 
a proportionately heavier east-to-west movement of freight re-
sulting in an increasing number of empties going east. Re-
gardless of rising freight rates, western food companies are 
seeking to secure profit from the development of new eastern 
markets. Formerly the movement of freight coming east was 
heavier. 
5. Changes in distribution are also bound to come, 
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especially after governmental publicity on locker plants which 
formerly had been largely used in rural areas, but which are 
now being used in centers of 80,000 population. 
6. The answer to the canning problem may very well 
come in the form of dehydrated vegetables for soups, stews, 
and salads. ( 1) 
7. Changes in the type of food products themselves 
and new uses for existing food products have already become 
apparent. ( 2) 
Fresh milk on the home doorstep everyday has become 
a luxury which has already been partially foregone. Many de-
liveries are being made every other day in order to conserve 
tires, gasoline, and trucks. However,the current ban on home 
deliveries of milk may be a boon to babies whose parents can 
not "afford" to give them milk. Many companies have dis-
continued home deliveries of milk altogether. Some consumer 
economists welcome this trend to eliminate uneconomical methods 
of delivery so that the savings made may be passed on to the 
consumer. Rockford Dairies, Inc., a subsidiary of the Dean 
Milk Company, exemplifies what can be done in the distribution 
of products to yield a saving to the consumer. (J) This com-
pany has shifted its household delivery services to store 
1. Skinner & Eddy Corp. (The Syracuse, N.Y. market is now 
being tried out). 
2. "Canners' Omens," Business Week, January 17, 1942. 
Number 646. Page 50. 
J. Business Week, December 6, 1941. Number 640. Page 90. 
(Located in Rockford, Illinois. The Dean Milk Company is 
located in Chicago, Illinois.) 
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o~tlets only. It may cause the consumer to substitute long 
daily walks for the few steps which he previously had to take. 
The surprising factor is that in the midst of rising milk 
prices, this milk company has slashed its milk prices from the 
original home-delivery price of fourteen cents to ten cents 
by limiting milk supplies to the stores and by substituting a 
paper bottle for the traditional glass bottle. (1) 
This new step has not only been beneficial to the 
consumer, but also it has become a money-maker for the dairy-
man in that for the first time in years this milk company is 
actually making money on each of its eight retail store routes. 
Moreover, demand for milk has skyrocketed with no signs of 
levelling off as yet. On the first day that the new scheme 
was tried 7,700 quarts of milk were delivered along the eight 
routes. Six days later 9,000 quarts were sold. Previously 
the company had had thirty-four routes, yet had only sold 
6,900 quarts per day. Formerly early morning deliveries were 
necessary because there were few ice boxes. Now with re-
frigeration in the home and in food stores, the daily door-
step delivery is virtually unnecessary. The trend seems to 
forecast a major pattern shift in milk distribution. 
To give the consumer more value for his money, new 
methods of evaporation have been perfected which yield a 
canned milk of "such high quality that it even tastes like 
1. Business Week, December 6, 1941. Number 640. Page 90. 
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whole milk." (1) 
As the sales of butter substitutes climb, farmers 
are becoming more and more disturbed and think it hardly 
"fair and honest to make so good an imitation of their own 
bona fide product •••• To them it is just plain wrong to 
make a product that looks and tastes like butter but isn't 
butter at all." (2) If prejudices against oleo are overcome, 
and if the housewife is assured that oleo has the same vita-
min content, it is probable that the use of oleo will be much 
more widespread than it is. 
Dependence on foreign markets for vegetable oils is 
hitting the housewife rather surprisingly--one does not 
realize how much one uses such a basic product until the 
prices go up or a scarcity becomes imminent. However, farmers 
of the Southwest cooperating with the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration are shedding a ray of light on this situation. 
They are experimenting with such foreign seeds as castor beans 
from Brazil and India, tung nuts from China, and sunflowers 
from Russia. At the present time (June, 1941) buyers are bid-
ding $65 a ton for castor beans in Brazil in contrast to a 
pre-war price of about $55 a ton. (3) 
1. "Expert Sees Lack of Milk in North Atlantic States," The 
Christian Science Monitor, January 28, 1942. Page 5. ---
2. Kahn, Dorothea, "The Country S:peaks: Midwest," (Moral 
Issue Made of Chemurgic Butter), The Christian Science 
Monitor, November 10, 1941. Page 1). 
). Printers' Ink, June lJ, 1941. Volume 195, Number 11. 
Page 20. 
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New Sources of Food Products 
Florida is also seriously making attempts to grow 
foreign specialities which have been cut off because of the 
war. Some of these include the following: 
1. French endive--formerly from France and Belgium--
is being cultivated in the Everglades area. 
2. Tomato paste--formerly from Italy--comes from 
special small varieties of tomatoes. This "paste" type of 
tomato is now being experimented with here with a view toward 
replacing the Italian imports of tomato paste which are now 
cut off. 
3. Sage, which formerly came from Greece is also 
being cultivated. 
4. Paprika--formerly imported from the Balkan coun-
tries is already being produced by Louisiana, California, and 
South Carolina. 
5. Spinach seed used to come from Holland and 
Denmark. Now one United States grower of Jefferson County, 
Florida is raising one hundred acres of spinach seed. 
6. Mustard and turnip seed, which used to come from 
Japan, are also undergoing experiment. 
7. Teasel burrs--formerly from France--will be raised 
for the purpose of combing wool in American mills. They are 
especially good for this work. (1) 
1. "Florida Gardens Pinch Hit For France, Italy, Japan," 
Science News Letter, June 21, 1941. Volume 39, Number 25. 
Page 393. 
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"From the rugged habitat of the giant pandas--deep 
in the interior of China near the border of Tibet--" comes 
the seeds of a new vegetable. David Burpee, agriculturist of 
Philadelphia, has named it Celtuce because of its combination 
of uses and flavors of celery and lettuce. (1) Actually this 
new vegetable is a distinct species of lettuce. However, it 
differs from lettuce in the process of grov~h, and it has a 
remarkable number of uses. The chief value of celtuce is its 
central stalk which may be eaten raw or cooked. The leaves 
may be used for salads or may be cooked as other "greens" are. 
In using the stalk, however, whether cooked or raw, the outer, 
tough skin must be removed or peeled and only the tender, 
light green heart eaten. When used as a raw vegetable, the 
center of the stalk is cut into four or five-inch lengths and 
then split lengthwise. When chilled, it may be eaten vri th 
salt or mayonnaise as one would eat celery or carrots. 
"Dill-Car" seed threatens to invade the market held 
by the more expensive imported caraway seed--especially in 
the field of noon-day snacks of ham on rye. (2) The dill 
seed, when shelled, impregnated with caraway oil, and baked 
on the top of or in rye bread, takes on the taste and appear-
ance of the genuine caraway seed. (3) The cost of "dill-car" 
1. Gilstrap, Max K., "Wonders of Research: Celtuce," The 
Christian Science Monitor, January 15, 1942. Page 8. See 
Appendix, page xvii. 
2. "War-Time Caraway," Business Week, January 3, 1942. 
Number 650. Page 46. 3. This process is used by Richard J. Spitz, New York. 
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seed being considerably less than caraway seed may be an im-
portant factor in reducing the price of breads baked in this 
manner. 
A rapidly perishable fruit--avocados--can enjoy one 
more week of life in transit--thanks to a new cotton plastic, 
cellophane type of bag. This new idea in packing takes cogni-
zance of the fact that the fruit ''breathes" and, therefore, 
deteriorates quickly if not protected while it is being trans-
ported. These "breather bags" are slightly porous, admitting 
, only enough air to keep the fruit in eatable condition. (1) 
After each fruit is "bagged" individually, it is packed along 
with others in excelsior. (2) 
A new source of vitamins is the wild rose fruit 
which is being planted in large strips along railway right-of-
ways in Germany. (3) The fruits are processed for the vita-
mins which are now used in foods and medicines. The British 
also have just recently discovered the value and vitamin-
. content of the wild rose fruit. 
American demands for garlic--"that seasoning of 
which there is no such thing as 'a little'" (4)--have increased 
Mexico's crop of this item by twenty-five per cent. Formerly 
1. These "breather bags" are used by (but not made by) the 
La Habra Heights Calava Association, Los Angeles, California. 
2. Business Week, December 27, 1941. Number 643. Page 30. 
J. Chapman, Emmett A., "Extraordinary Uses For Ordinary Pro-
ducts," Management Review, December, 1940. Volume xxix, 
Number 12. Pages 425-426. 
4. "Prices and Your Purse," The Christian Science Monitor, 
December 6, 1941. Page 3. 
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the United States imported garlic from Europe. (1) 
An old idea--that of drying a portion of the 
farmers• peach harvest--was discarded after the Civil War as 
a result of the disorganization of southern farmers. Now, 
however, this idea has been revived. The idea emanated from 
the Georgia Department of Agriculture as a recommendation to 
farmers that they dry a portion of their 1942 peach harvest 
on the basis that dried fruit generally maintains a ready de-
mand especially during the winter and early spring. The pur-
pose of this recommendation is "to help eliminate surplus 
waste, conserve tin cans, and aid the nation in its 'food for 
victory drive.'" (2) 
With French sources of vanilla cut off, the Depart-
ment of Agriculture looks to Mexico as a possible solution 
to vanilla scarcity. Here the Indians have been producing 
vanilla in small quantities for generations. During the 
World War the United States was forced to use artificial va-
nilla in place of the pure product. (J) 
Whereas wheat was the favored crop of World War I, 
in the present war soybean is taking first place. The De-
partment of Agriculture has asked farmers to increase their 
soybean acreage by fifty-four per cent. Besides its rich oil 
1. "Prices and Your Purse," op. cit., page J. 
2. "Peach Crop Part Urged For Drying," The Christian Science 
Monitor, January J, 1942. Page J. 
J. Hornaday, Mary, "Prices and Your Purse," The Christian 
Science Monitor, November 22, 1941. Page 1. 
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and the variety of uses to which it can be applied, the soy-
bean "grits" have become a definite part of British economy. (1) 
Even before actual rationing of sugar went into 
effect, people were scurrying around for substitutes for sugar. 
These substitutes come in the form of honey, molasses, _maple 
sugar, and corn syrups. (2) America's sweet tooth apparently 
must be satisfied in one way or another. Industrial users of 
sugar are turning to honey as a sweetening for ice cream, 
candy, soft drinks, and other food products. Beekeepers ex-
pect to be quite busy increasing the number of colonies in 
order to produce in 1942 a honey crop one-third greater than 
the one of 1941. (3) 
As rising food prices cut deeply into food budgets, 
the buying and cooking efficiency of the housewife is stimu-
lated toward improvement and economy. The National Live 
Stock and Meat Board has for some time been experimenting with 
new and less expensive cuts of meat. This board has also dis-
tributed free literature to meat dealers, and at the same 
time it has sent its representatives out as demonstrators to 
educate meat cutters in the economical, non-wasteful methods 
of dividing carcasses. By these new methods different and 
more inexpensive cuts may be obtained from the butchered ani-
mal. A minimum of waste is the result. These new knifing 
1. Hornaday, Mary, op. cit., February 7, 1942. Page 3. See 
AppendiX, page xlix. 
2 "People Are Already Hunting For Substitutes For Sugar," 
• The christian Science Monitor, January 27, 1942. Page 9. " 
3 'iiifO 'Bee or Not to Bee Now Solved by Growing Demand For H~n9ey, • The christian Science Monitor, February 19, 1942. Pase • 
--
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skills are expected to revolutionize the industry. 
Many nutritious cuts are prejudicially ignored by 
the buyer. These include beef tongues, heart and. liver, beef 
shank, beef kidney, pork kidneys, short ribs of beef, heel of 
the round, pork heart and liver, pig knuckles, crosscut beef 
shanks, lamb shanks, and square cut lamb shoulders. (1) Pro-
per cooking of these cuts are the keynote of success and 
thrift. 
Because of a shortened production of cottonseed oil, 
peanut oil is coming to the forefront. Its price has doubled 
between November, 1940, and June, 1941. It will be largely 
used to replace cottonseed oil and other imported vegetable 
oils. (2) 
To replace imported walnuts, almonds, Brazil nuts, 
and cashews which are used to a great extent in candy manu-
facture, the United States is encouraging the production of 
peanuts, pecans, filberts, and walnuts. (3) 
The cutting off of cheese imports from Europe has 
led to the importation of 15,000,000 pounds of cheese yearly 
from Argentina. (4) This "blue" cheese replacing Roquefort 
cheese has become popular. It is similar in taste and appear-
ance to Roquefort cheese, but rather than being made of goat's 
milk, it is processed from cow's milk. The 15,000,000 pounds 
1. The Christian Science Monitor, 
2. Printers' Ink, June 27, 1941. 
Page 72. -
3. Ibid., page 72. 
4. Ibid., page 70. 
January 16, 1942. Page 5. 
Volume 195, Number 13. 
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does not completely replace the usual cheese consumption which 
is approximately 50,000,000 pounds yearly. 
Experiments 
In California a new method has been discovered of 
processing·cream so that it will remain edible indefinitely 
under household refrigeration. (1) 
Frozen food companies now can distribute frozen 
coffee. The process of quick freezing after toasting retains 
the oil content of the coffee. Packaging in a pliofilm-
lined paper bag keeps the frozen coffee intact. Distribution 
will take place in selected territories until consumers demon-
strate sufficient acceptance to make the output profitable. (2) 
New York boasts of having "Hot Can" foods--a boon 
to campers, fishermen, picnickers, and others. "Simply 
puncture, wait a few minutes, turn the can upside down, apply 
a can opener, and there's your food--piping hot!" (J) Cans 
for this purpose are made double--a chemical being enclosed 
within the walls of the two concentric cans. On contact with 
the air, the chemical produces heat thus making hot the food 
within the inner can. So far beans, spaghetti, and coffee 
have been canned successfully in this way. (4) 
United States Army parachute troops seem to have 
solved their lunch problem in a somewhat similar way. However, 
1. Printers' Ink, April 18, 1941. Volume 195, Number J. 
Page 44· 
2. Ibid., April 4, 1941. Volume 195, Number 1. Page 47. 
J. Ibid., page 47. 
4. Ibid., page 47. 
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instead of using the "hot can," they use small folding stoves 
to heat emergency rations. These stoves are so small that 
they can fit in the hand and can be carried in the pocket 
when folded up. When opened, they are just sufficiently large 
around to hold a can of food. The heat comes from a chemical 
pad or tablet placed in the center of the stove. (1) 
Soldiers in the field on maneuvers have a type of 
bread different from that which they have in garrisons. The 
field bread is not made with milk--but with water. A crust 
of one quarter of an inch in thickness helps to preserve this 
bread. Louisiana Army bakers on maneuvers go one step farther 
to preserve the bread--they make the loaves round to prevent 
mold from starting in the cracks. (2) 
A twelve-ounce concentrated diet consisting mostly 
of dextrose arid dried foods are being experimented with at 
Fort Snalling, Minnesota, for United States parachute and fast-
moving mechanized army units. If the tests prove successful, 
these soldiers will carry their twelve-ounce rations in their 
pockets. ( 3) 
A new method of freezing foods--claimed to chill 
foods more rapidly than any existing commercial method--has 
been invented by Luis H. Bartlett, research scientist at the 
1. Business Week, December 27, 1941. Number 64). Page 19. 
2. Hornaday,'Mary, "Prices and Your Purse," The Christian 
Science Monitor, November 22, 1941. Page 1. ). Gilstrap, Max K., "Wonders of Research," (Condensed Meals), 
!a! Christian Science Monitor, August 7, 1941. Page 10 • 
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University of Texas. (1) The process of chilling foods by 
this new method involves the use of "a medium of sugar syrup 
containing uniformly dispersed, finely divided ice crystals. 
The following table shows the freezing time of several items: 
Shrimp • . . . . . . . Five minutes 
Peas •• • • . . . . • • • Three minutes 
Strawberries • • • • • • • Six minutes 
Figs • • • Thirteen to Seventeen minutes 
Inventor Bartlett expects that through this method greater 
use of cellulose and other organic materials for packaging 
will result--thus releasing tin for national defense. (2) 
Innovations in human consumption in Germany have 
developed to the point that substitutes are being used for 
substitutes. The utter lack of coffee in Germany has led to 
coffee substitutes containing synthetic caffeine for use by 
the German people. Natural caffeine from other sources than 
coffee is allocated to soldiers. (3) 
Indirectly the new gondola railroad car made by the 
Santa Fe Railway may bring down the consumer price of bread. (4) 
These gondola oars boast of a canvas covering to protect 
wheat, and they carry almost twice as much wheat as the 
average boxcar. Handling costs of wheat will be sliced practi-
cally in half. Grading costs will also be reduced. The need 
1. Gilstrap, Max K., op. cit., (~uick Freezer), page 10. 
2. Ibid., page 10. 
3. Chapman, Emmett A., "Extraordinary Uses for Ordinary Pro-
ducts," Management Review, December 1940. Volume XXIX, 
Number 12. Pages 425-426. 
4. Business ~, July 26, 1941. Number 621. Page 22. 
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for scooping wheat from oars is virtually eliminated. 
Changes In Cooking Utensils 
In the realm of cooking utensils several changes 
have been made, and conveniences have been added. To conserve 
metal the improvement of porcelain cooking ware--such as pots, 
pans, and skillets of glazed porcelain--has been definitely 
advanced. New tested pieces withstood four cycles of heating 
to redness with a subsequent quenching in cold water before 
any breaking took place. (1) There was no evidence of craz-
ing (minute cracking on the surface). (2) 
For the same purpose of releasing metals for war 
needs, the General Electric Company has announced that only 
glass utensils will be supplied with the smaller of the two 
G-E roasters which will now be covered with a black enamel 
lid. On the large roaster model a buyer's choice of glass, 
pottery or enamel will be offered. The lid on the larger 
roaster model will be of white enamel. In this particular 
case aluminum will be conserved. Other changes for the con-
sumer in G-E products will be substitute linings for aluminum 
linings in electric ranges. (3) The degree of acceptance of 
these changes on the part of the consumer--in the present and 
in the future--not only will be interesting to watch but also 
will determine to some extent subsequent developments. 
1. This experiment was performed at Lewis Institute in Chicago, 
Illinois. 
2. Business Week, August 16, 1941. Number 624. Page1~2. 3. Printers' Ink, June 13, 1941. Volume 195, Number • 
Page 20. 
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Meat thermometers, prepared mixes for baking, auto-
matic ovens and toasters, automatic timing clocks, and auto-
matic electric egg cookers have all tended to eliminate the 
bride's culinary inexperience by which a husband's affection 
was often tested. Moreover, these conveniences have enabled 
the housewife to pursue more than one career and many activi-
ties. Still another convenient device has come to the aid of 
the forgetful or the busy housewife--it is the pressure 
cooker. (1) Its main advantages are that it saves consider-
able time in cooking and its process of steam cooking prevents 
overcooking. Because of this factor, the maximum nutritional 
value of food is retained; that is, to the extent that science 
has progressed in this field to date. Cooking time of some 
food items is as follows: 
Swiss steak and baked potatoes • • Fifteen minutes 
Carrots • • . . . . . . • Two and one-half minutes 
Soup . . . . . . . . . . Twenty-five minutes 
Three minutes Baked apples 
Potatoes . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . . . Five minutes 
Great care in using the pressure cooker is essential. 
Directions must be followed rigidly--else a minor geyser may 
take place in one's own very kitchen. Gas or electric heat 
must be turned down when the pressure gauge says "eo." 
Neither must the pressure gauge ever be taken off until the 
exact time or second that it is to be released. (2) Pressure 
1. "Cooking Is No Longer a Bride's Ordeal," The Christian 
Science Monitor, January 28, 1942. Page 1). 
2. Ibid., page 13. 
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cooker recipe books are available to aid the housewife to use 
this convenience skillfully. (1) 
Three principal elements of vitamin B complex--
namely, thiamin, ribof~avin, and nicotinic acid--must be con-
tained in flour in order that it be knovm as "enriched flour" 
according to the standards set by the Food and Drug Administra-
tion. (2) However, some flour millers, convinced that the 
consumer will not pay a proportionately higher price for the 
added expense of "enriching" flour, are reverting that portion 
of their facilities which had been used for "enriched flour" 
back to ordinary flour. In some cases "enriched flour" was 
being sold at the same price as ordinary flour. Consequently, 
"enriched flour" was bringing in a smaller margin of profit 
than was regular flour. 
Food losses due to molds and bacteria reach an an-
nual high of $100,000,000 in the United States. Recently the 
DuPont Food Research Laboratory has been working out a plan 
which will conserve this gigantic waste. (3) 
Research In ~ Packaging 
As the tin can gradually threatens to make its exit 
from the packaging industry, the "average housewife's main 
tool"--the can opener--may become"one less rattle in the kit-
chen drawer if the war lasts long." (4} Products such as 
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1. "Cooking Is No Longer a Bride's Ordeal," op. cit., page 13. 
2. Printers' Ink, April 11, 1941. Volume 195, Number 2. Page 30. 
3. Ibid., pag;-Jo. 
4. Gilstrap, Max K., "Wonders of Research," (Can Opener Exit?) 
~Christian Science Monitor, February 19, 1942. Page 8. 
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coffee, cocoa, dogfood, and other articles which can be packed 
in paper, glass or plastic containers are already being 
packaged in containers which do not require tin. (1) 
An unusual food container is now in the experimental 
stage, but it has definite possibilities. This new container 
is made from cotton and plastics. After the cotton is made 
into sheets, it is bonded together by plastics derived from 
corn cobs. (2) 
A new packaging material--pliofilm--will enable the 
consumer to buy dehydrated soup in a package which will weigh 
less than three ounces yet contain all the essentials for a 
quart of soup except for the water. All the consumer has to 
do is to add water to the contents of the package. Ordinarily 
soup contains water to the extent of eighty per cent which is 
more than any other packaged food product contains. Besides 
relieving the consumer of bulky purchases, this new package 
yields substantial savings in shipping, handling, and storage 
costs. (3) 
During the last World War experiments with dried 
foods were unsuccessful from the point of flavor, color, and 
food values. (4) However, present developments along this 
line have shown great improvement and will be important until 
1. Gilstrap, Max K., op. cit., page 8. 
2. Ibid., The Christian Science !.~onitor, February 12, 1942. 
Page 8. 
3. Printers' Ink, June 6, 1941. Volume 195, Number 10. 
Page 32. -
4. Gilstrap, Max K., "Wonders of Research," (Can Opener Exit'?) 
~Christian Science Monitor, February 19, 1942. Page 8. 
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facilities for greater production of plastics is expanded and 
until glass containers can be made more practicable as a tin 
can substitute. 
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TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
Textile Production 
With the Army and Navy and direct defense needs 
taking up thirty per cent of the total cotton textile pro-
duction, forty per cent of wool production, and five or more 
per cent of rayon and allied textile production, it is evident 
that the consumer will not be able to spend very much of his 
extra cash on clothing articles after retail stocks reach a 
low peak in late 1942. (1) Comparison of cotton textile pro-
duction of the World War I period with that of the present 
war presents an interesting picture. In the last war it took 
35,000,000 spindles to convert 6,500,000 bales of cotton, 
whereas during the current crisis only 24,000,000 spindles are 
needed to convert 10,500,000 bales of cotton. In October, 1941, 
cotton production was at a 125.8% capacity on the basis of an 
operating week of eighty hours. (2) A shortage of human 
choppers and pickers is believed to be so imminent that the 
mechanical cotton picker invented by J"ohn and Mack Rust sev-
eral years ago will at last see widespread use. Opposition 
to the mechanical picker on the grounds that it would cause un-
employment of thousands of cotton workers has barred it from 
general use except for experimental purposes. {J) The 
1. "Nervous Textiles," Business Week, December 13, 1941. 
Number 641. Page 31. These estimates were made before the 
Japanese attack upon the United States and are now un-
doubtedly low. 
2. Ibid., page 31. 3. "Mechanical Cotton Picker May Come Into Its Own Because of 
The War " The Christian Science Monitor, Maroh 12, 1942. , - ==.;;;;..;;..=- ;.;;...;;..;;;;;..-...__;.. "--'-=--
Page 18. 
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mechanical picker, improved last year so that it cleans the 
cotton plants over a row in one trip, is claimed to have the 
capacity of one bale an hour--"as much as one hundred pairs 
of human hands could accomplish." (1) 
Strains on the limited capacity of textile pro-
duction will be partly relieved by simplification of line, 
design, operation, and colors. (2) Simplification does not 
mean standardization, but it does involve "understandable 
quality standards" set up to eliminate confusion or differ-
entiation in labeling. Informative labeling is to be based on: 
accepted quality standards; accepted terminology to express 
these standards; voluntary or government action to prevent 
misuse of terminology; and education of the public to under-
stand this terminology. (3) 
Although the silk shortage has brought greater 
pressure to bear as a result of consumer demand upon rayon 
facilities and productive capacity than upon either cotton or 
wool, the following rises in production of these three textiles 
from 1940 to 1941 show the high level which the consumption 
of these materials has reached: 
Wool •• . . . . . . . 
Cotton • . . . . . . . . . 
••• .;. 68.9% 
. .;. 35.6% . . 
Rayon . . . . . . . . . • • • • .;. 17.1% ( 4) 
1. "Mechanical Cotton Picker May Come Into Its Own Because of 
The War," op. cit., page 18. 
2. "Nervous Textiles," op. cit., page 32. 
3. Ibid., page 32. 
~. These percentages are for the first ten months of each 
year represented (1940 and 1941). Ibid., page 31. 
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Those who are individualistic in their tastes of 
shirts and pajamas are in for a disappointment. Vivid, out-
landish colors or plaids were banned by the Office of Pro-
duction Management at the beginning of its anti-frill cam-
paign, the purpose of which was to limit the variety, design, 
color, and fabrics used in garments. Along with simplifica-
tion, adequate tests of quality must precede informative 
labeling. (1) 
Nevertheless , the future is not entirely dark. 
Several new fibers of formerly unused sources have begun to 
be used successfully and will no doubt release us from de-
pendence upon our present basic textiles. In fact, Germany, 
through the use and production of staple fibers or synthetic 
textile materials, .is attempting to free Europe from de-
pendence on cotton. (2) 
Casein Fiber 
Researchers from the National Dairy Products 
Corporation have found a way to blend in varying proportions 
a new fiber--casein fiber made from skim milk--with rayon, 
mohair, wool, and fur. (J) This new product which has taken 
four years to perfect is expected to furnish a substantial 
amount of the raw material for dresses, hats, ties, scarfs, 
1. Hornaday, Mary, "Prices and Your Purse 1 " The Christian Science Monitor, September 27, 1941. Page-T. 
2. "Nazi Synthetics," Business Week, May 24, 1941. Number 612. 
Page 64. J. Located in Newtonville, Massachusetts. See illustration of 
the process of making casein fiber in Appendix, pages xxii to 
xxiv. 
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slacks, and other clothing for the spring season of 1942 un-
less lend-lease exports of powdered skim milk change the 
situation.· (1} 
This new development is also significant for dairy-
men, because the billions of pounds of skim milk produced as 
a by-product will now have a commercial market and bring 
greater economy to milk producers. Until the present war 
period only twenty per cent of the production of skim milk was 
being used commercially. Skim milk had been generally used 
as feed for livestock. 
"Aralac," (2) as this new fiber has been called 
dates back--experimentally, at least--as far as the close of 
the last century--"even before rayon was developed." (3) 
Strangely enough, this milk-derived fiber was not acceptable 
to the American textile industry until the modern "aralac" 
was created. At the present time production capacity of the 
Newtonville, Massachusetts factory is about 5,000,000 pounds 
a year. This amount consumes the casein content in about 
160,000,000 pounds of skim milk. (4) 
More expensive than cotton or rayon, but less costly 
than fur and wool, casein fiber blended with rayon yields 
fabrics of rare beauty. Used in cloth-making this fiber gives 
1. Gilstrap Max K., "Fibers of Milk Casein To Make Better Clothes,~ ~Christian Science Monitor, November 8, 1941. 
Page 1. 
2. The name "aralac" is derived from the Atlantic Research 
Associates plus "lac" which means milk. 
). Gilstrap, Max K., op. cit., page 1. 
4. Ibid., page 2. 
Jl 
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and substance which previously could only be obtained through 
the use of fur and wool. (1) 
Another use of the casein fiber is its preparation 
in the form of a braid to be used in permanent waving as pro-
tection for the hair. (2) 
Redwood Fiber 
Flaunting the wool shortage problem, a West coast 
lumber company has come to the rescue with "Fiber A"--a fiber (3) 
which comes from the bark of the California redwood forests 
and which can be combined with sheep's wool to make woolen 
blankets, overcoat fabrics, suitings, and hats. The short 
fiber of the redwood bark (formerly a waste material) can be 
matted with wool fibers (4) to produce a combination fabric 
which is strong (5) and similar in appearance to woolen ma-
terials with the advantage of being lighter in weight than 
regular woolen suiting and blanket fabric. (6) 
Redwood fiber can replace the use of wool to the ex-
tent of forty per cent; that is, blankets, suitings, and over-
coat fabrics can be produced with forty per cent less wool. (7) 
The discovery of the felting properties of this fiber led to 
1. Gilstrap, Max K., op. cit., page 1. 
2. Ibid., page 1. 
3. Developed by the Pacific Lumber Company, San Francisco, 
California. 
4. The Christian Science Monitor, January 8, 1942. Page 8. 
5. "Redwood Textile," Business Week, January 17, 1942. 
Number 646. Page 55. 6. ~Christian Science Monitor, op. cit., page 8. 
7. "Redwood Textile," op. cit., page 55. 
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the by-production of Palco Wool, an insulating material, by 
the same company many years ago. (1) Processing equipment was 
developed to recover and segregate the short fiber. New mar-
kets for the material were sought. The current wool shortage 
speeded up the entire development and production process. The 
combining of the natural wool fibers with the redwood bark 
fibers is done in textile mills. Then the blend is carded, 
combed and spun into yarn which can be woven or knitted into 
fabrics. The resultant material has properties similar to the 
pure wool textile, but more advantageous because it can be 
produced at lower cost. "Fiber A" produced on the Pacific 
Coast will be compressed into bales for shipment to eastern 
textile mills. (2) 
Palco Wool, made from the redwood bark fiber and 
used for insulation, has been discovered to remain intact for 
eighty years of use. National distribution of this material 
has brought it into general use for cold storage and meat 
packing industries. (3) 
56 
It is believed that this is the first time that any 
vegetable product has been found to possess felting properties. (4) 
Plastic Fiber 
Plastic companies have discovered another wonderful 
product1 This time the plastic industry is offering Saran--
"a thermoplastic resin which is extruded in strands or yarn 
1. The Pacific Lumber Company, San Francisco, California. 
2. "Redwood Textile," op. cit., page 55-56. ). Ibid., page 56. 
4. ~Christian Science Monitor, op. cit., page 8. 
of various sizes and gauges that can be woven like cloth." (1) 
This new fabric will certainly be the woman's favorite. Being 
non-porous it limits or prevents dirt from being absorbed by 
the·material. Consequently, ordinary soiling may be easily 
removed merely by the application of soap and water. "One of 
the demonstrative tests given is the spilling of ink over 
Saran upholstery and removing the stain with a damp cloth." (2) 
Almost every color and weave can be applied to Saran. (J) Its 
flexibility and tensile strength is equivalent to that of 
steel. It is resistant to fire and weather, making it an ex-
cellent fabric for upholstering. 
Wheat Fiber 
Another astonishing source of clothing is--wheat! 
The United States Department of Agriculture has announced a 
proposal to make "smartly styled hosiery and dresses from wheat 
grain." (4) Chemists claim that clothing from this source will 
depend on the availability of other protein fibers. 
Soybean Fiber 
Another use for the westernized soybean has developed 
in the for.m of_a synthetic soybean fiber for textiles. (5) The 
process of making this wool-like material is rather complex. 
57 
1. Gilstrap, Max K., "Boats--Latest Conquest in March of Pla.stics," 
The Christian Sc~ence Monitor, Decemoer 19, 1941. Page lJ. 
2. Ibfd. page 1). 
J. Ibid.: page 13. See Appendix, page xxv. 
4. Gilstrap, Max K., "Wonders of Research," (Clothing from Grain) 
The Christian So~ence Monitor, February 12, 1942. Page S. 
5. luiliounced by the Ford Motor Car Company, Highland Park, 
Michigan. 
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Protein is derived from the bean and dissolved--it then be-
comes a glutinous substance which is "extruded through five-
hundred-hole spinnerets into an acid bath." (1) Later, the 
substance is "set" in a formaldehyde bath fran which it emerges 
as a crinkly fiber. These fibers are then ready for washing, 
drying, cutting into staple lengths, and spinning. Soybean 
synthetic fiber can be produced at substantially less than one-
half the cost of producing sheep's wool, but for best results 
the soybean fiber must be blended with the sheep's wool. It 
is practical for automobile upholstery fabric, men's suits, 
and ties. 
Glass Fiber 
A new or unusual source of textile fiber has been 
found in glass. Starting from the very beeinning, the virgin 
glass is produced from carefully selected sands and other 
accurately measured mineral ineredients. After being melted 
under constant temperature in a machine, these ingredients 
emerge in the form of "small greenish marbles weighing about 
one-quarter of an ounce each." (2) These "marbles" are then 
tested for purity. As they are remelted, filaments numbering 
two hundred or more are drawn, gathered together in a strand, 
and caught in a winder which draws them at more than a mile-
a-minute speed. The strength of the fiber varies directly 
1. "Soybean Synthetic," Business Week, January 3, 1942. 
Number 650. Page 42. See Appendix, page xlix. 
2. Gilstrap, Max K., "Wonders of Research," The Christian 
Science Monitor, November 13, 1941. Page 8. 
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with the degree of fineness. Strands may be drawn to a point 
several times finer than human hair. These fibers are extreme-
ly pliable--not breaking easily as does ordinary glass. More-
over, standard textile machines can be used to twist the fibers 
into strands and to pile them into glass thread. Cloth, all-
glass tape, braid, or cord may all be formed from this thread. 
For insulating purposes a wool-type, fibrous glass 
produced directly from the molten elass is already widely used 
in defense in the follo\rlng fields: various applications in 
the insulation of ships where it saves great amounts of weight; 
cloth; blankets; moisture-proof tarpaulins; electrically-
heated driving suits; covering for airplane wings; lighting; 
instruments; radio; and ignition. (1) 
Durability, hardness, cleanliness, plasticity when 
molten, and strength are the outstanding values of fibrous glass. 
Textiles and Clothing--Chemically Treated 
Colok (2)--a new rubber material--will be used to 
treat clothes chemically to make them more durable. As a 
matter of fact, Colok is claimed to practically double the 
wearing qualities of clothing. Silk and wool hosiery, wool 
blankets and sweaters, gloves, and heavy wool underwear can be 
thus treated. Other advantages of this treatment are that the 
garments or fabrics thus treated become shrink-proof and moth-
proof. ( 3) 
1. Gilstrap, Max K. "\'Yonders of Research," (Work of Glass), 
The Christian Science Monitor, November 13, 1941. Page 8. 
2. Colok is produced by the United States Rubber Company, 
New Jersey. 3. Printers' Ink, July 25, 1941. Volune 196, Number 4. Page )6. 
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"Flameless Cloth" or flame-proof clothing is now a 
reality. (1) The process consists of immersing draperies, 
dresses, blackout curtains, mattresses or overalls, or other 
articles into a chemical solution of ammonium sulfamate, for-
merly--but not now because of recent research--an expensive 
laboratory solution. The articles, when dried, are resistant 
to flame. The ammonium sulfamate--"an effective fire re-
sistant or retardant" in itself--does not change the texture 
or the appearance of fabrics. When the fabrics thus treated 
come in contact with fire, they become charred but do not 
blaze. (2) The treatment of clothes or other articles in 
this manner is possible even in the home. By dissolving 
ammonium sulfamate in the last rinse water "on wash day" in 
the proportion of one pound to a gallon of water, one can use 
the solution for all textiles except acetate rayon. (J) 
A new rot-proofing treatment for fabrics has become 
useful for defense as well as for peacetime applications. (4) 
The process consists of immersing the fabric first in a solu-
tion of copper or cadmium salt followed by immersion in 
morpholine, a complex organic compound. Thorough impregna-
tion of the fabric results in the reaction taking place within 
the fibers themselves and thus discourages the growth of mil-
dew or other rot-causing fungi. Though the :fabric becomes 
1. Gilstrap, Max K., "Wonders of Research," (Flameless Cloth) 
The Christian Science Monitor, February 5, 1942. Page 8. 
2. Announced by the DuPont Company. 
). Gilstrap, Max K., op. cit. 1 page 8. 4. "Chemical Treatment Makes .ti'abrics Mildew Proo:fi" Science ~Letter, July 5, 1941. Volume 40, Number • Page 5. 
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stiff at first, it regains its pliability when dry. Neither 
the color nor the texture is affected. For defense purposes 
this treatment would lengthen the life of tents, sandbags, 
and tarpaulins. It is particularly useful for such weather-
beaten materials as awnings, sails, or for shower curtains 
and other articles which are exposed to conditions favorable 
to rot :fungi. (1) 
Men have something to look forward to when they 
buy their socks in the future. By a new process or treatment 
men's socks can wear three times as long. It is accomplished 
by immersing the sock fabric into a bath of certain colloidal 
substances suspended in water. · The reaction of "the micro-
scopic particles practically 'rivet' the fabrics in the 
twisted threads so that they resist wear." (2) There is no 
evidence of a.change in the feel or appearance of the material. 
The :fabrics treated shrank only four per cent in contrast with 
the usual twenty-five per cent shrinkage of untreated fabric. 
The treatment may also be applied to underwear and blankets. (3) 
Koroseal--familiar to the consumer in the form of 
raincoats, shower curtains, ironing pads--is now being used 
by the ton for battleship cables and for other defense items. 
Thin, waterproof, transparent, non-sticking, non-hardening., 
1. "Chemical Treatment Makes Fabrics Mildew Proof," op. cit., 
Page 5. 
2 II • •Riveted'Men's Socks Will Wear Longer, Science News 
Letter, June 21, 1941. Volume 39, Number 25. Page 393. 
3. Ibid., page 393. This treatment is a process of the 
United States Rubber Company • 
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non-cracking, and non-yellowing, Koroseal now promises the 
consumer the pleasurable conveniences which it alone can offer; 
that is, after the war is over. (1) For instance, the con-
sumer can in the future expect to wear stockings made from 
Koroseal--stockings which will not drop a stitch even when 
they are jabbed with a scissors, and stockings which will also 
be as sheer as any silk that has been known. (2) Koroseal--
made from limestone, coke, and salt--offers to make house-
cleaning time a joy. By being coated with Koroseal, colorful 
fabrics--such as draperies--may be made so waterproof that 
they may be cleaned by merely washing with a hose. (3) 
Electrically-Heated Clothing 
It seems rather fantastic to think of ultimate con-
sumers having electrically-heated clothes some time in the 
future--but the United States Army Air Corps has just adopted 
(the initial order was made in the summer of 1941) a newly 
perfected electrically-heated flying suit. It is designed to 
keep an aviator comfortable through a 130 degree range of 
temperatures down to as far as 60 below zero. The suit is 
wired throughout and the amount of heat is controlled and 
adjusted by changes in temperature. The main advantage of 
this type of suit is that it is much less costly and much 
lighter in weight than a sheep-lined suit. (4) There are 
1. See Appendix, pages xviii and xxvii. 
2. See Appendix, page xxvii. 3. See Appendix~ page xxvii. B. F. Goodrich Advertisement, ~Saturday ~vening Post, February 21, 1942. Voluce 214, 
Number 34. Page 7. 4. "Did You Ever Wonder," The Christian Science Monitor, 
December 17, 1941. Page 23. Also Printers' Ink, July 25, 
1941. Volume 196, Number 4. Pa~e JJ. ---
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several types of flying suits. One type consists of an outer 
wool to the inside or which is sewed a. system of re-
sistance wires arranged in parallel waves. (1) In aviation 
the parallel arrangement of wires and the lightness of weight 
afforded by this suit are particularly important in that they 
the aviator a maximum amount of freedom of movement 
he is using the controls or armament. The electrical 
warmth is provided by the current from the plane. Through a 
small control cabinet the current is connected to the wires of 
the suit. On the inside of the suit a pure cotton lining 
covers the wires and at the same time permits the warmth to 
inward, whereas the outer wool layer minimizes the 
heat to the outside atmosphere. Through the control 
system the pilot regulates the amount of current flowing 
through the wires. Electrically-heated gloves and cloth boots 
are available with the suit. ~ach article may be regulated 
separately for the degree of heat desired. The cloth boots 
are worn inside the aviator's ordinary light boots. (2) 
Another type of electrically-heated suit is being 
experimented with at present and consists of using a special 
composition of rubber which through its ability to conduct 
eHktricity may serve as a heating pad. (3) 
1. See Appendix, page xxvi. 
2. "Did You Ever Wonder," op. cit. , page 23. 
3. Ibid., page 23. 
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Miscellaneous 
A new process of making cloth without the operation 
' of. weaving has been announced by M.A. Goldman of the Fiber 
Products Laboratory. (1) This new method has possibilities of 
partly revolutionizing the textile industry. The process in 
operation consists of running the cotton through a carding 
machine, dropping it on a moving belt, and there spraying it 
with a binding material--such as casein, asphalt, latex, cellu-
lose acetate, or cellulose nitrate. The type of fabric which 
results depends on which of these binders is used. 
Something new in air-conditioning seems to be in-
vading .the hat industry. Men's hats will be made with a new 
patented air-conditioning construction. (2) This innovation 
may help to prevent premature baldness--at least it will be 
more comfortable than the ordinary man's hat. 
The effect of the war activity on women's shoes has 
changed the type of shoe that manufacturers will produce. A 
sturdier walking shoe has been in demand as a result of the 
tire rationing and the increased defense work requiring much 
more walking and standing than usual for many women. (3) 
A new type of women's hosiery which will not run, or 
have any of those annoying features that ordinary hosiery does, 
is the so-called "greasepaint hosiery." This can only be 
1. Gilstrap Max K., "Wonders of Research," The Christian 
Science Monitor, November 13, 1941. Page 8. 
2. Printers' Ink, April 18, 1941. Volume 195, Number J. Page 44. 
(Air-Flow by Rothschild Bros. Hat Company--the Wrisht line) 
3. The Christian Science Monitor, January 8, 1942. Page 18. 
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to be a wartime fad--if it does become a fad at all--
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·br.until such a time as high-quality stockings resume their 
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~ · .. "normal" price level. It is claimed that the use of erease 
·.P.aint as a substitute for stockings makes it practically im-
possible to notice any difference. Several shades--natural, 
'I ,I 
sun tan, high brovm, and rose beige--have already been pro-
·,!' 
duced to match these same shades in ordinary hosiery. If a 
seam is desired, it may be drawn by an eyebrow pencil. Appli-
cation of the grease paint is accomplished by the use of a 
soft .. brush or sponge. The daily bedtime bath of soap and 
water is sufficient to remove this new "stockinc:;." At present 
this· type of "stocldng" is used by skaters and other pro-
fessional persons. (1) 
. '· 
l. The Christian Science Uonitor, January 28, 1942. 
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),' FURNISHINGS AND FIXTURES 
Effect ;of Priorities 
•· · ·" : .! ' One of the most severely hit industries in connection 
with furnishings is the carpet industry. Not only has it 
been debilitated by priorities, but also it has suffered from 
the: complete cut-off from jute supplies. The only glimmer of 
hope remaining is research which may develop some method of 
makirig floor coverings without jute. (1) 
With furniture deliveries threatening to reach a new 
low for civilians, repairing of old furniture will be more 
prevalent than formerly. "Tite Joints," in the form of little 
cloth maltese crosses about two inches wide, will prove to be 
the answer to many a repair problem. (2) These small crosses 
are impregnated with adhesive and can be used to repair loose 
·chair rungs, umbrella handles, and table legs with the advan-
, tages of speed and simplicity. The cloth maltese cross is 
dipped in water and placed over the center of the cross-over 
end of the rung--and the rung is pushed into place. (3) 
~ Paint Problem 
In the midst of shortages of important paint ingre-
dients the paint industry is experiencing a demand for paint 
which exceeds any previously known. Since the year 1920 the 
chemistry of interior finishes has been based on tung oil from 
1. The Christian Science Monitor, March 7, 1942. Page 18. 
2 •. Made by Tite Joints Sales Company, New York. 
J. Business Week, September 13, 1941. Number 628. Page 71. 
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China at the price of five and one-half to ten cents per 
pound--that is, before Japan moved into China. Now tung oil 
is·priced at thirty-four and one-half cents a pound. (1) This 
price :is very high. Hence manufacturers are abandoning its 
use in consumer paints--using it for Navy specifications only--
and.are using oiticica oil from Brazil. The price of this oil 
t· 
has risen from one and one-half cents below the original tung 
oil price to twenty-one cents a pound. Linseed oil appears to 
be the only bright spot in this gloomy picture. At present 
flaxseed for linseed oil is being gro\vn by the United States, 
Argentina and Canada. 
Recently a new resistant paint has been developed. 
Tygon paint will be used for the protection of metal, concrete, 
and wood surfaces. {2) It is resistant to practically all 
acids (except formic, fuming nitric, and glacial acetic acids); 
salts; alkalis; and oils. It is even resistant to hydrofluoric 
acid.which attacks chemical stoneware. Modified halide polymer 
provides the base for the paint material which may be obtained 
in the form of sheet, tube, and molding. (3) 
Those who like to putter around with paint, but who 
.have at the same time a tendency to become dizzy will be happy 
to know that a New Valdura No-Odor paint can now be produced. 
(4) It comes in seven colors and is being used for store, 
1.· "Unvarnished Fact," Business Week, November 15, 1941, 
Number 637· Page 42. 
2. Made by the United States Stoneware Company, New York. 
J.· Business i'leek, July 19, 1941. Number 620. Page 52. 
4. Made by the'Ainerican-Marietta Company, Chicago, Illinois. 
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factory, .and office interiors. (1) Eventually this paint will 
be used to a great extent for home interiors--the ladies may 
even.demand a perfumed product for "individuality" or "atmos-
phere." 
Air Conditioning Contrivances 
' ,. With a portable odor absorber a room can be freed 
completely of odors and gases at the rate of one hundred feet 
a minute. ·A forty-watt fan circulates the foul air through a 
dust filter and through four renewable canisters of activated 
coconut shell carbon. "The countless canals and capillaries 
in the carbon remove and hold the odors by adsorption," and 
release fresh air. (2) 
A similar contrivance is the odor eliminator-- a 
portable machine--which takes odors out of the foul air of a 
room. It operates on the same principle as does an ordinary 
gas mask. Repurification takes place through the action of 
highly activated charcoal which kills vapors, fumes, and 
smoke. (3) 
A dehumidifier-deorodizer--called the Water-Sorber 
Circulator--controls humidity and removes odors of mildew, 
mold in home basements, and in factory tool cribs. (4) It is 
now available for spaces of 2,000 cubic feet where excessive 
1. Business Week, December 20, 1941. Number 642. Page 36. 
2. Ibid., September 13, 1941. Number 628. Page 72. 
3. Science News Letter, February 10, 1940. Volume 37, Number 
6. Page9J.'" 4. Made by the General Air Conditioning Corporation, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 
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air-borne moisture could harm health or property. It may be 
plugged in anywhere. It has an inbuilt electric fan to cir-
culate air through a basket of patented one and one-half inch 
cubes 'of water-absorbent, odor-absorbent chemical--at the same 
time circulating air around the room. A solution remains from 
the .absorption of moisture. This solution may be used for 
killing weeds or removing ice from walks and doorsteps. (1) 
:; . The new Tri-Trol Regulator which controls heating in 
proportion to the outdoor temperature will be an inspiration 
to future home-owners. (2) At night the regulator shuts down 
the heating system automatically opening up again in the morn-
ing if ·,the temperature falls below a predetermined point. It 
has been used in multiple-occupancy buildings. It is now de-
veloped to the point that it can be introduced for use in 
buildings as small as two-family apartment houses. (3) 
Household Trimmings 
Replacing the glass which formerly came from Czecho-
Slovakia, plastic Lucite can be used for chandelier and lamp 
decorations such as pear pendants, tear drops, and the like. 
(4) 
Likewise brass, bronze, zinc, and aluminum for trim-
mings and floor strips are being replaced by plastic terrazzo 
strips in order to sidestep the problem of priorities. These 
1. Business Week, January 24, 1942. Number 647. Page 56. 
2. Made by the Marsh Tritol Company, Chicago, Illinois. 
3. Business Week, November 29, 1941. Number 6J9. Pages 55-56. 
4. Printers' ~' May 2, 1941. Volume 195, Number 5, Page 23. 
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plastic terrazzo strips add a new note of color and design. 
( 1) •· Extruded out of Tennessee Eastman Teni te ( 2) these strips 
after,being tested indicate as long a wearing life as do the 
strips or metal. (J) 
Another type of plastic trim extruded from Eastman 
Tenite II plastic is the Interlox Plastic Trim used for table 
edging, shelf trim, and wallboard joinings. (4) It may be ob-
tained in almost any length and is attached easily because of 
its "integral, barbed central flange which locks it in posi-
tion without the use of screws, nails, or adhesives." Other 
plastic extruded products for various types of architectural 
trim and transparent plastic tubing are also in their last 
stages of development. (5) 
A new plastic material from green coffee is now be-
ing produced and is called "Cafelite." (6) The United States 
is now establishing a plant which will be able to handle 
5,000,000 bags of this coffee a year to produce this plastic. 
A plant in Sao Paulo uses the insufficient amount (in relation 
to present needs) of 50,000 bags a year to produce cafelite. 
Use of this plastic for wall and floor coverings as well as 
for other things is being encouraged. The advantage of this 
1. Made by Manhattan Terrazzo Brass Strip Company, New York. 
2. Made by Extruded Plastics, Incorporated, Norwalk, 
Connecticut. 
J. Business Week, November 15, 1941. Number 6)7. Page 51. 
4. Made by Extruded Plastics, Incorporated, Nonvalk, 
·. Connecticut. 
5 •. Business \'leek, October 18, 1941. Number 6JJ. Page 65. 
6. ~·, July 5, 1941. Number 618. Page 45. 
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plastic is that it does not have to be combined with other 
compounds which are only available in other countries. It is 
expected that its by-products--caffeine, coffee oil, cellu-
lose, and furfural which are used for making dyes and lac-
quers--will keep the price of this plastic at a low level. 
Already beverage and chemical companies are demanding the 
caffeine by-product. (1) 
Convenient Electrical Wiring Devices 
From now on wiring can be a minor matter in the 
home. Once' the feed wires are installed, no wiring is neces-
sary to put in the new Pierceway Sectional Plastic Wiring 
System. (2) This system provides a convenient outlet at 
every eight inches. It has only two basic parts: a feed sec-
tion with a removable cover plate to enable it to be connected 
to the feed wires, and an outlet section. Each section is 
sixteen inches long with inbuilt tubular copper connectors and 
two outlets. All that has to be done is to place two of these 
sections together and attach to a wall, bench, or baseboard. 
It is available in two sizes for two- or three-wire service at 
thirty-five and forty-five amperes. (3) 
Various surveys made by insurance companies have as-
certained that most hazards occur in the horne. A partial ans-
wer to this problem will be solved by the Erecto-Luxtite-Conduit 
1. Business Week, July 5, 1941. Nunber 618. Page 45. 
2. Made by the Pierce Laboratory, Incorporated, Swnr.1it, N.J. 
). Business~' January 17, 1942. Number 646. Page 56 . 
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Base which carries and conceals all telephone, radio, and ser-
vice electrical equipment and connections. (1) Fishing for 
wires under sofas or tripping over long wires on the floor are 
eliminated by this electrified baseboard. The baseboard fronts 
may be made of metal or wood and are snapped to the conduit 
with strong metal clips. They can be removed quickly without 
tools for installing additional wires or outlets. 1qhen build-
ing a new house, greater speed may be obtained by having the 
painter finish the removable fronts while the electrician is 
completing his part of the work. (2} 
Freeing the Home of Pests 
A home pestered by pests can be relieved by Slaz-all, 
a liquid which paralyzes the legs of crawling and flying in-
sects before destroying them. (3) The container in which the 
insecticide is sold boasts of being evaporation-proof. This 
is accomplished by a patented seal in the patented button in-
sert which may be attached to an ordinary food can. The pat-
ented seal is easily pierced by the liquid tube of the spray 
gun and may be used on containers of other liquids. The 
flanges of the spray gun (4) fit into slots on the button and 
hold securely. (5) 
1. Made by Charles E. Barnes & Son, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
2. Business Week, July 19, 1941. Number 620. Page 52. 
J. Liquid made by Beeker-Bischoff Chemical Company, and the 
Whitmire Research Corporation, St. Louis 1lissouri. 
4. The container and the gun are made by the Volume Sprayer 
Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma. They are marketed solely by 
the Skelly Oil Company, Kansas City, Missouri. 
5. Busihess ~' December 6, 1941. Number 640. Page 74. 
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When moths and other night-flying insects flutter 
around the light bulbs in the factory yard or in the porch, it 
would be de~irable to replace these bulbs with the new Wabash 
In.sect-Repellent Lamps. ( 1) These lamps give a canary-yellow 
light which is easy on human eyes and repels over ninety per 
cent of the phototropic insects. They are available in sixty-, 
seventy-five-, one hundred-, and two hundred-watt sizes. (2) 
~ Collecting 
A .dust-collecting grinder has been made for manufac-
turing tool makers. (3) It consists of a multi-blade collector 
fan with three glass fiber filters along with the grinding 
wheels. The airduct is shaped to send the heavier particles to 
be carried downward and trapped behind the filters. The "fil-
ters require little attention because they must remove only the 
lighter dust particles from the air stream." (4) The machine 
will be manufactured in three sizes--ten-, twelve-, and fourteen-
inch. The dust collector will also be manufactured separately 
from the grinder to be used in factories and offices; in the 
future the dust collector may eventually be used in the home. (5) 
Blackout Equipment 
A home complete with blackout equipment might have 
the new Meta-Fold Blackout Awning (6) which operates similarly 
1. Made by the Wabash Appliance Corporation 
2. Business Week, July 26, 1941. Number 621. Page 40. 
3. Made by tii91rammond Machinery Builders, Kalamazoo, Michigan. 
4. Business Week, January 3, 1942. Number 650. Page 45-46. 
;. Ibid., page 46. 
6. ~~de by the Acklin Stamping Company, Toledo, Ohio. 
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to the standard metal awning for peacetime protection against 
the sun~ It may be used half-raised to protect against the 
I· 
. sun, or it may be fully closed so that no light from the in-
, side of the house can escape during an air raid or blackout. 
It ).s attached on the outside of the window. "Each steel seg-
mentis sealed from the other by a light-proof, noise-absorbent 
' ' '•; t. 
gasket." (1) An inside lock is available with the avming. 
;'' 
, , · Another successful method of preventing light from 
escaping from the inside of the house during a blackout was 
used after the attack at Pearl Harbor. The Clopay Window 
Blackout Shade is used on the inside of the window (in con-
trast to the awning previously mentioned). (2) It has a new 
light-tight paper coating and special clips to keep it f~rm 
against the window casing. (3) 
An Eskimo Pantry 
A quick-freezing unit has now been devised to be 
small enough for many kitchens yet large enough to hold one 
hundred pounds of food. This so-called "Eskimo Pantry" is an 
electrically powered home freezing locker plant. It stands 
thirty-six inches high, is twenty-five inches wide and thirty-
eight inches long. (4) 
1. Business Week January 17 1942. Number 646. Page 56-57· 
2. Made by the ciopay Corpor~tion, Cincinnati, Ohio. 54 ). Business~' December 27, 1941. Number 64J· Page • 
4. Ibid., August 23, 1941. Number 625. Page 42. 
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Sensitive Fire Detector 
The careless cigarette bed-smoker will certainly 
welcome the new Sensitive Fire Detector which can be attached 
to the ceiling of any room. (1) The Spot Fire Indicator at-
tached to the Detector sounds a bell or some other warning 
signal when the temperature rises at the rate of fifteen de-
grees a minute or more. It has an outside diameter of three 
inches and is capable 'of protecting an area of 30 x JO feet. (2) 
1. Made by Lowe Laboratories, Incorporated, New York. 
2. Business ~, July 19, 1941. Number 620. Page 52. 
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HOUSING 
Research In Building Materials--Plywood 
Perhaps the most radically changed industry as a 
result' of the war emergency is the building industry--new 
methods: of building, new materials, new designs, and new un-
precedented conveniences are at present being developed. 
One of the most important developments for speeding 
up defense facilities and production is the prefabricated con-
struction of factories. This prefabricated concrete construc-
tion system has been designed especially to cut down the 
building time usually necessary to erect defense plants. (1} 
At the same time this system uses a minimum amount of essential 
war materials. These prefabricated factories may be had in 
four different shapes of pre-cast and reinforced concrete in 
any size. The heavy work is done by a mobile crane. (2} 
Resin-bonded plywood is making possible the mass pro-
duction of homes which will come off the assembly line com-
76 
plete with built-in kitchen, automatic heat, air conditioning, 
refrigeration, radio, and telephone. (J) The exterior and in-
terior walls and roof are permanently fastened or bonded to-
gether with phenolic resins. Advantages of using the pl~vood 
thus treated are extreme lightness, toughness, weather-resistance, 
1. Illustrated in Business Week, December 20, 1941. Number 642. 
Page 50. System used by Cemenstone Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
2. Ibid., page 50. 
J. This particular type made by Durez Plastics and Chemicals, 
Incorporated, North Tonawanda, New York. 
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economy of production, ease of handling from the standpoint 
of design and mass production. (1) 
The United States Department of Commerce defines 
plywood as:'Douglas fir plywood is an engineered wood board 
or panel, consisting of an odd number of sheets of Douglas 
' fir veneer placed crosswise and bonded together under hy-
draulic pressure with water-resistant glues which are 
stronger than the wood itself.' (2) It is interesting to note 
that these water-resistant glues mentioned in the definition 
are now to be largely replaced by more efficient and stronger 
plastic materials. Because of the various improvements which 
have been made in plywood itself recently and the progress 
which has been made in the design and construction of modern 
defense homes, it is likely that these homes will remain in 
demand even after the war is over. ( 3) 
Plywood is not a new material as a casual observer 
might suppose. It has a rich ancestral background dating back 
to 1500 B. c. when it was used in Egypt and China as a decora-
tive veneer. It was also used for furniture. Contemporary 
progress with plywood besan about the 1880's at which time com-
mercial production of the cross-laid veneer co~~enced to emerge. 
The new techniques of bonding plywood with synthetic resin ad-
hesives have released many of the less accessible lieht metals 
1. Business ~' February 21, 1942. Number 651. Page 25. 
2. The Christian Science Honitor, February 4, 1942. Page 20. 
). Ibid., page 20. See Appendix, page xxx. 
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for defense work and have placed a superior and a more readily 
acceptable product on the market. (1) 
" • • • Over ninety per cent of veneer from which 
plywood is assembled is rotary cut on a lathe, much 
as paper is unrolled. The log is usually cooked 
in preparation for smooth cutting, and is rotated 
against a long knife that automatically advances 
into the log to regulate the desired thickness. 
While the widths can be no wider than the log, the 
lengths may run as long as eighteen feet. Usual 
thicknesses are one-fiftieth to one-fourth of an 
inch. 
"The resulting sheets are laid one on the other, 
alternately at right angles, which gives plywood 
an advantage of the strength in the lengthwise 
structure of wood without including the width-wise 
weaknesses. In addition the original strength of 
wood is heightened by the adhesives, from domestic 
sources, which make the aggregate strength of the 
integrated plywood greater than that of the veneers 
composing it. 
"In three-ply, its simplest form, plywood has two 
outer layers with parallel grains, each half the 
thickness of the center layer, or core, which has 
its grain at right angle to that of the faces. The 
result is a "balanced" construction. Other forms 
are the five-ply and multi-ply of seven, nine, 
eleven, and thirteen or more layers, which are 
often used in products where strength, distribution, 
and durability are important factors. 
"Another veneer construction is laminated wood, in 
which all layers are arranged parallel to maintain 
strength and stiffness. Then there are several 
types of high-density plywood obtained by exerting 
materials with great pressures of 500 to 1,500 pounds 
or more. 
"A few of the recent plywood applications include 
its use as skin covering for the wings, tail parts, 
and rudders of airplanes; partitions and bulkheads 
in seagoing vessels; the hulls of small boats; pon-
toon bridges, life rafts, tow boats, gunstocks and 
prefabricated housing for defense workers." (2) 
1. The Christian Science 11onitor, December 11, 1941. Page 8. 
2. GITstrap, Max K. , "Wonders of Research: Plyvrood," The 
Christian Science IT.onitor, December 11, 191.,1. Page g:-
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--Glass 
Glass houses--not of the usual plate-glass structure 
used for summer pavilons, sleeping porches, or plant conserva-
tories--can now be acceptably built "without interfering with 
the national defense program and without taking labor away 
from any defense work." (1) Formerly, the success of such a 
building project would necessitate construction to take place 
in a community where throwing stones was an unknovm experience 
in the culture of the people. Nevertheless, the durability 
of glass now ranks almost along side that of granite. When 
used in crude building,heavy glass blocks, these glass bricks 
are practically indestructible. Such a structure would be 
cheap and could be erected rapidly. Shortages of materials 
which go to make glass for this purpose--sand and silica--are 
not imminent since there is a plentiful supply of these sub-
stances. The striking features of this glass housing are: 
its property of being unaffected by heat, moisture, or cold; 
its immunity from decay and rot (which is peculiar to wood) 
and from erosion (as in metals); its non-flamcability; its re-
sistance to mutilation; its imperviousness to insects, light-
ning, bugs; and its quality of not becoming sour or mildewed. (2} 
Moreover, housing would be placed on a much higher plane of 
beauty. 
1. "Houses Built of Glass Held Both Beautiful and Practical," 
The Christian Science Monitor, January 7, 1942. Page 20. 
2. Ibid., page 20. 
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--Clay Pellets 
The lightness and insulation value of the newly-
developed burnt clay pellets may be the factor which will pro-
mote the use of these pellets for concrete mixing in place of 
gravel and cinders. Made of ceramic clays, these new "earthen-
ware balls" boast of being moisture-proof and full of Air cells 
which yield lightness without too much loss in strength--the 
loss being "about twenty pounds of compression strength for 
each pound of weight reduction" which is practically negli-
gible for certain types of work or uses. These pellets also 
furnish insulation against moisture, temperature, and sound. (1) 
The weight of these pellets ranges from ten to fifty pounds a 
cubic foot according to their size, varying fron "granulated-
table sugar" grain size to a ball size of two inches in di-
ameter. The pea size has had the greatest demand. 
After these fireproof pellets are made at high tem-
peratures, they are bone dry but still moisture-absorbent--
becoming waterproof within a short while. A strong bonding 
agent with cement, these pellets may also be used with binders 
such as pitch, asphalt, rubber latex, and construction plastics. 
Aside from the fact that a lowered water ratio is used with 
these "pills", no other particular procedures are necessary in 
the mixing process. (2) 
By increasing the insulation value of concrete, 
1. "Pills For Concrete," Business Week, December 6, 1941. 
Number 640. Page 71. 
2. Ibid., page 71. 
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floors are kept warm, dry, and strong--and thus eliminate 
linoleum.problems. A wearing finishing (such as is used for 
ordinary floors) must be applied, however, for heavy duty. 
Another claim made is that the pellets used in reinforced con-
crete reduce the weight of beams without loss of strength--
simultaneously enabling the production of a concrete with 
stability under changing freeze-thaw contingencies. At the 
present time eighty uses have been found for these pellets--
for insulation and structural purposes. In defense or indus-
trial work, they might be used for lighter concrete barges, 
soundproof bomb shelters, reduction of vibration in machine 
foundations, and general sound-proofing. (1) 
Types of Housing--"Corn Crib Housing" 
What is called "Corn Crib Housing" has nov1 been 
placed on a mass production basis under the impetus of the 
war housing emergency. (2) These fabricated steel housing units 
have been adapted from metal corn cribs and are regarded as 
one solution to defense housing problems. (J) This type of 
home is round in shape, shelters ei~ht persons, and best of all, 
sells for only $750. It is unique with its fifteen plastic 
skylights to admit the sun's beams and with its ten portholes 
for vision and ventilation. One thousand units may be manu-
factured in one day. (4) The resulting cylindrical room is 
1. "Pills For Concrete," op. cit., page 71. 
2. Printers' Ink, June 6, 1941. Volume 195, Number 10. Page J2. 
J. Regularly made by the Butler }.!anufacturing Company, 
Kansas City, Missouri. 
4. Printers' Ink, op. cit., page J2. 
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divided by screen partitions into several sections. This so-
called Dymaxion house can be built by two unskilled laborers 
in six days. In his description, W. Clifford Harvey charac-
terizes this type of housing as being "designed along the lines 
ot a·glorified grain bin." (1) 
--The "Balloon" House 
More proof supporting Roger W. Babson's prediction 
that housing "is entering upon one of the nost remarkable up-
heavals that ever blessed a major industry" is substantiated 
by another development in "round houses." These so-called 
"balloon" homes are being "inflated on an eighteen-acre tract 
on Horseshoe Hill in Fairfax County, Virginia, as part of the 
effort of the Defense Homes Corporation (a subsidiary of the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation) to help house defense 
workers quickly and at low cost." (2) 
The process of construction is described by 
W. Clifford Harvey as follows: 
"First, an ordinary foundation is built without a 
basement. Over this is placed a pnoumntic rubber 
form against which, in proper position, are laid 
the frames for doors and windows. 
"An inch of concrete is then sprayed over the form. 
A few hours later an inch of insulation material is 
sprayed on, followed by a two-inch layer of cement. 
The rubber fo~ is then deflated, and the house 
which requires neither inside plaster nor outside 
paint is ready for interior completion. 
1. Harvey, W. Clifford, "Prefabrication Leads To Revolution In 
Building," The Christian Science Y..~onitor, December 4, 1941. 
Page lJ. 
2. Ibid., page 13. See Appendix pages xxxi to xxxv. 
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"The 'balloon' house is just a portion of the 'erow-
ing pains' of so-called prefabrication which, after 
eight years as an 'industrial flop' is apparently 
coming into its ovvn on the crest of the national 
defense emergency." (1) 
The "mushroom village" in Virginia includes sever-
al shapes--oblong, barrel-shaped, hemispherical, and round-
topped. (2) Because the concrete is applied under great 
pressure with a particular "gun," it has come to be called 
"gunite." After the concrete is sprayed over the rubber-and-
canvas balloon and the shell has become dry, the balloon, 
deflated and removed, may be used to construct another home. 
A two-domed home of this type built by the Defense Homes 
Corporation can be bought for less than $3,000. Its dominant 
features are that it is termite-proof, fire-proof, end bo~b­
splinter-proof •. Moreover, this type of housin~ does not re-
quire crucial supplies to any restricting degree. As a matter 
of fact, the fifteen pounds of nails which are used in con-
struction could be eliminated. (3) At present the Army is 
planning to build on a si~ilar basis tent shelters of concrete 
which would not cost more than a canvas tent. The plan may 
also be adopted for·barracks, concrete barees, hangars, or 
bomb-proof shelters. These "balloon" houses are classified as 
semi-prefabrication. (4) 
1. VI. Clifford Harve:r, op. cit., page 13. 
2. See Appendix, pages xxxi to xxxv. 
3. Life -December 1, 1941. Volume 11, Number 22. Page 34. 
_, 
4. Ibid., page 34. 
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--Prefabrication 
Straight prefabrication systems are also doing 
business on a tremendous scale especially for defense. They 
have definite possibilities of experiencing prosperity in 
peace times, as a result of the amount of research and techno-
logical improvements which have come about. Through these 
systems homes from $4,000 to as low as $2,000 may be built for 
the small investor. Low costs are made possible by the pre-
fabricated single-thickness walls being shipped to the build-
ing site. By doing this the usual on-site applyinG of sheath-
ing, building paper, lath, insulation, multiple coats of 
plaster, wall paper and paints are eliminated, and much time 
is saved. Moreover, such a wall is claimed to insure as 
tight insulation as is enjoyed by most $10,000 homes. Thus 
upkeep costs are also made low, heating expense is kent at a 
minimum, and neither interior nor exterior decoration or 
painting is necessary. The necessity for under-sheathinG and 
shingles is eliminated by a newly processed roof which not only 
may be installed as a sinf_;le unit in large panels, but elsa 
is part of an interlocking device which secures this type of 
home against windstorms. When the building industry eventu-
ally becomes better organized with its sub-contractors, more 
widespread use of the "packaged" house v;hich "can be produced 
by a single organization and sold as a unit through local dis-
tributing agents" vnll become a reality. (1) 
1. w. Clifford Harvey 1 "\'Tar Indust1z;y Hiolds DSeedsborf P2ro1sg4er1ous Peace " The Chris11ian Science .. on tor, ecen e , , • 
Page iJ. -s9e Appendix, pa~es xxxvi to xliv. 
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--The Cotton House 
Perhaps the most unusual development in housing has 
been that of the cotton house. W. Clifford Harvey describes 
its introduction into our life in this way: 
"Only recently the United States Department of 
Agriculture wheeled a cotton gin into its Washington 
office, pressed a button, and out rolled a pre-
fabricated, five-room house that r,overnment experts 
think may help solve the problems of the nation's 
number one surplus commodity--cotton. Coming in 
structural units that can be assembled and dismounted 
to be re-erected elsewhere, the cotton house is said 
to hold some promise for defense workers." (1) 
Although at the present time cotton is not considered a par-
_ticularly over-supplied commodity, it is, nevertheless, 
possible that future surpluses of cotton may find a new and 
thriving use if this type of home proves to be as acceptable 
as some of the other war innovations have been. 
Another producer of prefabricated homes has a con-
crete sectional plan whereby a small family may begin with 
one or two rooms and gradually make additions even to the 
point of achieving mansion-like grandeur. (2) 
Air-Conditioning ~ Water 
A new idea in air-conditioning may cause us to see 
"placid pools of water on the rooftops of the future." (3} 
Designed on modern roofs, the water layers will provide in-
sulation which will minimize the sun's heat in the summer and 
1. "Prefabrication Leads To Revolution In Building," The 
Christian Science llonitor, December 4, 1941. Page 13. 
2. Ibid., page 13. 
3. "Roof Pools," Science ~Letter, February 10, 1940. 
Volume 37, Number 6. Page 91. 
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lessen the escape of inside heat in the winter (one pound of 
water dissipating 1,100 B. T. U. of the sun's heat). (1) 
In summer these water pools on this new type of roof are 
capable of reducing the temperature of upper stories as much 
as ten degrees-- 11 the equivalent of air-conditioning without 
the cost." (2) 
Homasote 
At ~allejo, California, a complete city was built 
in ten weeks of Homasote, a wallboard produced from a re-
pulped newspaper mixture. (3) It is a lightweight material, 
yet it has the advantage of structural rigidity. It is used, 
of course, in prefabricated homes. Its most important quali-
ties include double insulation, demountability, machine per-
faction, and sound-deadening properties. It has become one 
answer to employee housing, large-scale realty developments, 
tourist crumps, slum clearance, and similar projects--with sub-
stantial savings in cost. Wood frames are used with Homasote. 
The "Site-Assembly" Process 
Another method used in prefabrication building is 
the "Site-Assembly" process. (4) The lUI!lber, having previous-
ly been cut to the proper and exact size by saws (located 
near one end of the platform), revolves around a long platform 
1. "Roof Pools," op. cit., page 91. 
2. This new type of roof is made by Koppers Laboratories, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Ibid., page 91. 
). Business Vleek, January 3, 1942. Number 650. Page 46. 
Homasote ISlmade by the Homasote Company, Trenton, New Jersey. 
4. Business ~' August 16, 1941. Number 624. Page 45. 
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with jigs and other devices for laying out the frames of the 
complete walls. The patterns on the platform are planned in 
such a way as .to permit openings for doors and windows--thus 
eliminating the necessity for cutting and fitting after the 
wall frames have been erected. The wall frames are trans-
ported by a truck to the site of the house, and after leaving 
the platform are laid on the floor. The siding is nailed on, 
and the windows are installed before the walls are raised into 
their places. Very large hinges are used to fasten the walls 
to the flooring to allow easy hoisting of the walls and at 
the same time to fit them securely in position. The walls 
are then nailed in place, and the hinges are renoved to be 
used in subsequent construction. (1) 
1. Business~, op. cit., page 45, 46. 
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HEALTH 
Keeping stride with our economic life and its stress-
ing conditions, medical science has also progressed rapidly. 
It.will progress even more rapidly as a result of the present 
emergency. There are far too many developments to be dis-
cussed complete.iy here, but a few of the more important ones 
in terms of everyday living should not be left unconsidered. 
With the onslaught of the war, the health of the nation has 
become increasingly significant--larger sums have been 
alloted for war relief,and the simplification of entertain-
ments has been the ~~tchword. (1) 
Advance !a Surgerl 
Some of the most remarkable advances in surgery are 
those in nerve surgery as related by Lois Mattox Miller. {2) 
A form of vertigo--Meniere's Disease--which brings on dizzi-
ness, strange noises in the ear, and finally quick collapse 
was kno\vn to be cured by severing the auditory nerve--but this 
severing resulted in deafness. But Dr. Vlalter E. Dandy of 
John Hopkins endeavored to solve both problems--by severing 
most of the auditory nerve, which is composed of two nerves 
in one, and thereby checking the vertigo and keeping intact 
the normal hearing. This operation has now been successfully 
accomplished by Dr. Dandy one hundred twenty-five times and 
1. McAfee, Mildred H., "Educating Daughters," The Atlantic 
Monthl~, Volume 169, Number 2. February, 1942. Page 218. 
2. "Marvels of Pain-Conquering Nerve Surgery," Reader'~ 
Digest, January, 1942. Yolume 40, Number 237. Page 41. 
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entrance to the spinal column in cases of pain caused by in-
curable disease. This severing takes place in the sensory 
nerve of that part of the body where the pain is felt. The 
patient then loses all sense of pain and temperature in that 
part of the body, and his feeling throughout the rest of his 
body is left intact. Great care in this delicate operation 
must be taken to sever only the sensory nerve without injuring 
the motor nerve. (1} Such an operation is performed, of 
course, when no other treatment at the origin of the pain 
eliminates it. The basic theory underlying this method of 
surgery is the interruption of the "pathway of pain" since it 
is known that all pain stimuli responding in the brain travel 
up the main spinal trunkline. (2) 
A practical and yet seemingly simple solution to 
the mending of the ends of a severed .blood vessel has at last 
been met by the "darning egg." Stitching together these ends 
has now become a relatively easy task with the use of gelatine-
coated sugar sticks, which start as melted dextrose poured 
into sterilized rubber tubes of different sizes for molding. 
When the sugar sticks are hard, they are cut into desired 
lengths. The tubing is then removed and coated with gelatine. 
When operating, the surgeon clamps off the blood supply of the 
patient, slips the two ends of the vein over the sugar-coated 
stick of the proper size and stitches the ends. Then the 
1. Miller, Lois Mattox, op. cit., page 44. 
2. Miller, Lois Mattox, "Surgeon's Progress," Reader'1!_ Digest, 
September, 1941. Volume 39, Number 233. Page 93. 
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clamps are removed and the heat of the blood supply rushing 
in dissolves the sugar stick in one minute or less. (1) 
Medicine 
To aid in the treatment of respiratory diseases and 
other ailments, sulfanilamide and sulfapyradine have been 
introduced. But now another "sulfa" drug claims to be superior 
in every way to the first two. It is called "Sulfadiazine"--
the safest of the "sulfas." It will fight against pneumonia, 
meningitis, blood poisoning, peritonitis, childbed fever, and 
gas gangrene •. This "sulfan does not have the numerous after-
effects, such as nausea, rashes, and vomiting, as do the other 
sulfa drugs. In such urgent periods as the present this sulfa-
diazine will be one of the greatest weapons of the war in 
fighting epidemics and disease. Its supply is limitless and 
in the future it will be the life-saver of millions of per-
sons. Present statistics from the United States Army show 
that of the five hundred forty-eight cases of pneumonia only 
two and one-tenth per cent were fatal--in contrast to the 
twenty per cent death rate due to pneumonia of soldiers dur-
ing 1917-1919. (2) 
Sulfadiazine is also solving the problem of skin 
burns. Used to spray a burn, sulfadiazine prevents infection 
and forms a thin, tough, pliable, protective film over the 
1. Miller, Lois Mattox, "Surgeons' Progress," op. cit., page 9J. 
2. de Kruif, Paul, "These Uillions Need Not Die," Render's 
Digest, December, 1941. Volume 39, Number 236. Page 49. 
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burned area. (1) 
Another new sulfa drug is sulfaguanidine which is of 
great value in curing dysentery--long known as the bane of 
army camps. (2) 
An announcement by the Mayo Clinic claims that a new 
chemical treatment with histamine gives quick relief to 
Meniere's Disease--a form of vertigo which brings on dizzi-
ness, strange noises in the ear, and quick collapse--and 
eventually this treatment may be the prevention of much suffer-
ing. However, it is still in the experimental stage in view 
of the fact that it has not been used long enough to ascer-
tain its long-run effects. So far it has been especially bene-
ficial with the type of vertigo accompanied by great violence 
and severe vomiting. (3) 
Keratitis--a disorder of the cornea--had previously 
been thought incurable. Today it has been discovered that 
this type of blindness is caused by a lack of riboflavin. 
Vitamin B--or riboflavin--administered to the suffering patient 
regains and preserves the eyesight of the victim. Milk, eggs, 
liver, and vegetables are important sources of Vitamin B, 
forming a dominant part of the patient's diet. (4) 
1. Miller, Lois Mattox, "New Skins 
Digest, November, 1941. Volume 
2. Printers' .!!!£, March 21, 1941. 
Page 23. 
For Burns," Reader's 
39, Number 235. Page 97. 
Volume 194, Number 12. 
3. Science News Letter, February 10, 1940. 
Number 6-:-P'age 86. 
Volume 37, 
4. Ibid., page 84. 
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Mechanical Devices Promoting Health 
One of the unsolved mysteries--the common cold--
will be minimized through the use of a new type of air-
conditioning which will provide ultraviolet rays to decrease 
the danger of bacteria-filled air. (1) During the present 
emergency the prevention of colds is particularly important 
to maintain production at its highest possible level, to fore-
stall inefficiency, to minimize loss of working time on the 
part of the worker, and to prevent widespread epidemics in 
crowded areas. 
Plans for the production of dry plasma in Boston, 
Chicago, Indianapolis, San Francisco, and other cities are now 
going into operation to save lives at the war front. The 
transportation of serums, vaccines, blood plasma and other 
medical supplies is being carried on in "refriger-ex" con-
tainers used by the Railway Express Agency. (2) The containers, 
cooled by regular ice are used to get the blood to the Sharp 
and Dohme plant near Chester, Pennsylvania, where the blood 
is processed into dry plasma. The blood from the various 
stations goes to the Red Cross, is precooled, stored over-
night, packed in these containers the next morning, and picked 
up by the Railway Express Agency. During the trip the tem-
perature must be kept at forty degrees. The containers of 
1. Blivenr Bruce, "The Shape of Everyday Thin~s 'l'o Come," 
Reader !! Digest, March, 1941. Volume J8, Number 227. 
Page 124. 
2. "Blood By Express," Business Week, December 27, 1941. 
Number 643· Page JO. 
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blood reach the "lab" before noon. (l) 
Until recently it has been difficult to find a 
satisfactory rubber material for the making of artificial ears 
and noses because of the necessity of achieving: the appear-
ance and color of normal skin; the translucency of normal skin; 
and ari unconspicuous line of junction between the patient's 
skin and the new ear or nose. (2) Now a new rubber compound 
has been discovered to be the best that has as yet been de-
vised. I·t is obtained in a creamy liquid for.m which remains 
creamy until it is permitted to dry in air or in a plaster of 
paris mold. Even though an artificial ear or nose can now be 
made without being readily noticeable, the problems of color 
and translucency still exist. For these purposes such a ma-
terial for best results must: not irritate the skin; be a poor 
conductor of heat; be inexpensive; be light in weight; be 
fairly permanent; and be unaffected by heat or cold. (3) 
Because of the war, artificial eyes made of a 
special German glass have not been available. However, plas-
. tic eyes are now being tested and seem to be successful. (4) 
One of the acrylic resins is used for this work. 
It i~ shaped and polished from the solid to fit the eye cavi-
ty. Artists add the iris coloring, pupil, and the white of 
the eye from natural color photographs of the natural com-
panion eye. This type of artificial eye has the advantage of 
1. "Blood By Express," op. cit. page JO. 
2 •. Science Digest, February, 19U. Volume 9, Nunber 2. Page 50 • 
. j. Ibid., page 50. 
4. Business ~, November 15, 1941. !lumber 637. Page 50. 
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not becoming roughened through the reaction of body acids--
but even if it should, it can easily be repolished to the 
original condition. It can be washed in hot or cold water, 
does.not irritate the eye socket, and does not become dis-
colored by tears, or become cracked in cold weather or when 
dropped on the floor. These plastic eyes are also shatter-
proof. The process of making these eyes consists of eighty 
per cent machine work and permits mass production. It seems 
reasonable to suppose that in the future a "glass" eye may be 
purchased inexpensively. (1) 
Infra-red rays captured in the ceiling lamps of 
future homes will not only provide warmth and eliminate the 
necessity of blankets, but also raise health standards. These 
.heat rays may be directed at any distance to transmit comfort 
and warmth. The penetrating property of invisible infra-red 
rays will emerge from bulbs which can be plugged into an 
ordinary socket if experiments going on today are perfected. 
The amount of heat desired will be determined by the size and 
the number of the light bulb utilized. Filters will be made 
and.used to mask the glow of the infra-red ceiling lamps. (2) 
For those who need the benefits of a July sun all 
year round, there is a new Mazda RS self-reflecting sunlamp 
which produces more available ultra-violet and infra-red rays 
1. Business~, op. cit., page 50. 
2. ~Christian Science Monitor, November 12, 1941. 
Page 24. 
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than a July sun. (1) It has an inbuilt reflector which screws 
into a standard light socket--requiring no special fixture. {2) 
· By using a new type of floorinB on swimming pool 
runways and shower rooms, athlete's foot infection can be re-
duced. The application of a copper cement flooring material--
Hubbellite--reduces the number of fungi from 72,000 to seventy-
four after eight hours. This is made possible by the minute 
amounts of a copper compound which is released from the floor-
ing when it. is wet and which has germ-killing properties. 
Ordinarilythe infection fungi double and triple after four or 
eight hours. This kind of flooring would also be beneficial 
for dairies and kitchens. The same germ-killing reaction re-
sults with milk as with water. (3) 
Mechanical Devices Forestalling Injury 
Three such devices have been mentioned under the 
section dealing with Furnishings and Fixtures. These were the 
Pierceway Sectional Plastic Wiring System, the Erecto-Luxtite-
Conduit Base, and the Sensitive Fire Detector. (4) The first 
two eliminate injury due to tripping over long extension cords 
or wires while the third--the Fire Detector--warns potential 
victims of fire hazards. 
1. The sunlamp is made by the General Electric Company, Nela 
Park,_ Cleveland, Ohio, and by Westinghouse Electric and 
Manuracturing Company, Bloomfield, 11ew Jersey. 
2. Business Week, July 19, 1941. Nunber 620. Page 52. 
3. Scientifi~erican, January, 1942. Volume 166. Number 1. 
Page 11. 
4. See pages 71, 72, and 75 respectively. 
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The injuries which labor formerly experienced by 
the use of chisels and hammers to open drums of food, chemi-
cals or other products thus packaged may now be prevented by 
the new Estco Drum Opener. (1) This instrument sets into a 
base which also provides a round space on which to set the 
drum. The cutter head may be moved to the desired height--
up to thirty-five inches. After the cutter head is clamped 
on, all that needs to be done is to turn the cutter's head 
crank • The cutter head does the rest--cutting and foldine 
back simultaneously a smooth-edged opening. (2) 
A new development in common everyday footwear is 
the Sperry Top-sider shoe--a shoe long familiar to yachtsmen. 
At the present time these boots and rubbers are being made 
with a kind of white rubber soles which grip wet and slippery 
floors or decks. This type of shoe may be the ounce of pre-
vention against many injurious falls or slips in industrial 
plants today. (3) 
No longer does an in-bed reader need to strain his 
eyes. There is now available for bedtime readers a floures-
cent light. (4) It is molded of ivory or walnut bakelite for 
a single fifteen-inch, fourteen-watt tube. It has two 
1. The Estco Drum Opener is made by the Turner and Seymour 
Manufacturing Company, Tarrington, Connecticut. 
2. Business Week, November 29, 1941. Number 639· Page 56. 
3. This type~non-slin footwear is nanufactured by the 
Sperry Shoe Division~ U. s. Rubber Company. Business Week, 
August 2 1941. Number 622. Page 40. 
4. These fl~urescent lights are made by the Eagle Electric 
Company, Brooklyn, New York. 
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feltlined spring clamps for attaching. Its coolness is a sur-
prise feature and makes summer bedtime reading thoroughly en-
joyable. This light may also be used for lighting mirrors, 
bulletin boards, and displays. (1) 
1. Business ~' September 6, 1941. Number 627. Page 47. 
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Rubber, 
With the United States one hundred per cent de-
pendent upon foreign imports for natural rubber and with the 
main sources of supply now cut off, this industry is ex-
periencing a sharp cut into its vital reserves which were 
planned on the basis of 1940 production. But with rubber 
being of paramount importance to the army, the reserves which 
businessmen had anticipated and planned for dwindled into thin 
air. Moreover, consumer demand for rubber was racine faster 
than the industry could import. The follo,dng list of rubber 
products shows how a rise in the demand for automobiles (in 
relation and proportion to other consumer rubber products) 
for the year ending March 31, 1941, affects the rubber reserves: 
Item 
Automobile, bus and 
truck tires, and tire 
sundries 
Mechanical goods (hose, 
belting, and the like) 
Footwear 
Wire and cable insulation 
All other uses 
~ of Rubber used 
72% 
10% 
6% 
4d t'O 
B% ( 1) 
When the war in the Pacific went into its full force, the 
regular thirty-per-cent (in proportion to crude rubber) pro-
duction of reclaimed rubber was stepped up to double this pro-
portion. For some uses reclaimed rubber has been found to be 
1. ~ Christian Science ?Janitor, Hovember B, 1941. Pase 19. 
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superior to crude rubber and in some products is used in com-
bination with crude rubber. 
Moreover, developments and research in synthetic 
rubber have been speeded up. The drawback is that production 
of synthetic rubber in adequate amounts would probably not be 
feasible until 1944. 
The vast amounts of wild rubber in the Amazon area 
of Brazil would take more than just money to develop--it re-
quires a highly skilled degree of organization. The problems 
of transportation, of attracting labor, of housinG labor, of 
tooling, and of time seem almost insun.1ountable as far as the 
present emergency is concerned. (1) 
Formerly businessmen were skeptical of investing in 
synthetic rubber schemes because crude rubber could be imported 
more cheaply and because there was no expectation that buyers 
would pay higher prices for domestic synthetic rubber when 
crude rubber could be purchased at a lower price. Now no poss-
ible source of rubber is left unconsidered or uninvestigated. 
New methods of treating rubber to make it more durable are 
also being exploited in the crusade to conserve rubber. For 
exwmple, the mixing of duramin in small quantities with 
natural rubber prolongs the working life of tires or other 
rubber products and toughens them so that deterioration is 
considerably delayed. (2) 
1. "Report To The Nation," 
2. "New Agent Aids Rubber," 
Page :XX5. 
One tire requires only from • 25;.~ to 
'1/EEI. March 24, 1941. 9 : 30 p. m. 
Hew York Times, Februnry 23, 1941. 
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2% of this "age-resistant" chemical. (1) Duramin's secret 
formula combines several agents which preserve the rubber and 
unite. the "chemicals stemming from non-accelerating aldehyde-
amine condensation products." (2) Duramin may also be used 
to improve synthetic rubber to which it gives some properties 
of natural rubber. So far duramin has been employed in the 
making of the semi-liquid inner layer and the outer walls of 
self-sealing tire tubes, in the makine of heat-resistant con-
veyor .belts, and in the making of linings for acid tanks. 
However, natural rubber containing duramin does lose a few de-
sirable qualities during the heat curing stage, but this loss 
is more than compensated by the imparting of longer life, 
added tensile strength, and greater resistance to flexing--
especially as the age of the rubber increases. (J) By off-
setting oxidation, duramin affords the use of a special ply 
cord body for tires--thus reducing the generation of heat. 
The stimulation of natural rubber production both in 
the United States and Latin America is realized as an essential 
step in view of the fact that the United States has been de-
pendent upon Oriental areas in the following proportions as 
sources of rubber imports: 
British Malay 
Netherlands Indies 
Ceylon 
French Indo-China 
Africa, South America, etc. 
Other British possessions 
1. "New Agent Aids Rubber," op. cit., page XX5. 
( 4) 
2. Ibid., page XX5. 
). Ibid., page XX5. 
4. The Christian Science Monitor, November 8, 1941. Page 19. 
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: ' ( ' Perhaps the most promising future source of rubber 
for the United States will be the deciduous guayule shrub, a 
native of the limestone slopes and the dry plateaus of central 
Mexico. This shrub is supposed to contain rubber to the po-
tential extent of thirty per cent. This low fragrant gray-
green shrub also wanders about our Texan plains. Its dis-
covery dates back to the early 1900's when an American, 
Peter Carnahan, estimated that the guayule plant was at least 
ten per cent rubber. An interested group of financiers--
Americans--started a milling project in Mexico worked by peons, 
and guayule rubber was shipped to the United States until the 
Mexican Revolution of 1912 interrupted these proceedings. 
However, thousands of varieties of the guayule shrub were 
brought to the United States and planted in Salinas, California. 
For practically thirty years improvements have steadily been 
made by rigid seed selection and crossbreeding until at the 
present time the cultivated guayule shrub has a twenty-three 
per cent rubber content, which is more than twice as much as 
the content of rubber in the native Mexican plant. (1) 
Max K. Gilstrap presents the following methods and 
problems in the cultivation of the guayul~ rubber plant which 
may in the future become the source of everyday rubber necessi-
ties such as garden hose, automobile tires, footwear, sporting 
1. Gilstrap, Max K., "Source of Rubber Seen in Lush Shrub of 
Southwest," The Christian Science Monitor, December )1, 
1941. Page 13. See Appendix, pages xlvii and xlviii. 
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goods, industrial articles, or numerous other items: 
"To raise guayule, a usual method calls for a pre-
sprouting of seeds and planting in outside nursery 
beds. ·Irrigation gives the plants a good start 
and at the end of eight months their tops are cut 
off and the shrubs are dug up and transplanted 
into fields, 8,000 to the acre. After heavy winter 
rains the plants are cross-cultivated and left for 
a growing period of four or five years, at the end 
of which they usually yield a ton of rubber to the 
acre. 
"An alternative cultivation plan, backed by 
Dr •. David Spence of Stanford University, requires 
the planting of the seed in an open field and har-
vesting at the end of the first year. This method 
is said to yield more rubber per acre, thus bring-
ing the price down to ten cents a pound which com-
pares favorably with the current price of Hevea 
and with its normal price of six to sixteen cents. 
If this method is found to be feasible, it could 
make the United States self-sufficient in rubber 
wrtii'in three years according to WilliarnO'Neil 
(President of the General Tire and Rubber Company) 
"As to climate requirements, the Southwest presents 
conditions usually suited for guayule cultivation. 
The plant will grow in California, New Hexico, 
Texas, and Arizona, and it might grow in Washington, 
Oregon, Utah, and Nevada. 
"It demands a temperature of not lower than fifteen 
degrees Fahrenheit, long winter rains, and a long 
dry spell in the summer. While the rain could be 
replaced by irrigation, the dry period is essential, 
for it is during this period that the rubber content 
increases, whereas rains cause the production of 
good foliage growth with little rubber. 
"In the milling process developed by the Inter-
continental Company, rubber has been taken from 
all parts of the plant except the leaves. The en-
tire plant is dug up, dried, and then crushed by 
stones to extract the juice much as cider is ex-
tracted from apples. 
"The mashed material is then put in a large water-
filled vat where the wood pulp sinks to the bottom 
and the rubber rises to the top. Because there is 
a good deal of cork in this rubber, the next opera-
tion removes the cork by filling the air holes in 
------------------~-~........-.,..-------. .. -iri~r' 
: ' 
·it with water under pressure, thus water-logging 
the cork which sinks. 
" The residue then is rubber, chemically identi-
cal with Far Eastern rubber, except for a resin 
content of eighteen to twenty per cent as against 
four per cent in tree rubber. The rubber is dried, 
cured, and pressed into one-hundred-pound bricks, 
and is ready for processing into tires, boots, 
gloves, golf balls, treads for tanks, belting for 
industries, and multitudinous uses. 
~Vhi1e domestic rubber cultivation is still in its 
early stages, producers are confident that its 
economic aspects will compare favorably with those 
of Far Eastern nroduction under conditions of coolie 
labor. Since this is regarded as true, even in the 
face of a five-dollar-a-day wage in the United 
States compared with a twenty-cent-a-day wage in 
the Orient, it indicates the importance of machine-
ry in the production of guayule rubber. 
"Already several hundred persons have found employ-
ment in the guayule fields in and around Salinas, 
and the prospect is for a great increase of labor 
in the very near future. 
"One of the most pleasing aspects about the whole 
idea of guayule rubber cultivation is that it can 
be accomplished on marginal land which is little 
suited to other forms of agriculture. Thus there 
is a wide field for expansion of commercial plant-
ings in California and other sections of the West." (1) 
By March 10, 1941, the Forest Service and the 
Bureau of Plant Industry had already started launching a pro-
gram of testplanting guayule in parts of California, New 
Mexico, Arizona, and Mexico in an effort to ascertain po-
tential suitable areas for future commercial production. At 
the present time not more than a production of 10,000 tons a 
year can be expected. (2) In comparison with a consumption 
1. Gilstrap, Max K. 1 op. cit., page 13. 2. The Christian Sc~ence l.!onitor, March 10, 1942. Page ). 
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of 641,000 tons of natural rubber in 1940 and of an excess of 
750,000 tons in 1941, this quantity seems negligible in the 
face of American needs. (1) Another school of thought in the 
cultivation of guayule expounds the method used for cultivat-
ing corn--"four .times the first year, three the second, three 
the third year and twice the fourth year" with the greatest 
yield being secured from those plants which are from four to 
seven years old. 
The guayule shrub does not produce rubber in the 
form of latex or milk sap, but rather in the form of solid 
particles and shreds which are imbedded in the tissues of the 
plant itself. These solid particles comprise from eighteen 
to twenty per cent of the plant's weight. (2) 
On February 4, 1942, Canada announced the beginning 
of a program by which synthetic rubber would be manufactured 
from petroleum which will reach Canada from the United States 
by pipeline. It was estimated that production would start 
about fifteen months from February, 1942. (3) 
A promising development for reducing the cost of 
manufacturing synthetic rubber is being realized by a new pro-
cess of producing acetylene at less than one fourth the exist-
ing cost for commercial production. This reduction is so sub-
stantial that industrial engineers claim synthetic rubber can 
1. The Christian Science Monitor, November 8, 1941. Page 19. 
2. SCience News Letter, June 21, 1941. Volume 39, Humber 25. 
Page 392:--J. "Canada To :Make Rubber From Oil," The Christian Science 
Monitor, February 5, 1942. Page 8 • 
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now be produced at a sufficiently low cost to compete with 
natural rubber. At an experimental plant natural gas was 
used as the raw material with production of acetylene main-
tained at 1,000 cubic feet daily from September 1, 1941. (1) 
Another company announces that it is producing syn-
thetic resins to replace rubber in certain products. (2) By 
the spring of 1942 this company expects to be manufacturing a 
synthetic rubber suff.iciently suitable to take the place of 
much of the natural rubber which has been essential for the 
sealing of food containers and vital industrial products. (3) 
The reclamation of rubber also offers a part solu-
tion to accumulating shortages in rubber. One strange scheme 
of reclaiming is suggested by Dr. Carl Omeron of Los Angeles. 
He calculates that each automobile leaves a sediment of 
approximately four pounds of rubber annually on city streets. 
Dr. Omeron reconunends using wire brushes attached to street 
sweeping machines to salvage whatever rubber may be deposited 
on the pavements. Twenty-five per cent of the rubber thus 
recovered, he claims, could be combined with chlorophane. 
The resulting material would be suitable for retreading. One 
million pounds a year from Los Angeles highways alone could 
thus be reclaimed accordine to his estimates. (4) 
1. The Christian Science t!onitor, January 15, 1942. Page 18. 
2. The Dewey and Almy Chemical Company, Boston, Hassachusetts. 
J. The Christian Science Monitor, February 27, 1942. Page 2. 
4. Gilstrap, Max k., "Wonders of Research," The Christian 
Science Monitor, March 12, 1942. Page 8. 
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One rubber company has just developed a reclaiming 
machine which will save 34,000,000 pounds of rubber each year 
by its ability to salvage the rubber v1hich surrounds the wire 
beads of used tire rims. (1) Formerly, in the process of re-
claiming tires this portion of the rubber was unsalvageable 
and consequently was discarded. The amount of rubber thus 
annually wasted--17,000 tons--is equivalent to the yearly 
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output of more than 9,000,000 far eastern rubber trees. This 
machine will be available to all American reclaiming companies. (2) 
Several items, such as tennis balls, baseballs and golf balls, 
formerly made with new rubber are now being made experimentally 
with reclaimed rubber. Success has been reported with tennis 
balls and baseballs--though some of the usual bouncing quali-
ties have been partially sacrificed. Golf balls fron re-
claimed rubber still remain a problem. (3) 
In these days new ways of saving rubber in the manu-
facturing of products is another method which is constantly 
being encouraged and developed. This is illustrated by a new 
process of insulating flexible stranded wire vdth chlorinated 
rubber. This results in a forty per cent saving in the amount 
of raw rubber formerly used in standard rubber coverings of 
identical dielectric strength. The same results may be obtained 
1. The B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio. 
2. The Christian Science l.!onitor, January 10, 1942. Page 3. 
3. "Prices and Your Purse," (Shortage Hints), ~ Christian 
Science Monitor, March 7, 1942. Page 1 • 
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with this newly-developed product which is called "Tensula.ted" 
,. 
Wire. (1), Among the advantages of this type of insulation 
are: it is sulfur-free; it is impervious to water, perspire.-
tion, brine, weak acid, oil, grease, and alkali; cold tem-
peratures do not cause brittleness; even severe kinks in the 
wiring do not cause tra.nsnission noises. Thoueh both types 
this kind of insulation start to melt at from 1500 li' ... . to 
1600 F., the two types are distinctive in that one becomes 
self-stripping at the touch of a soldering iron, while the 
other merely softens when it becomes very hot. (2) 
of 
A strange development in the solving of the rubber-
for-tires problem has been offered by the invention of Claude 
Habberstad of Boontown, New ~ersey. This solution would 
probably be only a temporary one--if it ever did reach the 
stage of feasibility. Wooden tires, strengthened by a chemi-
cal treatment to prevent expansion, are first made in four 
sections, each of which is bolted to the rim. (3) Using no 
vital war supplies, these tires are estimated to have a life 
of from 12,000 to 15,000 miles, and under mass production the 
cost of such a tire would be less ·than ten dollars. Tests on 
smooth highways showed vibration increased with speed. The 
speed attained on these tests reached as high as seventy-five 
miles an hour. The vibration is cla.ined to not have reached 
1. Made by the Tensolite Corporation, North Tarrytown, New York. 
2. Business Week, January 31, 1942. Number 648. PaGe 61. 
3. See Appendix, page xlvi. 
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an annoying degree. The use of this type of wood tire would 
not be particularly practical on rough or unpaved roads. Dura-
bility would definitely decrease. Hov1ever, for the temporary 
emergency delivery trucks and light cars may find this tire to 
be· usable. ( 1) 
Development in Neoprene--a synthetic rubber--has 
actually spread over a span of ten years. Next year (1942} 
it is expected production will reach 1,750 tons monthly, an in-
crease of 1,000 tons a month over former production. Neoprene 
has unusual resistance to oil, sunlight, and various chemi-
cals. Its uses ranged from household gloves and automobile 
parts to a long list of vital war uses, but for the present it 
is being primarily used for war needs. Its most important pro-
duct for the war effort is the making of gas-proof linings for 
bullet-proof airplane tanks. (2) 
Glass 
"With tires containing glass you may be driving over 
bridges made partly of glass a few years from now." (J) Ex-
periments are now going on with thin light tires for use on 
new super-highways such as the Pennsylvania Turnpike. This re-
search has been stimulated by the fact that the centrifugal 
force of sustained speeds--say, seventy-five miles an hour--
on ·travel highways tear apart the thick heavy thread of ordi-
nary tires. Glass, along with steel and other materials is 
"' 1
• !h~ .Qhristian Science Monitor, March 16, 1942. Page 9. 2
• ~eoprene is produced solely by DuPont. Business Week, 
ovember 8, 1941. Number 6J6. Page 50. 
J. §.cience News Letter, July 5, 1941. Volune 40, Number 1. 
, ' , Page 9 =; -
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being tested for tire cords which will provide the strength 
needed to compensate for the reduced thickness. 
From England comes the report that the use of glass 
is practicable as a reinforcement for concrete. Glass for this 
purpose was first introduced as a replacement for steel in war-
time construction. It is claimed by researchists that "all 
ordinary loading can be safely carried on glass-reinforced spans 
for bridges or other structures, up to twenty feet." (1) 
Glass tarpaulins are now being used to cover fishing 
cruiser tenders. Made of glass fiber, these tarpaulins have 
the advantage of being unaffected by water and being of lighter 
weight than canvas. (2) 
Developments in glass fiber for clothing have been 
cited in the section, "Textiles and Clothing," and research 
110 
in glass for use in building has been discussed under "Housing." (3) 
Soybean 
Soybean--a staple in the Oriental diet and economy--
now finds itself being used for three hundred different pur-
poses in our American economy. Stepping from its first use in 
paints, it has eventually become practicable and valuable in 
the making of plastic combs, buttons, and the steering wheels of 
automobiles; soybean fiber; flour for waffles; soap; oleo-
margarine; axle grease; artificial leather; fertilizer; milk; 
1. Science News Letter, op. cit., page 9. 
2. Ibid., page 9. 
3. See pages 58 and 79 respectively. 
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cheese; and automobile accessories. (1) 
Soybean plants will grow in practically any section 
of our country, but most of it is grown in the northern half 
of the cotton belt and in the southern half of the corn belt. 
New sections are being cultivated annually. This hardy plant 
is particularly advantageous to the farmer since it withstands 
short periods of frost or drought, readily adapts itself to all 
kinds of soil, and is relatively free from pests. (2) The 
beans may be marketed either green or dried. 
The high protein value of the bean makes it par-
ticularly desirable for making flour for breads, cakes, break-
fast foods, macaroni, crackers; feed for stock; and fertilizer. 
Soybean oil may eventually substitute for butter, lard, and 
edible oils. The oil is also of great use in the manufacture 
of varnish, paints, waterproof fabrics, linoleum, rubber sub-
stitutes, vegetable casein, water paints, and for combining 
fiber for cloth textiles. (J) 
With many mills for extracting soybean oil and soy-
bean flour springing up in sections of the South and the Middle 
West in anticipation of a 15,000,000 to a 20,000,000-pound de-
mand for soybean casein to be used in the making of adhesives, 
it appears that the commercial and industrial uses for soybean 
1. Gilstrap, Max K. , "Wonders of Research," The Christian 
Science Monitor, March 19, 1942. Page 8. 
2. Ibid., page 8. 
J. Ibid., page 8. See Appendix, page xlix. 
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l are becoming well established at a new high peak. 
The Army and Navy Munitions Board summarizes the im-
portance of cork to our national life during this war period 
as follows:. 
"Owing to its many industrial and commercial uses a 
shortage of cork in a major emergency would entail 
serious difficulties. Even though substitutes are 
available and practical in a number of cases, there 
are others whereby substitution might temporarily 
disrupt mass production practices, or there may be 
a shortage of a particular substitution, such as 
rubber, itself a strategic material. Conservation, 
substitution, and at least some degree of cork 
stocks would be necessary in an emergency were we 
denied imports." {1) 
Now placed on the list of fifteen critical materials, 
cork, formerly not produced in the United States, is now being 
considered for domestic production. Seventy-five per cent of 
the world's output of cork had been imported by the United 
States, and the bulk of it was used for low temperature insula-
tion in meat packing concerns, cold storage plants, oil re-
fineries, and in other industries requiring this type of in-
sulation. Its other uses include the manufacturing of float-
ing jackets for emergency use of aviators and seafarers, the 
making of linoleum, engine gaskets, sun helmets, table mats, 
mechanical floats, and the manufacturing of shoes, telephone 
receivers, textile machinery, fire brick, and other items. 
Anticipating future emergencies in view of the 
1. Brink, Rodney L., "U. s. Peels Another War 1~aterial From 
Its Trees," The Christian Science l-!oni tor, February 11, 
1942. Page 13. See Appendix, pa~es 1, li, and lii. 
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present shipping problem, the Department of Agriculture has for 
two years been experimenting with California's twenty-year-old 
cork oak trees--originally planted for shading purposes. To-
day the Department is stimulating the cultivation of cork 
trees in California by offering free of charge through the 
California State Forest l~ursery a mininum number of fifty cork 
trees to those planters who will agree to care for them 
properly. (1} 
The crux of the problem lies in the fact that these 
non-native trees require a growing period of from fifteen to 
twenty years before the stripping of a crop is made possible. 
Even so, the first, or virgin, crop is claimed to be of little 
marketable value. Moreover, subsequent crops require an 
additional six to ten years' grovrth. Nevertheless, it is be-
lieved that the grovrth of cork trees in California will be 
twice as rapid as it is in Western Uediterranean Europe because 
of the differences in soil richness. 
Manufacturers anticipate the beginning of a million 
dollar cork industry in the United States stimulated by the 
precautions necessitated by a war economy • All indications 
point toward a superior product which will compete more than 
favorably with a similar type of cork froM Europe if current 
testing has any authenticity at all. 
As the present number of California's two thousand 
cork trees increases, many new uses will no doubt emerge. 
These trees could also provide acorn forage for herds of swine, 
1. Brink, Rodney L., op. cit., page 13. 
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and wood for burning or for charcoal. 
Packa~ing 
Shortages of metals are now compelling manufacturers 
to resort to transparent and plastic materials for the pack-
aging of their products. Alone; with this transition will come 
many improvements which will eliminate inconveniences or 
annoyances characteristic of some types of packaging. 
At least one toothpaste company is ready to switch 
to a plastic tube which is to be made available to all tooth-
paste manufacturers. (1) The changeover necessary in the 
standard packaging will be slight. Distinctive features of this 
new tubing are that it is: 
1. Molded or shaped on a mandrel (a metal bar used as a 
core around which metal or other material is cast). 
2. Cheaper than metal tubes even when made by hand. 
J. Made in such a way that the neck is formed on the side 
walls, and under pressure this small sealed neck comes 
through an opening and is cut off. 
4. Made to include a water-impervious label which is 
sealed on the moisture-proof tube by heat. 
5. Possible to make the tubing fron many naterials such 
as nylon (polyamide film), pliofilm (rubber hydro-
chloride), koroseal (vinyl chloride), and vinylite 
(vinyl acetate). 
1. The Pepsodent Company. 
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6. Also adaptable for such foodstuffs such as peanut 
butter, mayonnaise, jellies and jams, catsup, mus-
tard, and drug items since the tubing may be designed 
with a wide flat nozzle varying in width from one-
eighth of an inch to one and one-half inches. With 
two squirts from a wide nozzle, there is enough pea-
nut butter to cover a piece of bread. Coaxing cat-
sup from a bottle can also be eliminated with this 
tubing of varying capacities, sizes and designs. (1) 
Experiments to replace the present combination foil-
cellophane wrap for cigarettes has yielded a package which con-
tains neither cellophane nor foil. It is an all paper wrap 
which when printed and coated with "hot melt"--a moisture-
proof resin--provides a package of high luster, greater pro-
tection and at a lower cost than the packaging now in use. (2) 
The obstacle to this new package is the changeover which must 
be made in trade marks, package design, and identifying colors 
of high sales value. 
Other developments in packaging have led to an im-
proved snap-top container requiring no tape, adhesives, or 
staples to hold it firmly in place. {3) The novel advantage 
1. This new tubing is patented by the nense1-Brice CompanyA 
Los Angeles, California. Business ~, February 21, 1~42. 
Number 651. Page 57. 
2. Business Week, December 13, 1941. Number 641. Page 52. 
J. Business Week, January 10, 1942. Number 645. Page 60. 
The Simp-L-Ock Corrugated Cont~iner is made by the Simp-L-
Ock Company, Hartford, Connect1cut, and by other companies 
'under license. 
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of·this container top is that it can be removed for display 
purposes, yet can be replaced and reused. The intermediate 
size container is particularly adapted to the packaging of 
approximately a dozen small packages. 
To release aluminum for war production, aluminum 
foil is being substituted by a highly calendared paper board 
containing an aluminum powder compound which is made from 
scrap. The paper board is covered with clear or colored plas-
tic' finish which offers many possibilities for attractive 
wrapping. (1) 
Chevnng-gum makers are turning to glassine and oiled 
paper (2) and also to wax paper (3} as substitutes for alumi-
num and tin foil. 
All in all packages, labels, and even products of 
various industries are in for a general shakeup. (4} 
Plastics 
With 1,500 new plastics on the market and a new 
plastic evolving almost every month, (5} this era of civili-
zation may well be called by posterity "The Age of Plastics," 
Plastics have emerged during this trying period as perhaps the 
greatest contributing factor to substitution in this war. 
1. Swan, Carroll J., "Industrial Stock Piles Dwindle Under 
Priorities," Printers' Ink, April 18, 1941. Volume 195, 
Number J. Page 16. ---
2. "The Consumer's War," Fortune, August, 1941. Volune XXIV, 
Number 2. Page 116. 
3. Printers' Ink, April 11, 1941. Volune 195, Number 2. 
',Page 32. -
4.· Business Vleek, December 13, 1941. Number 641. Page 52· 
5. Kaempffert, Waldemar, "Ersatz For Us~ Tooi" The New York 
\ Times Magazine, November 23, 1941. .t'age 1. 
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Its popularity for highly colored fountain pens, bathroom fix-
tures and "glasses", spectacle frames, costume jewelry, piano 
keys, and buttons is now being reverted to more urgent needs. 
Plastic resins have been found so practicable for replacing 
metals--both light and heavy metals--that reeulations have 
been imposed to restrict the use of plastics mainly to the de-
fense effort and to the more important civilian uses. Limita-
tions have been put on non-essential luxury items such as 
costume jewelry, various ornaments, baby rattles, and trimming 
on dinette tables, automobiles, and refrigerators. 
A recent careful analysis of automobile requirements 
brought to light the fact that there were 245 different parts 
which could be made as satisfactorily--and some could be made 
even superior to metal parts--from molded plastics. Until now 
these 245 parts have been made of metal. Likewise a pre-
liminary analysis of 600 bomber parts demonstrated that J4 of 
these 600 parts could be made feasibly of plastics. The possi-
bility of using plastics for 82 more of these bomber parts is 
no'v being considered. (1) 
A newly developed use of nylon is in the manufacture 
of bearings. Its superiority for this purpose is proved by 
the following: 
1. No oil is needed for lubrication. (formerly the use 
of synthetic resins for bearings required lubrication) 
1. Howe H. E., "The Substitute Is Batter Up!," Nation's Busi~ess, September, 1941. Volune 29, Number 9. Page 48. 
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2. Less friction results to the rotating shaft. 
3. Heavier loads may be carried with these bearings than 
with those made of bronze, babbitt metal or brass. 
4. There is freedom from vibration. 
5. Electrical insulation qualities are evident. 
6. Quietness of operation. 
7. Non-corrosion. 
8. Long wear. 
9. Heat resistance. 
Lucite, "a polymerized methyl methacrylate resin," 
boasts of new-found plastic qualities: its clarity exceeds 
that of glass; it has the ability to carry light around corners; 
its toughness resists outdoor exposure. (1) This entirely new 
material, made from coal, air, and water, will find its main 
uses in the decorative arts, scientific equipment, and trans-
portation. The process consists of converting the gases de-
rived from coal, air, and water into a clear liquid. This re-
quires pressures sufficient to fire a huge naval gun--or five 
tons to the square inch. The pressures thus applied finally 
cause the liquid to polymerize or change by the combination of 
molecules into another compound--a clear crystal-like plastic 
which is practically unbreakable. The production of plastic 
(and Lucite) automobiles, planes, boats, and trains on a large 
scale is not at all fanciful--it will be an actuality as new 
1. Gilstrap, Max K., "Boats--Latest Conquest In !~:arch of 
Plastics," The Christian Science ~.~oni tor, Doc ember 19, 
1941. Page 13. See Appendix, page 1111. 
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methods of manufacture are established. (1) Widespread popu-
larity will reduce costs to the extent that plastic material 
for these items will compete very favorably with steel, wood, 
and concrete. 
Success in plastic research depends on the ob-
servance of two objectives: "the production of a better pro-
duct; or (the production of) a less expensive product than that 
in commercial use at the present time." (2) Besides the vari-
ous chemical sources of plastics, farm products also provide a 
source of plastic constituents: 
1. Zein--the prolamine from corn--is readily soluble in 
alcohol. Its value lies in its possession of plastic 
properties at low moisture content which makes it ad-
vantageous for producing a film material similar to 
cellophane. 
2. Soybean--this is one of the most suitable farm pro-
ducts for the nanufacture of plastics--chemically 
speaking. (J) 
3. Wood and cellulose yield a plastic of lignin base. 
The wood flour serves as filler material, and the 
cellulose is derived from a cotton base. 
4. Casein for plastics originated in Europe where it is 
now a large industry. The casein used for this pur-
pose is derived from skim milk. 
l. See Appendix, page liv. 
2. Brother Geore;e H "Plastic l:aterials Fron Farm Products," 
u. s. R~gional Soyf>ean Industrial Products Laboratory, 
Urbana Illinois. RSU~-J4. Page 7. 
The so~bean is more fully discussed on pa~e 110. 
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"In general plastic material is a mixture or combina-
tion of organic compounds or substances, which under the com-
bined and simultaneous influence of heat and pressure, becomes 
sufficiently fluid to permit foroing to shape." (1) Plastics 
as a general term are usually restricted to organic cornbinn-
j • f 
tions and are for the purpose of classification divided into 
the following: 
1. Thermosetting--the infusible, insoluble, phenol-
formaldehyde type of resin. It has a non-reversible 
chemical reaction and may be removed from the die 
without chilling. 
2. Thermoplastic--the cellulose acetate base which does 
not undergo a chemical change under heat and pressure. 
This type may be repressed again and is permanently 
fusible. In contrast to the above-mentioned classi-
fication, the thermoplastic type must be set by being 
chilled in the die while the pressure is maintained. (2) 
Sphagnum (peat) moss, considered the best of about 
twenty-five species of peat for the manufacture of plastics 
for airplanes, is experiencing a new rise in value. The pro-
cess of peat-derived plastics was developed by an industrial 
chemist, Paul Cole, of Lewiston, 1-~aine. ( 3) 
l. Brother, George H., op. cit., page 1. 
2. Ibid., page 2 • 
.J. The Christian Science lfonitor, November 4, 1941. Page 5. 
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PLASTIC PRODUCTS M~D USES 
--
Textiles and Clothing 
Waterproof fabrics and coatings 
Saran (plastic fabric) 
Suspenders 
Belts 
Girdles 
Aprons 
Underwear 
Neckties 
Souffless shoe heels 
Raincoats (non-corrosive in water) 
Household Articles 
Bath scale (guaranteed against "steaming feet") 
Book ends 
Cloaks and containers 
Coat hangers 
Combs 
Flashlights 
Furniture coverings 
"Glass" furniture 
Kitchenware 
Lamps 
Lampshades 
House numbers 
All-plastic knives 
Light fixtures 
Parts for electrical appliances--such as electrical 
light swi tohes 
Radios and one-pound portable radios 
Table ornaments 
Telephones 
Transparent door-knobs 
Vacuum cleaner parts 
Shower nozzles 
Hair brushes 
Tooth brushes 
Glasses 
Bathroom fixtures 
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PLASTIC PRODUCTS ~~D USES 
-----
Automobiles 
Highway reflectors 
Automobiles themselves (in the future) 
Auto parts (all in all, plastic nay be used for over 
two hundred different parts in automo-
biles) 
Automobile dash boards 
Lucite parts for automobiles 
All-plastic horn ring 
License plates 
"Funstics"--~ Plastics For Fun 
Chessmen 
Roulette wheels 
Playing cards 
Movie camera 
Toys with permanent color 
Football helmets (two-piece, shock-absorbing) 
Water-resistant strings for tennis racquets 
Golf tees 
Musical instruments 
Harmonica 
Saxophone reeds 
Piano keys 
Defense--there are four hundred fifty defense items among 
which are: 
Tank windows 
Gas mask lenses 
Airplane cockpit enclosures 
Insulation of radio sets 
Lenses for clocks and gun sights 
Bombers--thirty-four parts of the bomber are now 
made with plastic. Eighty-two nore parts 
122 
are being considered as plastic possibilities. 
A training plane of aeromold plastic has now been 
officially approved. Aeromold plastic signi-
fies a plastic which is mostly made up of 
plastic bonded laminated wood. Only a very 
few necessary metal parts are used in this 
plane. 
Die brushes--these show no siens of wear even after 
eight months of use by which time a metal 
die brush would show definite sir;ns of wear. 
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PLASTIC PRODUCTS AND USES 
Miscellaneous 
I' ..
Plexiglass--for the preservation of biological 
specimens. It is valuable for scien-
tific research. 
' '" Duraglass 
Arch supports 
~·, Automatic electric pencil sharpener 
Bags and parts of bags (handbags) 
, Buttons 
Cigarette Case 
,Costume jewelry 
Carrying straps 
.; , Cosmetic containers 
Billboards 
Hair curlers 
Houses 
Luggage 
Planes 
Umbrellas 
Milli: bottles 
Fountain pens (highly colored) 
Spectacle frames 
These lists compiled from: 
Printers' Ink, April 18, 1941. Volume 195, Number 3. Page 13. 
June 27, 1941. Volume 195. Number 13. Page 70. 
April 11, 1941. Volume 195. Number 2. Page JO. 
Jordan Marsh's Plastic Show, beginning November 1, 1941 for one 
week. 
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Soil. Cement 
A new and revolutionary discovery in the field of 
paving is the "soil-cement" process of construction--and it is 
economical. At the present time this method is being used for 
large non-domestic projects, such as for airports and certain 
kinds of highways. The future holds possibilities that the 
layman.may.use this same money-saver to pave his ovm driveway. 
The cost contrast of the laying of ordinary concrete 
surfaces as against the new soil-cement process are as follows: 
for airport runways, for example--
1. Ordinary concrete process would cost from 1t.l. 50 to 
$2.50 a square yard. 
2. The soil-cement process costs from 50 to 75 cents a 
square yard. (1) 
For low cost rural roads the soil-cement process is 
also much cheaper than other types of hard surfacing and 
cheaper than some types of gravel roads. The so-called tar-
surfaced road--really a macadam or gravel surface with what is 
called a bituminous binder--costs from $5,000 up to $11,000 a 
mile, whereas the soil-cement road costs from $J,500 to a top 
high of $5,000. 
The development of this soil-cement process has been 
going on for seven years and is now definitely beyond the ex-
perimental stage. (2) The process consists of using the soil 
124 
1. Cessna, Ralph W., "Soil-Cement--New Paving Method--Saves 
Money," ~Christian Science Monitor, January 16, 1942. Page 13. 
Research by the Portland Cement Association. 
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that .is right on the spot where the foundation is to be laid • 
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Most soils of the United States are adaptable to this process--
except perhaps the heavy, moist clay soils. Ralph W. Cessna 
describes the process as follows: 
"The important thing, they say, is to determine 
the moisture content of the soil at which it can 
be packed or "consolidated" to a maximum density 
or a maximum weight per cubic foot. Almost every 
soil has its peculiar characteristics, and each 
case requires a different treatment. 
"Once these factors are determined, the construc-
tion begins. 
"First, the soil must be pulverized so that from 
seventy-five to eighty-five per cent (exclusive 
of pebbles or other hard material) will pass 
through a one-quarter inch mesh sieve. The soil 
is pulverized by plowing and disking with large 
motor-drawn disks and with other mechanical equip-
ment. Next cement to the amount determined by the 
laboratory investigation is spread on the surface 
of the pulverized soil. 
"This cement is than thoroughly mixed into the 
soil to the required depth with heavy-duty culti-
vators, disc harrows, or other equipment. ''rater 
is then applied to the extent determined by the 
laboratory studies. It is necessary to distribute 
'and incorporate thoroughly this moisture through-
out the combination of pulverized earth and cement. 
This accomplished, the mixture is packed or con-
solidated by repeated rollings with a device knovm 
as the sheep's foot roller, which is, in effect, a 
heavy mechanically drawn roller, the outer surfAces 
of which are studded with spikes or projecting lugs. 
These lugs sink dovm through the pulverized ma-
terial and consolidate it from the bottom toward 
the top. When the entire mass has been consolidated, 
it is smoothed out with a rubber-tired roller and 
smooth iron roller, and then covered with straw and 
kept moist for three to seven days. 
"And there's your road--or airport runway."(l) 
1. Cessna, Ralph W., op. cit., page lJ. See Appendix, pa~es 
lv to lviii. 
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Powder Metallurgy 
American researchers have discovered "how to grind 
up everything from metal doorknobs to the proverbial kitchen 
sink into 'metal soups'." The process of powder metallurgy 
enables factories to manufacture tools, nuts, bolts, automo-
bile parts and machines from minute metal particles, some of 
which are infinitesimal and invisible. 
This"most radical innovation in the metallurgical 
field since the Bronze Age" promises to counterbalance to some 
extent the deficiencies of our war metal stocks--though it is 
not a panacea. (1) Given impetus by the present emergency, 
this process had its beginnings in 1828 when a Britj_sh natural 
scientist, William Hyde Wollaston, evolved a sinilar method to 
wield platinum. Later in \'/orld War I through the efforts of 
the Krupp Works in processing mixtures of cobalt and tunGsten 
carbide, Germany was able for a while, at least, to r:mintnin 
front position in the armament production race. 
Today recent techniques give this process the ad-
vantages of large-ocala production and consequently great re-
duction in machine costs. The process consists of: 
1. "Cooking" certain scrap metals into powders by heat-
ing, stamping, machining, electrolysis, and other 
physical and chemical procedures--according to the 
type of product wanted. 
1. Gilstrap, Hax K., "'Powder Hetallure;y': Building Victory 
With Scrap," The Christian Science Monitor, January 14, 
1 ~ 1942. Page 13. 
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2. As sufficient amounts of powders are accumulated 
' 
they are mi:x:ed in tumblers with an occasional "pinch" 
'' ~i ' t \ '\ i:. \ l 
' /' ' "~ , '· ·, of non-metallic powders which fill the purpose of 
l.'' :.' ',.· · ·. checking certai.n undesired properties. For example, 
. , 
if porosity is required, materials which evaporate 
in the tempering stage are added; if all indications 
point to the hindrance of grain growth in tungsten, 
thorium o:x:ide is mi:x:ed in; in a similar mariner porce-
lain powder is alloyed when spark plug material is 
being produced. The time needed to combine blends 
may range from a few minutes to a few days. 
' 3. After the mixing operation is complete, the powders 
are placed in a tapered mold die and then compressed 
by hydraulic-, cam-, friction-, or knuckle-type presses. 
. I ' The emerging briquette, which is still crushable, may 
be as small as one-third or one-eighth of the original 
powder depth. 
4. To bond the atomic structure and to produce a rigid 
metal, the briquette is heated at submelting tempera-
! tures. Research men are still theorizing as to 
whether strength results from the removal of solid im-
purities, simple diffusion, or the extraction of gases. 
> 5. Shaping to proper size is the last step toward making 
scrap metals ready for manufacture. 
I < The distinguishing features of snell powdered metal i. 
parts are: remarkable strength; light weight; oil-absorbing 
.,•,: 
~~~ali ties; the production of useful marketable objects which 
~:~~:,;~ ~ f; 
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could not otherwise be made so efficiently. (1) 
Powdered metals find their uses in: tunGsten filaments; 
porous metal bearings; welding electrodes; paint; household de-
vices; parts for airplane engines; parts for automobiles; high 
speed cutting tools; and materials for electrical contact. (2) 
In 1941, five thousand tons of metallic powder were 
used--or one hundred per cent more than was used in 1936. 
The high pressure needed to make uniform blocks limits 
the production of articles to certain dimensions and presents 
one big problem which is yet to be solved. Improvements in the 
hydraulic press and special molds are two answers--but the 
problem of high costs still remains in the fabricating of items 
in sizes other than the present stage of development allows. 
The complexity of this metallurgical pr~cess is illus-
trated by the making of high speed cutting tools which require 
a mixture of carbide, borides, or even diamonds with a nore 
malleable powdered material such as cobalt; and by the naking 
of materials for electrical contact which require particles of 
silver or copper combined with tungsten, graphite, Molybdenum, 
titanium, and zirconium. (J} 
1. Gilstrap, Max K., op. cit., ~age 13. 
2. So-called oil-less bearings {porous metal bearings) are made 
by compressing powders which generally fuse readily, but lack 
uniformity of porosity. The volatile salts which are con-
densed with the original powders evaporate after the anneal-
ing process, thus yielding a consistency of strength to the 
material. When the bearings are oiled, their cocposition 
materials absorb oil to such an extent that the bearings re-
main lubricated for an appreciable length of time. 
). Gilstrap, Max K., op. cit., page 13. 
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. CHART OF ACTUAL AliD POSSIBLE REPLACEMEnTS 
(Table 2) 
Aluminum Products To Be Substituted By 
Bicycle lights, horns and sirens • • . . Enameled Steel 
Bits and spurs •.•• . . . . . . . . . . Steel 
Camera Cases • . . . . . . . Plastic 
. . . . . . . Enamelware 
. . . . . Cast Iron 
Cooking utensils • 
Cylinder heads • • 
Dinette table tops • 
Film spools 
. . . . . . . • Steel edging 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .Plastic 
Gas range lighter tubes 
Gas range vent grills 
Gear case . . . 
{ 
) 
) 
. . . . . Steel 
. . . . • • • Steel Stamping 
. . . . . . •• Iron 
Gun racks and 
gadgets {--or whatever else may 
Plastic 
Silver 
Plated steel 
be plentiful 
Hair curlers . . . . . . . . . . . Bakelite polystyrene 
( Glass 
) Porcelain 
) Cast iron Household utensils • • . • • • • • • • 
( Enameled steel 
Ice trays . . . . . . . . . . 
Tinned copper 
• . • Heavy waxed paper 
Porcelain-enameled steel 
Infant feeding set • • . . . Enamel•mare--ateel base 
Marimbas ••• • .Plastic . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Miniature skeet trap . . . . . . . . . . .Cast iron 
Refrigerator thermometer housing • • • . . . . Plastic 
Plastic Rotary tool handle grip . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Aluminum PToducts (cont'd) To Be Substituted By 
( Sheet steel ( Resin-bonded plywood 
( Plain plastic sheet (Plastic sheet !ruminated and 
Sheet • • • • • • • • • • 
(strengthened with tough paper 
Sheet for stampings .Plastic moldings, Resin-X-Crepe (1) 
Ski pole rings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rattan 
• Steel Thermometer . . . . . . . . . 
Trim on refrigerator humidaire compartment . . . Plastic 
Vacuum cleaner dome Injection-molded plastic 
Wringer • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iron 
Brass Products 
Bicycle looks 
Boat whistle 
. . . . . . . . . Cast iron 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . • Plastic 
Eraser holders on pencils • . . . . •• Plastic 
Flag pole sockets . . . . . . . . . . Malleable iron 
Football and basketball inflators ••••• . . . . Steel 
Gun cleaning rods • • • • • . . . . • • Steel 
Kerosene range connectors . . . . . . . • • Steel 
Lipstick holders . . . . . . . . . Plastic or silver 
Paper clips . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steel 
Piping . . . . . . . . . . . . .••• Lead 
1. Resin-X-Crepe is a paper with a two-\m.y stretch which ordi-
narily is used for lining cloth bags for shipping dry chem-
icals and other loose materials. A recent discovery showed 
that several layers of this paper, when impregnated with 
thermosetting plastics, form staunch deep drawings under 
heat and pressure. 
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Brass Products {cont'd} 
Radiator shells • • . . . . . . . . 
To Be Substituted ~ 
Zincless copper 
Rod (for screw machine work) 
Trilil~-exterior and interior • 
. . . . Free-cutting steel 
. . . . . . . . . Plastic 
Wall brackets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steel 
Chrome Products 
Coatings for corrosive-resistant ~arts ••• Silicon iron 
(for chemical industries) Steel 
Chemical stoneware 
Glass, synthetic plastic 
Natural or synthetic rubber linings 
Electric motors • • . . . . . . . . . . . • Baked enamel 
Hand grinders • . . . . . . . . • Cadmium finish 
Handle on floor sander • • . • Baked enamel 
Parts for autos, motorcycles and bicycles • Silver plate 
Copper Products 
Downspouts Galvanized steel, asphalt-bonded asbestos 1 tile, wood. \in order of availability/ 
Eaves • • • Galvanized steel, asphalt-bonded asbestos, 
tile, wood. \in order of 
Flashings • Galvanized steel, asphalt-bonded asbestos: 
tile, wood. \in order of availability/ 
Handles and ornaments for caskets • • • Wood plastio 
Metal-sprayed wood 
Interior hardware • • . . . . . . Plated steel, plastio 
Jewelry and novelties • . . . • • Silver (high quality) Lead alloys (low quality) 
Parts for automobiles, motorcycles, bicycles • • Nickel 
Piping (copper and brass} ••••• • • • Wrought iron 
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Copper Products (cont'd} To Be Substituted _[y 
Shell cases • . . . . . . . . . . . . Steel 
Tubing . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plastic 
Tubing for heat exchangers in air-conditioning ••••• 
Steel tubing {slightly lsrger diameter) 
Valleys • • Galvanized steel, asphalt-bonded asbestos, 
tile, wood. (in order of availability) 
Wrapping wire • 
Nickel Products 
Porcelain, glass, black iron, lead, 
galvanized iron and corrosion re-
sisting steel 
Bicycle lights, horns and sirens . . Enameled steel 
Clarinets • • • • . . . . . . • • White metal 
Cooking utensils . . . . Chrome 
Monel sinks • • • Porcelain, or porcelain-enameled steel 
Shelving finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Tin 
Stainless steel table cutlery . . . . . . . .Chrome steel 
Tin Products 
Canning . . .Glass, silver flash plating, colored lacquer 
Collapsible tubes • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . Plnstic 
Solders . . . 
Tinfoil • . . 
Tungsten Products 
. . . 
. . . 
Silver (more expensive, but stronger) 
• • • • • .Lead with thin tin coating 
Industrial cutting tools . . . !.~olybdenum, tantalum 
Carbon, tantalum Light bulb fila~ents . . . . . . . . . 
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Sill,l1!ARY AND CONCLUSION 
The present level of research has reached a point 
beyond the comprehension of most of us. The rumble of war--
obnoxious to most of us--works as a cleansing agent, eating 
into our stagnations and accelerating scientific advance. 
Building up the war machine places a erea.t absorb-
ing pressure on accessible supplies. The consumer nust go 
without--he must not be allowed to inexpediently diminish the 
sources of supply. As science turns its hand to the war effort, 
and as the manufacture of consumer goods is converted and co-
ordinated for war production, the whole pattern of civilian 
life crashes and breaks into irrevocable segments. rrradunlly, 
however, readjustment sets in and progressively gains momentum. 
Consumers and manufacturers alike look around frantically for 
substitutes--for tin, rubber, sugar, and other thinss of which 
they have become suddenly deprived in some neasure--so that 
their economic life will not become depressinGlY or fatally 
disrupted. 
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By the end of the war research men will have developed, 
and consumers will have adopted or accepted substitutes of such 
a caliber that some industries now forced to accelerate and ex-
pand their production capacity for ~~r purposes are fearful 
that they may not be able to survive the post war period and at 
the same time maintain their present capacity--if indeed sone 
of them survive at all. 
Not only will these conditions ~rently nffcot the 
buying of the future, but also the "researchers' quest for 
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in the air. ( 1) 
Regardless of chemical progress a war econony still 
experiences the probleM of gua~anteeing a speedy nnd constant 
flow of strategic and critical materials--even though civilian 
activity and morale may have reached a crucially sacrificial 
stage. This problem is intensified by the difficulty of trans-
porting products--even plentiful items--which require unusual 
means of shipment both for domestic and foreign markets. 
Lack of adequate machinery and capacity to process 
certain materials,which may be plenteous in their natural or 
raw state, also presents a very serious problem. The United 
States has sufficient bauxite for its tin requirements, but 
it lacks the facilities to process it. 
The problem of conversion may involve no more than 
an expansion program as is exemplified by the canning, clothing, 
and farming industries which either absorb formerly unused 
capacity or else create new capacity by plant or land expansion 
and intensification. On the other hand, there are those indus-
tries faced with slight conversion as is manifested by the 
Ford Motor Company changing over from the production of con-
sumer automobiles to the production of amy jeep cars. Then 
there is the most difficult task of total conversion as is 
illustrated by the necessity of creating wholly new plants 
Which are necessary for the production of equipnent specifically 
required only in war tir:1es--such as big r:;uns. The difficulty 
Of total conversion along vnth the tine factor rnnko3 this tyne 
Of conversion the most laggard. 
Science ~onitor, November J, 1941. Page J. 
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There are other hindrances which likewise hold back 
a vigorous initial war production and conversion in busineos 
and industry. Among those enumerated by Donald I.~. Nelson are: 
the reluctance to increase the nucber of labor shifts; the lock 
of imagination in meetinG production problems; the issue of 
extra pay for holidays and Sundays; the faulty flow of rm terir.ls; 
the time required to train new men; the shortaces of certain 
specialized facilities. (1} 
Nevertheless, once the primary step is taken, the 
momentum of conversion spreads rapidly. The self-appointed 
ingenuity and spontaneous enthusiasm of manufacturers is ad-
mirably displayed by the: 
1. Carpet factory which converted its plant capacity 
to the manufacture of gun barrels. 
2. Linoleum manufacturer who re-aligned his Machinery 
so that his plant could produce brass shell casinGs 
instead of the usual fancy floor coverings. 
J. Largest builder of merry-go-rounds who expressed a 
volition supported by readiness and preparedness 
to produce parts for warplanes and tanks. This 
concern which "had to change over completely fran 
ordinary machine work to the highest type of pre-
cision machine and structural work is now producing: 
jigs and fixtures for tank production; and gun mounts, 
1. ~Christian Science I:onitor, z.~arch 11, 1942. Pogo 10. 
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tools, punches, dies, and gauges for the production 
of bombers and pursuit ships. 
4. Maker of women's lingerie who now fabricaten mos-
quito netting instead of lace underweRr. 
5. Producer of egg-poachers who now makes per-
cussion caps. 
6. Concern which made orange squeezers and now turns 
out gauges, dies and bullet punches. 
7. Toy maker who now manufactures only binnacles, 
compasses, gun sights, and bearings for the 
United States Navy. 
8. Company which in peacetime turned out hair curl-
ers and now manufactures aircraft assembly clamps. 
9. Silversmith who formerly specialized in tableware 
now concentrates on forceps for the medical corps. (1) 
It is no stretch of the imagination to anticipate an 
airplane "boom" such as was the case with the automobile in-
dustry after the last world vmr. It does involve different 
problems, of course, such as the establishing of landing fields 
in numerous and convenient locations, but so~e automobile 
manufacturers are already planning and rearranging their 
plants for the post-vmr production of airplanes which has now 
been made possible by new developments in airplane assembly 
building. Moreover, thousands of people now leorning to fly 
1. The Christian Science Monitor, op. cit., page 18. 
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as a direct result of the war will desire to continue to fly-
after the war is over. Low-cost planes for civilians is not 
too far distant. Substitutes, especially- plastics, will soon 
make this a reality. 
Though a dormant possibility today a veritable re-
markable probability of the very near future will be the com-
plete outfitting of the consumer in synthetic materials. For 
instance, the fashionable American girl of tomorrow will be 
attired entirely with synthetic clothing: 
Article of Apparel 
Hat •• . . . . . 
Dress • . . . . . 
(Table J) Fabricated From 
• • Casein fiber, cellophane, redwood fiber 
Casein fiber, rayon, plastic (Saran) 
Gloves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rayon, nylon 
Cushioning filler in shoes . . . . . . . . . . • Glaos 
Underw·ear • • • • 
• • Stockings • • 
Shoes • • • • • • 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . 
. . . . . Rayon, nylon, plastic 
. . . . . . . . . . • Nylon 
Plastic, imitation alligator leather 
"Jade" bracelets (which look like the real thing} 
"Ivory" beads (which look like the real thing} . . . 
Resins 
Reo ins 
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Handbag • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . Artificial leather (1} 
Frame on handbag . . . . . . 
Perfume •• . . . . . . . . 
Hankerchief • • • . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . Plastic 
Synthetic rmsk 
Artificial silk (2) (J) 
1. Artificial leather is made from rayon fabric coated with a 
"laboratory-magic" pyroxlin. ~ 
2. Artificial silk as referred to here is fabricated ~rom 
cotton linters and wood pulp. " ). Adapted from Gilstrap, Max K., "Wonders of Resparchg The 
Christian Science Uon1tor, January 15, 19L2. nge • 
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The world of tomorrow may well be dominantly an era 
of synthetics. Out of research have ecce--and will continue 
to come--materials which will permanently improve and enhance 
the quality of consumer goods. 
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I STEEL 
Y ou start out with a program to build from scratch an army of two million men, including 
nine armored divisions. On this you pile a 
blueprint air force of 50,000 planes. On top of that 
you put a draft for a two-ocean navy. And on top 
o£ tliat a shipbuilding program o£ 6 million gross 
tons by 194!1· And on top of that a string of new 
naval bases from Newfoundland to Trinidad to 
Alaska. And on top of everything a lend-lease pro-
gram to supply arms and materials to Britain, Can-
ada, China, and any other foes of Nazism that may 
appear. Put them all together, and all working 
against time, and you get a monolith of require-
ments, added to normal steel demands, that towers 
above anything ever seen in industrial history. 
Dr•wi•v I•• PoaruNa "' Philil R.o, .. Assoti.u•s 
The best estimates are that steel will fall short by 
8 million tons this year and ~7 million tons in •.94~· 
And ·the reasons are to be found in the explosive ' 
effects of an armament boom upon an economy 
just emerging from a starvation decade in capital 
expenditures: a rush to make long-delayed over-
hauls and additions to plant; a rush to put up $~-5 
billion in new plants; a gold rush of rising national 
income into expansions in all directions. No need 
to review the wishful miscalculations by which 
OPM officials and steel were still maintaining six 
months ago that steel capacity would be ample for 
alf needs, military and civilian. For by May OPM 
had slapped down rriorities on certain types of 
neel and found itsel being driven toward a 50 per 
Source: Fortune , August, 1941. Volume XXIV, Number 2. 
t 
cent cut in automobile production to divert some 
4·5oo,ooo tons of steel to defense. It could cut only 
so far into civilian needs, however, for included in · 
that category is steel for new plants, equipment, 
boxcars, pipe lines, power stations, farm machinery, · 
and dozens of items not classified as direct mili-
tary needs, but vital parts of defense. The atlti-
expansionist bubble finally burst when the steel 
industry itself, steadily holding production around I 
a miraculous 99 per cent of capacity, agreed to 1 
study how it might increase capacity by 10 million j 
tons-a gigantic job that might take two years to • 
complete. Thus 194~. when new capacity may be 
only beginning to come into production, will be l 
a tough, belt-tightening year in steel for the civilian. ~ 
! 
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S0\11·_ gS per cent of all rubber [or the U.S. com<·s £rom the F.:"t Jndic~. Tbm ntbhcr\ posi· 
linn on thl· rriti<.<~l li.>t is obvinu~. ll j, en<Lnge:~cd 
by any 'Pt e;~d o( war in the F:tt East, but mnrc im· 
uwdiatcly b) the growing 'hott.agc o( \htp bottoms. 
\.un·t nmem cllorts to built! a national ~toclc. pile 
\H'H' Ml lcd>le that by July t o[ thh }l~tr it 
sto><J<l .. , 1111ly '-~"ti,nuo lottg tcllh-:tbout t•nough to 
:an"Y the (ountry lor lour nwnth~. And mean· 
(Fig. 2) 
Sourc Fortune, u st, 
\\'hilc, •94 1 U.S. rubber comumpuon wa' booming 
toward a record 8oo,ooo long tom. _\n alarmed 
OPl.\I bcl.tt<'dly moved to tak.r all ruhber imporu, 
mto iu, own hanrls. to force a 25 per cent rut itt 
con;ltmption in the next 'ix months and build a 
\tnck ptlc in a hurry. And it ctllcd on indu~tn to 
stilt t what it •howr.l. have \lartcd la.~l year- pLlll, 
(or four cxp ... r imcn tal ~yn Lhet ic.-r tthber plants. 
:-;houhl rubllct he cut oll. the lint'> tm the above 
l. olume b p 
chart would act lltu•: the tan mtde-ruhh<-r line 
would dwp ~hat·ply; rhe blue reclaimed-tubber line 
would T"i<e precipitou~ly as the nation drew upon 
its v;"t rL"-CT\'C> of old rubber to carry it ;dong: and 
the ted synthetic line (a uu:rc 12,1100 tons this }Car), 
with plattt capacity fc:H"rishly building while crud 
TL'-'<'l><es and reclaimed he-ld the fort, would ris 
up ill two to thn:l' )'Ca.ts tv ~uppl)' rhe country's 
r~llal Hcc:ch, mmtl)' in drcs. 
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MilliONS 
(Fig . 5) 
Z 1 i a m tal lhat had never been on the criucal li t until thi yea r. . . ~u pplir are 
good, running t. 7" ,ooo t_ons a •at; and Mex· 
i o and ustraha can fill m when n d d. Dut 
with w r, zinc onsumption ha piralcd in a 
wa to confound the indu tr , which will have 
added orne 40 per cent to capacit to hit a 
million ton or more for •9.J2. '1 h re will be 
Jittl 1inc for ivilian nones\ential\ (gahanit!'d 
tan k , pails, roofing, chicken broodrrs. man} 
farm iterm): and cli r l and indirect miht,ln 
needs (dr - ell batterie , !f'llvanized ~heet, rl 
fen e-industr item~) Will eat most of the output. HU OREO THOUSANDS 
(Fig . 6 ) 
Source : Fortune , Au Just , 1941 . V"o1ume :r:r 
vi 
lumber / . A • 6 
HUNDRED THOUSANDS 
(Fig . 7) 
V D fD THOUSA OS 
(Fig . 8) 
Source : For tune , Au st, 1941 . o1ume .. :XIV, b r " P e 6 . 
OUSANOS 
(Fig . 9) 
Nl KEL i hort to almost the de p ra te de-gree of a luminum. I t's an other metal that ........ 
you won't ee much of from here on out-as note 
civilian needs projecting a t. the r ight. me go 
per cen t of the world's nickel i mined in ............. . 
anada, an~ su~p.li e e mcd ample beyond all 
dream un ul Br1t1 h and . . con umption in 
armor p int , p roje ti le , and almo t the full 
r ange of ~ rmar;nen t pu hed ~ickel requirement 
to (an taHIC he1gh ts. Canada 1S producing t the 
l imit, and pan ion take m nths, r r it i not 
5jmply a matter of mining mor re. fin 
mill , and meltcrs must e pand together. 16 .. 
HN MllUO S 
(Fig . 10 ) 
Source: For t une, Au ust , 1941 . Vol e JC IV, umb 2 . 
20 
HUNOREO THOUSAND$ 
(Fig . 11) 
MANGANE E is a de. ulfurizer, deoxidizer, an alloyin metal, and indi pen able item 
in steelma ki ng. T he U . . went into this emergen· 
cy with heavy inventories o£ manganese, and the 
problem is not o bad in this as in other metah. l .. illlllli 
The U.S. has brought its maogan e !rom all 
over the world. The ources in ll1is hemisphere 
are large and high grade. nd high pric would 
bring out plentiful low-grade domestic deposits 
and encourage the use of pieg lei en (a low· 
grade iron-mangane e alloy). But the problem 
in all the alloy metals is that w.itl1 still more ste I 
expansion the alloy mu t expand too. 
HUNORfO THO~Q$ 
(Fig . 12 ) 
Source : Fortune, Au st, 1941 . Volume XXIV N ber 2 . P e 69 . 
NORED THOU$AHOS 
(Fig . 13) 
T IN, with rubber, i a p roblem in Far East geopolitics, si nce So to go per ent of th 
country's tin comes [rom there. T he .S. had 
not a ingle tin smelter un ti l the RFC, after 
month o( dickering, arranged this spring with a lllllllll• 
Dutch linn to rect a plant in T exa to reline an 
in ignificant 18,000 tons of fin e tin a year from 
Bolivian ores. he U . . has arranged for only 
go,ooo tons in the next fi ve y a . Tin ha no 
con iderable military use , e cept in the coromis. 
sary, but a toppage oE tin for tinplate and 
solder could bring unpleasant di ruptions to a 
food economy built around the tin o. 0 
T£ H THO USANDS 
(Fig . 14) 
Source: Fortune, Au st, 1941 . Vo ume XXI 
X 
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MilliONS 
(Fig . 15) 
Till~ l ' .. . (Jtopcnd, upon .\ rgc nLina, .\ u -tra li a. a nd • 1(·w Zea land for about 30 
rw r ct: nt ol it.., nonnal wool ~upplie~. a nd in 
tht high-running market ince the wa r even 
mo re 10 meet a ll r <:qui1 emen ts. Be a u'>C 
a rui\ pro m emc nt '> in un iform., blan J...e ts, 
a nd t11 · like h it enormom pea k . . bcca u ~e a 
h igher na tional in orne i, . wift lv ,·cfl ccted 
i n a pparel a l 10 lume, a nd becam e hip-
ping is as acut e here a' ebcwh erc. th U . . 
see m' to be b ttild ing toward a 1 -o milli on 
pou nd hortagt' in wool lo r 1 tiJ 2. 
S l.LI is J much le strategic- material than 
1 t once was, lwcau\e of n Jon and ravon 
T he chief a ualt r in an y tang! • with Ja pa 1~ 
would be women ho icn . For mi li1.1n n · 
q uiremcnts, nylon can . ub~titu te for ,ilk in 
parachute , can e1·en do for wa~te ilk in 
powder. bag:; (bag:; holding the propellmg 
d1a rge m heaY)' guns). fh at arm y C\timate' 
don't ve t provide for any ub~t<t n tial air- ~ 
borne force is indicated hy thr tim '><:< tion' 
to th e le i t on 1 he chart 's bars, which dt•note 
to tal military requirements. 
0 2 3 6 7 8 
HUNDRED MilliONS 
9 
--------
(Fi g . 1 6 ) 
Source: Fortune, August, 1941. Vol ume XXIV , Number 
2 
• 
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WlliONS 
(Fig. 17) 
K \POk i a lu~uriant vegetable down obwincd I rotll a tropical m~c. and all 
1 the l .... upplics for uphobter r ;tulhng. , pillow~. and maLli'C\ ·c. ltave ome princi-
pal! • lrom J a\'a, ~mall am unL (rom th · 
Philippine . Fcuador produ es ub tantial 
quantiti '5, and t.he . . b winging toward 
th.tt o,our e in the cmcrgcnc,-. The main 
mt I i t;u) rcq uir ·men t b in I ifc pre. cr\'er -
a ~lllall itcnt l r whid1 there are " number 
ol.,uh-.tilltt · . though man o( them ;u·e <al o 
u opital r n itic:d produ L , like cork. 
(Fig. 18) 
Source · Fortune, August, 1941. 
T!fE . p~culiar oak ucc' fromwh ' I ·k 
1 Slrlpped is · r I( l <:01 
Portugal d ~n< agt· nou-. to Sj>ain 
. an lgern II . I . , 
l
)roblem ' · e• c 1 1c -.lullpin" ~ a sume block·ICI · "' iom k . ' c-a un11mg dirncn-
. · · cor · uppla~ lor 11 1 . 1 
;md '942 is wrapped in tl , l} .1-1 .art -.wn, 
hntic f ' l ' . lc .ttdc of the \t-
• · tllaJV u es . · 
good 
· I . :tl c llllll()l (m.arine 
• tnHt a uon ) ub t ' 
,
11 
1 · .
1
. . · ~ llUtt' .art caw for 
• 1 OVI mn llCI11S :l\ ' ( , . . but there will b, . , . s oppc rs .u~d hnolt:um. 
latin, field . < .(a. rupuom Jn the· in u-
have ~)Ctn o~d~ .. ~~tprodun m;mul ;~nurcr' 
W cnt opca.tlloll\ 111 h.tlf 
0 3 
MILLIONS 
6 9 12 
15 18 
Volume XXIV, Number 2. 
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L 
I l· .<., .\JEOi\'E i 1·er goi n<r to giv • the emwn.., two bomb for one, he had 
bell •r get bu~) on LO lu ·ne. T lu ·ne is a 
lhcm i al di. tillatc of byproduct coke oven. 
:tnd Lh · ba i clement in NT. To giv you 
1 he 1 ea l ~rale o[ ma i tude b ·tween Ll1is 
war a nd the la t : at th end f\\ 'orld \\'ar l 
th e . ·., alL r [ ' I ' ri ·h x pan ion , was pro-
ducing tolue ne at a n n e o[ 20 milli n gaJ. 
Jon · a nn uall v, whi h meant al out 200 
million pound of TNT, or ju t about 
e nough '1 .'\ in this war LO delil'er one 
h a 1) a ir raid c1·er night in the )'car and 
two n 'unday. Tod·l) German), with its 
Ew·op •a n Ya a .l ag, has a lmo L fi 1c times 
th • cokc-o1cn ca pac it y of Eno-Jand. The 
ncarl · d ubl d i ' 93.?-39 average Loluen 
produ 1 ion t 32.6 million ga llon in ' 9':JU. 
1t h a about ;.15 million ga llo n mor capaci-
t · om ing- in n xt •car from two n w pro-
dure r u~ing n w meLhods to get L lucnc 
from p · trolcum, method apablc ol rea. on-
a bl Ia . i ·xpan. ion. But ,. n with Briti h 
and anadian production add d to ex-
p<~nd d .. capa<.i ty. it ·ti ll will not top 
the R eich's c timatcd potential IJ\ enough. 
: .he d1emical indu str} i npletc ,,.'ith 
o ·tucal material tha t the publi ne1 l'l ht'at' 
much about, but that imp ·r ']Hibh J>C'Illll'· 
ale the who! industrial mach inct \ for de· 
fen e . . \nd ha ngcs <n-e menuri.d, fot tlw 
d1 cmi al indusu v is fa L and rc ourcdul in 
n eded cx pansio(,s. The ompkte l 1 .. •• pro 
duct ion of pol ) 1 in ) I chJorjdl, the wblll:r-
like pla ti , i on mandator prioritic~ for 
na~ cal lc and electrical-wire imulation. In 
any war chlorine and a111monia arc ah,·al> 
shon items bcrau chl01inc plead> o 
widel y tlu·ough all indmtrial acti\itics and 
ammonia uppli e the nitrogen that i the 
uni1 er\al ingred ient in cxplosi1c. And they 
:u· again hort. , \ nd mNhanol. both illl' 
·mhcti and natural wood alcohol, 11·hi< h 
g-oes i 111.0 a new-L) pe ~ upcrcxplosiw. abo 
·ields formald eh)dc for the phenol lonn.tl-
cleh ydc Bak.elit -lypc plastir..,, and i.., c' 
trcmcJy tight because the tun on pJa,tit~ a.., a 
ub titutc for l11t'tah h:" been ucmctl<lou~. 
J 
(Fig. 19) 
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Source : Fortune, Au ust, 1941. Volume XXIV, Number 2. Page 124. 
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(Fig . 20) 
Source: The Christian Science Monitor, November 3, 1941 · 
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Transport: The Peak Is the Problem 
I ,. 
os chart projects railroad !943, based on e r" carloodings thro h 
and Industrial pro~,m~tes of national inc~! -
predocta ble em uc oon. Car shortag e ergencies es, vn· 
may radically affect th 't production spurts 
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Power-What Is a Shortage? 
Billions of kwh 
220 
200 
180 
160 
140 
1~0 
kilowatt -hours, based on present estimates ol 
the Federal Power Commission stall os to maximum probable 
production The ligures assume lovoroble water conditions 
lor hydro·electric plants and marked improvement in the 
utilization of oil power locilifies They moy be revised up-
word if sullicient new connection fac ilities ore added . 
1940 
..___~rl '"' r ua1:u.ro• •1 c•m~r .)mllfJ 
Source: Fortune , August, 1941 . 
1941 
Volume XXIV, Number 2 . 
1942 
New generating <apa<ity now 
on order: I ,500,000 kw 
Total possible new capocily: 
4,000,000 kw 
Tolol possible <opacity al 
year end: S2, I 00,000 kw 
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26) "Research men say 
y be able to can food in 
ed with a hot iron." (1) 
(Fig . 27) 
l . ~ · F . Goodri ch Advert i sement The Saturday Evening Post, 
ebruary 21, 1942. Volume 2i 4:-Number 34· Page 7.----
Source: 
AN D1PROVED APPLE 
e dle . ~ pplf' · 
n Tom Sawyer said, "There ain't a-going to be no core," he 
unwtltingly presaged the ".hape of thing~ to come." 
Mr:. Libbte Wilcox, hou. ewife of Huntington Park, Calif, recen I~· 
a. ont.hed the world of natural science by developing large red apple·, eedl£>s~ and corele.!:, hich are said to be the fir ·t seen in thi. coun-
ry if not in the world. The apple., ha1•ing no seed , are propagated 
by 1 afting on normal apple tree . 
The apple odditie were discovered, Mr . Wilcox ~ays, while • heo 
was peeling some fruit :Cor ;:m apple pie. But she refuses to dlsclo·e the 
·ecret of her method of propagation. 
Having found out how to get rid of ih apple core, Mrl<, Wdco · may 
be called upon to answer another question, "How will apple eaters 
know wht>n they are lhrougb?" 
(Fi g . 28 ) 
The Christian Science Monitor, Dec ember 5' 1941 . 
Page 9. 
Source : 
(Fig. 29) 
~ Christian Science Monitor, December 19, 1941. 
Page 8. 

I s CLOTHING 
--------
(Fi . the tr nsluceuc.y and rflative 
Sou.rce : The Christian Science •1oni tor, November 8, 1941. Page 2. 
Source: 
xxiii 
(Fig . 36) 
• iui!i!ht-d ' Aralnr. • 
Ht>re I the fin! ht>d product r.ut info hort l ll(lh nd rl' r1 • f ,. 
blt>ndin~ \\ lth other fib~>r · u ed !11 the t tile lntlu tr • It ran b flit 
into virtually any lenl('th-front a h:\lt Inch ((I a h tr mill'. Thr fll er 1 
. .._--:...c...wlth cotton, wool, mohair, ra ·on. or hat fur. 
The Christian Science Monitor, November 8, 1941. Page 2 . 
xxiv 
CLOTHES FROM CASEIN 
(Fig. 38) 
source: !he Christian Science Monitor, November 8, 1941. Pa e 2. 
(Fig. 39) 
Source: The Christia~ ~cience onitor, December 19, 1941 , 
Page 1) . 
xxvi i 
ELECTRICALLY-HEATED FLYING SUITS 
(Fig. 40) 
Source·. December 17, 1941· The Christian Science ~onito£, 
Page 23 . 
Source: 
SOME ~ Q! KOROSEAL 
Jmnuur board p11.d11 
~Saturday Evening Post, February 21, 1942. 
Volume 214, Number 34. Page 7. 
plant. 
Source : The Christian Science 
J2Qito£ , April 8, 1942. Page 3 
From 

HOUSING 
-------
Source: 
(Fi g . 56) 
(Fig . 57) 
PJ;,wod Bt•ifl~e 
This cxperimenLal plywood r tnp , clr' clortd b · the l nil cl 
J\J'rn Y. will <'arry rrmarkabh· h a\' lo d.. 'he ndl ·idu I lion r 
l 
quickl. joined at th ir fingerlik l'nds ~·ith dr ' pin nd arr e ib 
transported. ----------------------------~ 
~ Christian ~oi ence Monitor, December 11, 1941. 
Page 8 . 
XXX 
·pr~ ·ed over IJallonn .• urh huuM'< 
> made quickly anJ in va t UUmiJ r lo sheller wur-('V3CUUi ed p<!pUJalinns of r. !:>. C"i!te'>. 
(Fig . 58} 
ru_ _F,;::;i.;.;;n,;::;i.;:;.s:;.h.;:;.ed= Pro duet 
Source: ~. December 1, 1941· Volume 11, Number 22 . 
xxxi 
Pa e 34. 
xx:x:ii 
THE " BUBBLE" HOUSE IN PROCESS OF 1WCING 
59) 
(Fig. 60) 
Source: ~' December 1, 1941. Volume 11, Number 22 . 
Pa e 34 . 
xxxiii 
(Fi • 61) 
(Fi • 62) 
Source: Life, December 1, 1941. Vo1wne 11, 
UIJber 22 . Pa e 35 . 
Fut'tb.-rmore It's <:ltt'ap. In Addition to "'hidt, It Doe.., Not Lack lma{:ination (Fi 
were not enoulfh, there are two bedrooms, kitchen and livinr.!!!_om complete '1\]th __ fireplacc under this ;\todel A 'l'win lt"lo'l roof. L------------------------------The Finished Product May Look Like This! 
The living room is 14 x 23 feet. It has a brick fireplace and bookcases. The two bedrooms 
are each 14 x 10 feet, the kitchen 9 x 10 feet, and the bath with shower is 8 x 8 feet. 
There are nine closets. The house uses gas heat. 
Source: The Christian Science Monitor, December 4, 1941. Page 13. 
(Fig. 64) 
Source: 
(Fig. 65) 
The Christian Sc ience Monitor, December 4, 1941 . 
Page 13. 
XXXV 
(Fig . 67) 
Source: 
(Fig. 68) 
The Christian Science onitor, November 5, 1941 . 
Page 24. 
XXXVi 
(Fig . 69) 
(Fig . 70) 
Source: 
(Fig . 71) 
alpol Houst> Compl l d in Two Da)'· 
fe. 1 hou• of Henr · l. Harriman' ell for 7,000 and Corm. po :ible nu leu tor p h\ r home 
n Greater Bo. too. (1) Deliverlnlr prefabricated pantls to the itt. ('0 eltin P nel ht pl 
root ,,ings Jnto pia c. (4) Finished }louse on reach ~ trect, bacldn up lo lhe \'aiJlole Counlr. 
The Christian Sc~e Moni tor, Januar y 16, 1Q42 . Pa e 4. 
(F· ~ . 73) 
1 hut o rp lmo t Overnight 
hn ' "all romt' in hun preparrd panrls. the framrwork In prrrabrtr;~l•fl 
or I r fa tor. -m !It ~rctlon . The Interior ha an t ·rrption. lh n at , 11an• 
Source: The Christian Science M,_oni to_!., December 
2
' 
194
1. 
Pa e 13 . 
XXXV iii 
-
Source: The Christian Science Monitor, December 2, 1941 . 
Page 1.3 . 
:.> 
:nie F"m.U!lied Product Near the Glenn Martin Plant at Baltimore, Md. 
(Fig . 77) 
Source : The Christian Science Monitor, December 2, 1941. Pa~e 13 . 
Source : 
( Fi 79) 
(Fi . 7 ) 
A lfou -p 'E ·rr~ · Hair J-:fnu,.· 
Thai' lhp r It ~~ '' blrh thp r.. r •. Jlrnrf. Co 11 
Ttnn .. ran turn IIIP above bon c nut In prcfa r 
factor . Jt take tour men nnll' a frw J1nu~ In 
The Christian Science Monitor, April l , 1942 • Pa~e 22 . 
-
Xli 
(Fig. 80) 
~~~~s of the type pictured above are being built by the 
has sands all over the Dominion of Canada. Prefabrication 
bun r de his possible to a much greater deBree. These Theg~lows have four rooms with all the latest improvements. 
Place op Picture shows the panels of the house being set in 
Source: he Christian Science 1onitoJ:, January 14, 1942. 
Page 20. - -
(Fig . 2) 
(Fig . 83) 
''U ncle s am Builds House In The Tennessee Valley"--
Tbis Worke~ortable home, built for Tennessee Valley Authority defense 
and fi ~t ?omes in three sections--''each section f illin one truck 
house . ~ into the whole like a giant puzzle." The completed 
Inen ~n the bottom picture was assembled in four hours bi four 
orr 'thThe top picture shows the third of three sections siding 
e truck . 
Source: The Christian Science 1onitor , November 19, 1941 . Fa e 22. 
Source: The Christian Science 
.~onitor, April 10, 1942 . Page 5. 
(11'1_; . 84 ) 
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Yaa·.iety iu the "llomes of Tomor·row'' 
words, tbc houses ar:e flesiJrncd for a rnaxinurrn or IIcht, 
!'IO·Cilllcd '"functional" c.-ollvenicnce, witb every nec.-d of indh·idual 
mlly rnemb~>r,<~ lakt'n fnln cort;;ldf'r;itlon. t:su~• -
select tho rle.sircd exlcriQr i!csi~:n nrHl then ltJ· t this J>atlcrn. 

, ouu•thing .-~- in] 912 Tir.-
WIIII m unltr, Kan. a ' It pi l~>r~>r. otr~>r thl olutlon to the 
tire Pl'()bl m . Jt t'Otl i t of a \llteel made Clf ~ lion of old automobile 
prlnr. t'l at an angle b tw t'll hub nd rim. The prlna t'Jld. at the 
rim . llde Into . lot . . 
~ource : The Christian Science 
~itor -arch 30 1942 and 
K ) I • ly 
arch 16 1942 respect~ve · 
Page 3 a~d pag~ 9 respectively. 
xlvi 
(Fig. 87) 
(Fi . 
lf'ood Ttres Bu ·n Up 
Gen eral Tire nn dRubbtr Compo.ny Oul of Some u . s. De!!>ert 1\-lay Roll Your Next Automob ile Ti re~ 
'Ihi-. contraption Is at work on cmlless rows of guayule rubber lJla.nts. Its task is to gathet s eed. and it was 11tw clop f' d b y thc lntcrcon-
Unt>nla\ Company at Salina .. , Calif. Thl" seeds are s ucked ins ide as if ihe machine were a giant vacuum cleaner, a nd lheu s tored in bins at 
ach _ acn~ .l\lotof ~roavulc. Enoua:h scccls .arc on l1an<1 now £or the imm cdlate plan tin~ of 110,000 acres. 
(Fig . 89) 
Source : The Christian Science Monitor, December 31, 
Page 13 and page l respectively . 
1941 
I 
Je,sf' Jones and First "All Nativt>" Ti r·e 
Thi~ picture aho mil('hi be captioned, It Can Be Doni'. The. !o'c!'re-
tan·, nf Commerce is holdin~ the firl<t tire made entirely from the 
nati vt' gu!l vule plant. a sample of whirl\ )lr. ,Tones holds In his left 
hanrt. ',X' hc tire wa~ manu!adurf'd by lhl' Gen('ral Tire (;ompan,• 1111d 
will gi\·P. \Jp to !lO Pl't' cent oC thr •ervicc rendered by the finest Ucvea ~ 
Far Eastern rullber. __ . ,_. 
and April 7, 1942 respectively . < 
(Fig. 91) 
Source : The Christian Science l~onitor, 
December 31, 1941 . Page 13 . 
(Fig . 92 ) 
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xlix 
(Fig. 94) 
(Fi • 93) 
Source: 
(Fig . 95) 
The Ver atile Soybean Ha · 1\lan · (' 
Upper left: Dr. Henr G. Knight, bid or gricultural hrmi tn 
and Engineering, examining new ddcn e helmet made from o • 
bean and rotton. Lpper ri~rht: o bean sproul which ar us d · _ 
teru;ivcl:v a a green vegetable ln OrJental counlri • Lo\lrr: '.•n-
thetlc fibllr · made or "oyb an protein are h re brine run through 
the carding machine at the Ford Ia bora tor • plant I 110 b ·Inc 
bY Ford to IUJike this fiber In quantity. HenrY ord trca ur 
it made of approximatelY 2:> P r cent oybean ''ool aud 'Ia per 
beeP' wool. 
~Christian Science tonitor, 
Pa e 8 . 
arch 19, 1942. 
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N 
\n \corn One Day Pro an Ok.-,'' TJms Begins a CorkulJl 
( thn cnrk oak l1ke tht> ·e as well a man.v young trees are being distributed 
ill pi nf them on I. nd uo' suited to a~rricuJture. 
~ Christian Science Monitor, February 11, 1942. 
Pa e 13 . 
(Fi Source. • 98) The Christian Science Monitor, February 11, 1942 . Pa e lJ. 
1ii 
Source~ ~ Christian Science 
December 19, 1941 . Page 13 . 
(Fi~ . 99) 
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P L A S T I C 
-------
(Fi • 101) 
AU-Pia-tic Plane .Make D hn1 
(Fig . 102) 
:_~ Christian Science l onitor , November 11, 1941. 
Page 8 . 
lid d~ h" 
lv 
(F' l • 
(Fi . 10/.) 
Source: The Christian Science Monitor, January 16, 1942. 
-- - ...__,-
Pa e 13 · 
Source : The Christian 
Science Oriitor, 
January 16, 1942. 
Page 13 . 
lvi 
c. 
e 
c. 
= 
(Fig. 110) 
(Fig. 113) 
source: 
(Fig. 112) 
J 
t: 
c; 
..., 
f'l lr~• \ l.<~·b- Oa, ... 
(F' l • 114) 
Sou:rce: 
A oil· cmf'nf Road in 
(Fig . 116) 
T e Christian Science lonitor, January 16, 1942. 
Pa e 1.3 . 
lviii 
j 
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EQ!DER 
---
!!~~LLU R GV 
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(Fi 117) 
(Fig. 118) 
Source: T:h i Scl
. eno_e 1~oni tor, January 14, 1942. 
__ e Christ en _ 
Page 1J . 
lix 
.. 
c 
c. 
Source· 
~ Q_hristia]l ~ tgnito_t, JanuarY 14, 1942. 
Pa e 13· · 
-
.Fini~hNl Produr.t-. Conff'rlf'd F.-om .Mrtal Dw.t. in l\l('tallurgy'.-. Jlr,·oluti'(mm·.r A··~ 
ln lh~ l'hnlo ••f! ~lul.-b bdnr. tnnlclrd nart1, durtll,. 11lh·•r .1heet. 1lh·"r and COJ>J)Pr J\0\\ d""· a cllamnnd whrd, molrJI'Il Iron }larl ... mdal powcfrr ropa('l~, !ron powd lllumblan ahrrt, burhu washrr~ • . nar.~. bront~ h~arlnrli, roJ>ptr araphiLe bru~h, _and I'Uttl.n~ tnob. 
Source : The 14, 191.2 . Pa~e 13 . 
i . 122 ) 
New Way of U iu Paint 
Ahovc: One o£ th new methods of paint apollr.atlon 1 demon• 
slrated bY this automatic machine which praY both thr In rde and 
out Ide of hrll with protective coatings. It I. d . lrned to oat from 
300 to 720 shell· an hour, ran~rinl: in ize I rom 37 mm. to 1 On mm. 
Lower Je{t: )!own here are a curb. 1:~ and portion of -a 1 mpPil 
, lh•Y '''"' In th• '"'' p•lni<d "'" '"" nl n inl nnol , 
the irradiation of a mrrcurY yapor lamP which prcn·lde a 
of 
11
car-uHI"f·· iolet radiation. Lo\l'er right: The amr object . hown in the I rt photo a 
8
ppcar tutdt'r norm<~l trret lighting. 
The Christi n 
On.Ttor . -
6 , 1941 . Pa e 12 . 
lxiii 
lxiv 
(Fi . 127) 
" 
(Fig . 1?.9) 
